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Publisher’s Preface 
HE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION in St. Louis, cele¬ 
brating the one hundredth anniversary of the Purchase 
of the Louisiana Territory, now comprising fourteen 
states and territories, was a stupendous enterprise 
carried out with acknowledged success. It assembled 
the industries, the art and the processes of the world. 
It was a meeting of the peoples of the earth, represent¬ 
ing practically all nationalities, tribes and kindreds. 
By universal consent it surpassed all previous exposi¬ 
tions in extent, picturesqueness, variety of detail, and 
interest. 

The great Exposition was for seven months a city of light 
and life and music. But the stately palaces are now closed, the 
circling avenues now no longer echo with the tread of the world’s 
admiring throngs. The great ivory city which for more than a 
half year charmed the civilized world, is now like unto a house 
where death reigns. The feast is over, the lights extinguished, and 
the music is still. Happily, however, before the Exposition had 
crossed the peak and gone down into the shadows on the other 
side of the hill, the idea of perpetuating it on paper was conceived 
and successfully executed. By the aid of skillful photography, of 
artistic engraving, fine printing and binding, the publishers have 
been enabled to reproduce the Exposition in its architecture, its 
impressive waterways, its wonderful scenic effects, its art and 
industrial exhibits and its people of wondrous variety and interest. 
The result is embodied in the following pages. In its preparation 
we employed, by special and exclusive contract, the Official Pho¬ 
tographers, so skilled in outdoor photography as to enjoy national, 
and even international, reputation. The descriptions, written by 
the distinguished and versatile Secretary of the Exposition, are 
likewise official. The photographs were all taken exclusively for 
this work under the directions in detail of a member of our Com¬ 
pany, and are exclusive as to buildings, waterways and general 
scenes. They illustrate a great internationalevent lending itself most 
happily to artistic photography. In short, we have reproduced the 
great Exposition on paper for permanent preservation in every 
household, and in form so attractive and complete as to constitute 
a noted achievement in book making. It is a mechanical triumph. 
As illustrating a great international enterprise concerning, directly, 
all mankind, it will appeal to every reader and book lover now, 
and will grow in interest as this event recedes in the distance—as 
it passes from the memory of the millions who had the good for¬ 
tune to see it. It is believed that it is such a reproduction as will 
especially appeal to every American whether or not he had the 
pleasure of visiting the Exposition, so fitly characterized as a world 

university. In the undertaking -entered into under special con¬ 
tract with the World’s Fair Commission, as well as the Official 
Photographers—we had every facility for covering its wondrous 
wealth of subjects. Practical aid was afforded by the Exposition 
authorities at all times, and we em '‘race this opportunity to make 

acknowledgements. 
Dr. W. P. Wilson, Chairman of the Philippine Govern¬ 

ment Board, and Gov. T. K. Hunt, directing the Igorot Village, 
placed us under lasting obligations by official orders and personal 
assistance rendered in photographing the Philippine exhibits and 
in grouping the representative tribes in that most interesting 
department. To village commanders, *L R. Healy of the Visayans, 
Frederick Lewis of the Samal-Moros, Valentine Semilla Guevara 
and G. W. Fairley of the Negrito Village, we are indebted for 
material assistance in the extraordinary photographic presentation 
of the villages and people under their control. To Dr. Marcus W. 
Lyon, Jr., of the Smithsonian Institution, having the management 
of the United States Government Building and the bird cage ex¬ 
hibits, we are indebted for permission and special arrangements by 
which we reproduced the wonderful features selected in the Gov¬ 
ernment exhibits, including the most interesting varieties of birds 
in the immense cage. To Generals Piet Cronje and Ben J. Viljoen 
and E. Sherman Danby of the Boer War we are placed under 
obligations for material aid in photographing the war, daily enacted, 
in all its striking details, its personality and scenic effects. Col. 
W. D. Miles, manager of the reproduced Jerusalem, gave exclusive 
permit and rendered valuable assistance in photographing all the 
desired points representing the places made sacred in Bible 
History. To Colonel S. C. Simms, of the Anthropological Depart¬ 
ment, having charge of the Indian tribes, we are indebted for the 
practical assistance that enabled us to photograph groups in native 
costume, representing every tribe of American Indian inhabiting 
our Continent now and at the period of its discovery by Columbus. 
The Commissioners managing State and Foreign Government 
buildings and exhibits gave gratifying testimony to interest in our 
publication by assisting at all times to the best possible photo¬ 
graphic effects. With these various helps we were enabled to fully 
sustain our promise made, to include in our publication typical 
representatives of all the peoples of the earth of every nationality, 
tribe and kindred, as well as its architectural, industrial and art 
exhibits. 

Believing that this exhaust’’ pictorial presentation of the 
great World s Fair for lasting **•: >ervaticn is a fitting response to 
popular demand universally . .. it is with confidence of approval 
submitted by the PUBLISHERS. 

Copyright 1903, by N. D. Thompson Publishing Co. 



UILDERS PLAN AND TOIL through years to create 

the magnificent architectural picture. For the array 

of things rare, brain and hand have wrought a life 

time. A coming together of all races and of all 

nations is the event of a gen¬ 

eration. The volume and the 

variety of preparation, both, 

are amazing. 

A semester measures the continuance 

of the Exposition. The people go back to 

their homes in every clime. Ex¬ 

hibits are scattered to the four 

quarters of the earth. The build¬ 

ings are razed. 

This is not the end. The 

good that the Universal Exposition does 

lives after it. Ere the substance fades the 

shadow has been caught. The knowledge 

to be credited is an asset of the individual. 

Memory cherishes the scene of beauty and 

grandeur. The broadening and the uplift¬ 

ing are humanity's lasting gain. These com¬ 

pensate for the labor. These reconcile for 

the brief existence of the Exposition. 

The World's Fair of 1904 abounds 

in that which will leave indelible impres¬ 

sions. A first far-away glimpse is of 

countless towers, domes and steeples among 

the tree tops. The main picture centers 

around a grand basin and plaza walled in 

on either side by majestic facades of palaces and filled in front by 

terraces, cascades, colonnades, Festival Hall and the pavilions rising 

hundreds of feet from the water, with everywhere the forest—fore¬ 

ground, background and border. 

A sunken garden is here—long, narrow, a ribbon of color, 

many hued—on the south towering the quaint front and overhang¬ 

ing roof and obelisks of the Palace of Mines, on the north the lofty 

arches and Doric columns of the Palace of Liberal Arts. The scene 

changes. A lagoon wends its angled course under arched bridges, 

between terraces, in the shadows of overhanging maples. An avenue 

winding and climbing upward through the forest leads away from 

the Palaces into the midst of the mansions 

of many States scattered upon wooded 

knolls and slopes. Hospitality, the social 

evolution of American official life, finds its 

highest type of expression in the half hun¬ 

dred spacious reception rooms along Com¬ 

monwealth avenue and the ways 

which lead from it. In striking 

contrast with the Plateau of States 

is the Place of Nations, with 

town halls and villas and repro¬ 

ductions of famous structures in many lands, 

with gardens and surroundings closely 

typical of the various countries. 

The written word fails ; the camera 

alone preserves in any degree satisfyingly 

the story in statuary, a thousand chapters 

long, of past, present and promise of the 

Louisiana Territory. 

A school of unfortunate children, 

born without the usual faculties, undergoing 

the peculiar training which has been de¬ 

vised for defectives, illustrates the twentieth 

century development of education. Art at 

this World's Fair is not synonymous with 

antiquity or confined to Old Masters, as a 

contemporaneous division to include works produced since the 

Columbian Exposition in 1893 shows. The world is not at a 

standstill in art expression. The alchemist’s laboratory in opera¬ 

tion illustrates the progress of chemistry. In the art preservative 

the most advanced mechanisms for printing are operative exhibits 

The two great Palaces devoted to Manufactures and Varied Indus¬ 

tries are the battle field of competition among the nations, for there 

SPIRIT OF THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

Genius Points, Inspiration Whispers ‘‘Nothin* Impossible" 
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foreign industrial exhibits are in rivalry of skill and elaborateness. 

Prime movers from 8,000 horse power, from fly wheels twenty- 

eight feet in diameter, from 

engines as large as three story 

houses down to the electrical 

motors infinitesimal by com¬ 

parison, are marshaled. “The 

industrial life blood of the 

new time,” as electricity has 

been called, courses in gener¬ 

ators, dynamos and trans¬ 

formers, illustrating in end¬ 

less variety the uses of the 

mysterious current through 

the realms of chemistry, tel¬ 

egraphy, light and heat. 

On a steel turn-table a 

mighty locomotive of over 

200,000 pounds weight, its 

wheelsrevolvingat greatspeed, 

turns slowly, throwing itselec- 

tric headlight to the remotest 

exhibit of Transportation. 

Aerial navigation is recognized as a possibility, and has its course 

through the air prescribed for tests of speed and control, as well 

as its group of airship stables. 

Agriculture masses in turn the wonderful developments in 

the staples—corn, cotton, tobacco, wheat—and the exhibits range 

through all the ramifications of meat and drink to the latest break¬ 

fast food of queer title. 

The center of Horticulture in a space with unobstructed 

view as large as a city block is the array of table fruits. In every 

department are impressive central features around which the 

countless exhibits appear by classes and groups. 

SPIRIT OF THE ATLANTIC 

After all, the peoples are the great exhibits of the Universal 

Exposition. This applies in the maze of aisles of the interiors of 

the Palaces, along the shaded and cool colonnades, and on the 

Pike of polyglot population. The life of the World s Fair of 1904 

is its highest claim to distinction and human interest. The 

Jew looks from the wall of the Holy City and espies afar off 

the Filipino trudging across the bridge over the Pasig into 

the gate of Manila. Japanese from the garden on the heights 

above the great hall'wherein the machinery in hundreds of forms 

driven by steam, by gas and by electricity fills all the air 

with jar and whir, see where the Chinese dwell in the Palace of 

Pu'Lun. Ceylonese serve their 

own tea in their pavilion from 

Colombo, while Turks offer 

strange things for American 

coin in the Bazaar of Stam- 

boul. In villages under the au¬ 

spices of the science of anthro¬ 

pology dwell representative 

families of North American 

aborigines, of the giants of 

Patagonia and of the pygmies 

from Congo land. And finally 

among all these strange peo¬ 

ples, civilized, semi-civilized 

and barbarous, assemble 

the thinkers of all nations to 

form a “World's University," 

the International Congress, “to 

discuss and set forth unifica¬ 

tion and mutual relations of 

the sciences, to harmonize the 

specialized studies. Could the Exposition be more universal in 

its human activities, body and mind? 

SPIRIT OF THE PACIFIC 



S'* HE INVOCATION. The ceremonies of the opening day began with an invocation 

w by the Reverend Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus. This picture was taken during the prayer. 

It shows Dr. Gunsaulus and President Francis standing in the rostrum. Below, on the 

platform, appear the orators and officers of the Exposition with bowed heads. A spirit of 

reverence prevaded the immense throng. Indeed, throughout the exercises, there was earn¬ 

est attention. Not an unseemly disturbance of any kind occurred to mar the impressiveness 

of the occasion. Thousands who were beyond the reach of the voice remained in respectful 

•silence from beginning to end of the two hours' programme. This view is taken from a 

central point in the audience. It shows the decorated rostrum, the Grand Basin, and beyond, 

the main Cascade from the base of Festival Hall, soon to be set in motion by an electric 

spark from the White House in Washington. In one corner of the picture is the front of the 

Palace of Electricity. During the invocation the entire audience stood. The conclusion 

was the Lord s prayer in which many thousands of people joined. The sea of bowed heads, 

the murmur of countless voices, will linger long in memory of all who witnessed this 

appropriate feature of the ceremonies. A strong tribute was paid to the wondrous scene of the 

World's Fair by this spirit of rapt attention, almost reverence, of the first great assemblage. 



HE OPENING ,—In the presence of 187,798 people the Louisiana Purchase Exposi¬ 

tion was opened. The immediate scene of the ceremonies was the Plaza of Saint 

Louis. This great central court, a thousand feet in length and six hundred feet wide, 

afforded standing room for but a small part of the throng. As appears in the view, Louisiana 

Way had its mighty human stream, and the Grand Basin wore a living fringe. Long filesof 

soldiers formed the barriers which held the people in check and made the lanes through 

which officials and commissioners marched to the positions assigned them. Strange to tell, 

the soldiers were Filipinos, a battalion of them. Before this thin brown line the largest 

assemblage of Americans ever gathered for an exposition’s inauguration day stood respectful 

of the authority and good humored through the hours of waiting. The Louisiana Monument 

is in the foreground. From its base were spoken the wise and earnest words which gave 

the ceremonies high tone and enduring character. In the background is the Palace of Varied 

Industries. The camera caught the scene with the crowd at rest before the signal flashed 

from the White House at Washington. Every flag pole is bare. An instant after the signal 

the ropes broke loose a thousand flags, and the air was full of fluttering color. The sea of 

humanity, becalmed until that time, was instantly in motion. The World's Fair was open. 
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LAZA LANDING, LOUISIANA WAY. Between the Louisiana Monument and 

Plaza Landing is the most traveled thoroughfare of the World's Fair. It bears 

officially the title “Louisiana Way.'' Two human streams cross and mingle at this point. 

One traverses the Way with its several angles but with general east and west course. The 

other crosses the Way between the Plaza and the Grand Basin. The picture is taken from 

the lawn at the corner of the Palace of Education. It gives a good impression of the size 

of the Grand Basin which is one-third wider than the Court of Honor of the World's 

•Columbian Exposition. The triple landing with broad steps leading down to the boats is 

well presented. The several kinds of craft touch at this landing every few seconds to dis¬ 

charge and to receive passengers. The picture was taken at an hour before the human 

currents had fairly set in and without the boats, in order to obtain a comprehensive view 

of the Landing and of the Basin with the setting of architecture to the eastward. DeSoto 

Bridge is seen with the North Lagoon heading beneath it. The corner of the Palace of Edu¬ 

cation is on the south side. Spreading across half the picture is the south facade of Manu¬ 

factures, broken midway by an angle. In the very center of the background rises one of 

the magnificent pavilion corners, an architectural feature, of the Palace of Liberal Arts. 



jpf]ENNEP1N BRIDGE Where the angling lagoon makes the turn from south to west 

ArS it is spanned by the bridge named after one of the most famous of the early explorers 

of Louisiana. The view is taken at close range. It brings out clearly and in detail the 

ornamental work upon the bridge. The moulding on the arch and the decorative work on 

the balustrade are especially worthy of admiration. At the four corners of the bridge are 

massive-looking bases for columns which furnish the supports to the flag staffs. These col¬ 

umns are as elaborately designed as if they were to be conspicuous features in the facade of 

an Exhibit Palace. In the corner, where the lagoon makes its turn, grows a clump of shrub¬ 

bery. This is a touch of nature which appears in many places on the World's Fair grounds. 

Wherever a corner, a court or a recess offers an opportunity small trees and bushes may be 

found, adding very much to the appearance of buildings and other installations. The foun¬ 

dation of the Palace of Agriculture for a third of a mile is fringed with many small trees 

and bushes brought in a state of wildness from the woods to give something that is not 

artificial to the landscape and architecture of the World's Fair. Beyond the bridge rises 

the south facade, a series of magnificent arches, of the Palace of Liberal Arts. This com¬ 

prehensive view of the facade shows how elaborate is the sculpture decoration of the arches. 

—8— 



HE POLYGLOT LIFE OF THE FAIR. The scene of Americans massed tv 
hind files of Filipino soldiery in their blue suits, gazing upon a richly blank ted 

elephant with East Indian attendants, suggests the polyglot character of the people at the 

World's Fair. With the elephant were Burmese. Persians and Ceylonese. In the same 

procession, of which a small section is presented in the picture, were North American In¬ 

dians, Esquimaux and Cossacks, Japanese and Jews. Boers and British veterans, companies 

and troops from Spain. I!.11 \ 1 rtland. I he I yrol. 1 BI k> '■ ! . \ pt, Morocco, and various parts 

of the Western Hemisphere. In brief, there was no nationality without representation. 

—9 

Of one race there numbered over fifty-three different tribes. These peoples of every clime 

meet not only in peace but in excellent fellowship at the World's Fair. They interchange 

ceremonial calls where not one word uttered by tue party of the first part can be under¬ 

stood by the party of the second part, and vice versa. In silence they convey their greetings 

by pantomime or by long serious contemplation of each other. With the few thousands under 

200,000 people present on the opening day there were no crimes, no conflicts, no dis. 

order. In no way was the universality of the Exposition more strongly expressed than in 

the commingling of all nations on a basis of active good-will and friendly mutual interest. 



,, ». 

HE PIKE PARADE. The afternoon of the opening day was characterized by 

ceremony of not less human interest than the programme which preceded the turning 

on of the power and the opening of the doors. That event was a parade of all nations to 

celebrate the opening of the Pike. In the picture a section of the procession is seen passing 

the reviewing stand at the base of Louisiana Monument. In the procession were peoples of 

sixty different tongues, clad in characteristic garb. Animals from every clime passed in 

review. The section shown in the picture is composed of camels and elephants The pro¬ 

cession was four miles in length and occupied over an hour in moving along the living lane. 

The route was two miles in length, and along the whole of it the lookerson formed continu¬ 

ous fringes, increasing to dense throngs at centers of special interest, as shown in the picture. 

Upon the reviewing stand with President Francis were the Secretary of War, Hon. William 

H. Taft, the Prince Pu Lun of China, and other distinguished persons. In gala costumes of 

their respective countries, good natured, riding in vehicles strange to American eyes, the 

peoples of the Pike gave, through their procession, the features of lightness and laughter 

needed to round out the ceremonies. The first flush of spring was on. The buds had burst. 

The pageant came and passed on, bringing and leaving a sense of all-world gaiety. 
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ORTH LAGOON. DANIEL BOONF. BRIDGE. From the Terrace on the 

North Lagoon is obtained a picture illustrating aptly several distinctive character¬ 

istics of the Exposition. The angling course ot the lagoon itself is shown. Instead of 

looking straight down an apparently narrowing lagoon for half a mile and more, the voyager 

by launch or gondola approaches a continuously changing scene revealing something new 

with every boat's length. The facade of Varied Industries in the distance closes this view. 

But as the craft swings around augle after angle the way opens and a new picture is re¬ 

vealed. From the point of view here taken there is on one side a corner of Manufactures 

and on the other a half facade of Education taken from where the central entrance of the 

north side breaks into an obtuse angle. In front of this entrance is a statue of Pestalozzi, 

the apostle of public school education. Occupying the same relative location in front of 

Manufactures, but not within the focus of the camera for this picture, is a statue of Charles 

Goodyear, the pioneer inventor in the uses of rubber. Pursuing the policy which honors 

men famous in the discovery and pioneer period of the Louisiana Purchase by perpetuating 

their names with the Fair, the Exposition management has named the bridge in this picture 

Daniel Boone Bridge. Beyond the Palace of Education is presented a corner of Electricity. 
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VM EST PAVILION, TERRACE AND LAGOON- A combination picture of 

extraordinary interest and variety is obtainable from a point on the terrace in front 

-of the Palace of Education looking to the northwest. On one side is shown a very excellent 

"view of the corner of the Palace of Electricity. On the other side appears the West Pavilion, 

terminating the Colonnade of States, and the cascade leading down from the fountain of the 

Spirit of the Atlantic. A wide sweep of the Terrace of States is shown with a background 

of forest trees on the upper plateau. In the distance appear the dome and walls of the 

reproduction of Jerusalem. Nearer the corner of the Palace of Electricity is a glimpse of 

the characteristic architecture of Japan, the hill top being occupied by a collection of eleven 

buildings erected for the uses of the commission and officials representing that country. 

The picture possesses additional interest from the mirroring of the Palace, the Pavilion and 

the monumental features on the surface of the Grand Basin and Main Lagoon. There are 

hours of the morning and the afternoon when the water offers perfect reproductions, but 

upside down, of Palaces, statuary and trees. The distinctness with which the shadows are 

thus outlined is marvelous. In the preparation period occasional regrets were expressed 

upon the absence of a front on lake or river. It appears now that regrets were wasted. 

—12— 



ROUND BY WATERWAY. One route for sight seeing in the heart of the Expo¬ 

sition picture is by water. It opens up vistas and conveys impressions which are 

not obtainable from any point of view on terra firma. The picture presented was taken from 

a point on the water route and illustrates one of a scries of comprehensive views. The en¬ 

tire facade of Education is shown with the sun slanting from the west. In the distance, 

shaded by the diminishing light, is the East Pavilion and a small section of the Colonnade 

of States. The north facade of Education is already in the shadows. In the distance be¬ 

yond can be seen dimly a corner of Manufactures. The Palace of Education is in the form 

of a keystone. It is circumnavigated with but few straight courses. There is a continuous 

revelation of new beauties of architecture and of new sculpture as the boat glides along the 

basin and between the grassy banks of the lagoons. The picture illustrates the changing 

views produced at different hours of the day. Those who see the western facade of Palace 

of Education as the sun is sinking receive a different impression from that conveyed at 

noonday or in the morning. So it is from many points of view, and even with the main 

picture as a whole. To the general use of colonnades is due largely the notable light effects. 

Another condition contributory is that Grand Basin and Plazas lie across the sun s course. 



HE FULL FACADE OF LIBERAL ARTS. —In the prc-Exposition period 

the Palace of Liberal Arts aroused much interest. Its immense archway entrances 

were pictured and admired. Corner pavilions, giving entrances additional to those on the 

several fronts, were praised. But it was not until the Exposition opened and all of the 

statuary was in place that the full beauty and detailed perfection of tins magnificent build¬ 

ing was appreciated. The picture shows the entire front of the Palace of Liberal Arts to 

the southward, overlooking the Sunken Garden. This front is 750 feet in length. The central 

and two end pavilions are well portrayed. Each of these pavilions forms a spacious and 

monumental entrance to the Palace. There arc eight of these main entrances and sixteen 

additional emergency entrances and exits. The great columns constitute a distinctive fea¬ 

ture of this Palace. They are crowned by the largest Corinthian caps ever made of staff. A 

sculptor came from Germany for the purpose of doing the work. Giant lions guard the 

central entrances modeled from life. Groups of statuary flank the entrances and also crown 

the comer and central pavilions. “An Ideal Exhibit Building,” this Palace has been called. 

It has no court and no galleries. Ample roof-light from monitor windows floods the entire 

interior. There is no "main aisle." No exhibitor has the advantage by reason of location. 

—14— 



RAND BASIN AND ELECTRICITY. From a point just north of the west en¬ 

trance of the Palace of Education is obtained an impressive view of the Palace of 

Electricity. The width of the Grand Basin intervening is a foreground or forewater. Along 

the very edge of the basin rises the richly decorated parapet with vases and monuments at 

frequent intervals. Just beyond this white line is the rich green of the terrace. Above 

the terrace stand like sentinels the well-grown forest trees. Back of the trees is the en¬ 

tire front of Electricity nearly six hundred feet long. When the sun slants from the east it 

brings out every detail of the facade with vivid distinctness from the basis of the tall columns 

to the striking figure of ‘‘Electricity" crowning the corner pavilions. Those who have 

walked around the Palaces find from the point of view in the picture the best realization of 

the grandeur as a whole and the beauty in detail of the Palace of Electricity. Every bit of 

molding, every group of statuary is accentuated by the reflection of the light from the water 

front in a manner inadequately conveyed by the picture presented. The distinctness is 

wonderful. At a distance of several hundred feet by this reflection of light, the lines and 

moldings of the facade are seen more clearly than when viewed from the walk a few feet away 5 

the unique effect of the low colonnade with immense windows above is better appreciated. 

—15— 



sorbing interest. It is infectious. Groups of visitors gather beside the cowboy and the 

horse. They, too, look out upon the water and upward to the diadem of the Purchase. 

They stand motionless as the statuary and they gaze long and silently. The sight is not 

one to inspire words. It fascinates. It satisfies the highest artistic sense. It causes the 

frivolous of mind to pause and be still. Sympathetic sense goes out to the cowboy. The 

vision is one for repeated visits during the stay at the World’s Fair. It is one to recall to 

memory in after years. As the picture shows, there are spectacles of stately beauty in other 

directions, but the sense of grandeur, the climax, is in the direction of the Cowboy's Vision* 

—16— 

TkT VISION OF THE PURCHASE At the head of the Grand Basin is a group of 

sculpture which inspires in the living a community of sentiment. A cow boy re¬ 

clines upon the prairie, his head and shoulders raised for a long, steady gaze. The horse, 

saddled and bridled, stands beside. The head is thrown upward to indicate an animal's 

interest in what is seen. Cowboy and horse together are engrossed in the vision. They 

look outward over the expanse of water and upward along the terraces and the cascades to 

the culmination of the scene in the Colonnade of fourteen states and territories formed 

from the Louisiana Purchase. This gazing is of the steadfast manner which bespeaks ab- 



DMINISTRATION AVENUE. The World s Fair has few rectangular structures 

and few straight thoroughfares. Of the latter. Administration avenue is the most 

notable. From the arch in the center of the granite Administration Building this avenue 

extends due eastward to the limits of the Exposition. It is a dividing line for great parts 

of a magnificent whole. It separates the grand group of exhibit palaces from the street of 

amusements aptly named the Pike. That section of Administration avenue which the pic¬ 

ture contains is within the Place of Nations. The point of view is the corner of the quaint 

old English garden which surrounds the Orangery of Great Britain. The picture shows the 

2 

avenue and the buildings on one side of it, beginning with the reproduction of the humble 

cottage made historic as the birthplace of Robert Burns. Next to the cottage is the typical 

Dutch house which represents the Netherlands, full to overflowing with the curious and 

antique household effects and work^of art of Holland in the Eighteenth Century. The 

Farm House of Sweden with the flag flying high comes next, and beyond that is the great 

hall erected by Austria for purposes of entertainment and to house many products of the 

Art Nouveau. Paintings, drawings, models, tapestries, sculpture are included in the inter¬ 

esting collection. Administration avenue is one of the main thoroughfares of the Exposition. 



AST PAVILION AND SCULPTURE GARDEN. PALACE OF ART - 
Four great buildings entirely distinct, but grouped in such manner as to present an 

imposing whole, comprise the Palace of Art. All of these structures are fire proof, as is 

befitting ; the value of the contents is inestimable. Tip: central structure of the group is of 

gray limestone, brick and steel. This remains a permanent memorial of the Exposition. 

It was designed in accordance with the most advanced ideas of architecture for the exhibit 

of works of art. On either side of the permanent Art Museum is a pavilion the walls of 

which are of buff colored brick ornamented with staff. The East Pavilion appears in the 
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picture. The north facades of the central building and of the two pavilions cover 830 feet.' 

The sides extend southward 450 feet. These proportions serve to give some idea of the un¬ 

precedented provision made at the World’s Fair of 1904 to house the exhibits of Art. East 

Pavilion is devoted to the sections of Germany, Great Britain, Sweden, Holland, Austria, 

Canada. Other foreign governments divide the West Pavilion. Most of the space in the 

innumerable halls into which the great buildings are divided is given to paintings, water 

colors and drawings. In a garden south of the central building is the fourth structure of 

the group, the International Sculpture Court, where the exhibits of sculpture are placed. 



LAZA ORLEANS FROM WIRELESS TELEGRAPH TOWER..—At the 

Parade Entrance to the Grounds is the Wireless Telegraph Tower, a most conspicu¬ 

ous object of the Exposition, seen at a distance. Elevators ascend to the summit of the 

tower at frequent intervals carrying visitors to one of the most satisfying points of view. 

In this instance the camera is located on one of the lower levels of the tower about the alti¬ 

tude of the eaves line of the exhibit palaces. The picture brings out beauties of the 

architecture and sculptural decoration which are not so well disclosed from the ground. 

It also shows the variety of this aichitecturc above the eaves line. On one side is Manu¬ 

factures with its low dome plan of roof, on the other is Liberal Arts with its square towers 

and statuary groups. Beyond Liberal Arts are the obelisks, the globes and the tiled roof of 

Mines and Metallurgy. Across the lagoon from Mines and Metallurgy is the Palace of 

Education. In the distance, beyond east lagoon, rises the approach to the East Pavilion 

with one-half of the Colonnade of States in view and the upper portion of Festival Hall also 

presented. A very attractive bit of landscape with which the Plaza of Orleans begins 

is not within the focus. The landscape artist has so arranged the beginning of the 

Plaza as to form a splendid living screen when the visitor looks toward the tower. 

—to_ 



HE GRAND BASIN ON A SPECIAL DAY. The length of the lagoons and 

the size of the Grand Basin were fully illustrated on the occasions of the water pro¬ 

cessions when from 60 to 70 boats of varying character in construction and motive power 

found no difficulty in proceeding over the course and in carrying out the maneuvers of the 

carnival. A mile and a half of lagoon length was entirely sufficient to string out the craft 

in single column. The Basin proved adequate for forming in double columns and for mov¬ 

ing in long lines from side to side. Water processions developed facilities for decoration 

for representation of industries which added materially to the entertainment. Electric 

launches were loaded with palms and floral pieces until they almost lost the semblance of 

boats and became moving floral masses or floating islands. A novel float represented the 

City of St. Louis, showing the industries. On another boat a statue of Liberty was carried. 

On Transportation Day the railroad float contained a floral engine and cab. Bands and 

orchestras and choruses were conveyed over the course, enlivening the progress of the 

pageant with music vocal and instrumental. The picture shows the head of the procession 

on Transportation Day entering the Grand Basin from North Lagoon just after passing 

Joliet Bridge. The launch which is leading the column is occupied by President Francis, 



HL SHOPPING CENTER OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.-All is not display. 

The Universal Exposition includes a department store the like of which was never 

seen elsewhere. Through the grand entrance shown in the picture pass daily many thou¬ 

sands of pocketbooks to come back lighter. A unique feature of the Department of Manu¬ 

factures, something original in Exposition history, is the section known as the Bazaars. 

Another name bestowed by the public is The Arcade. This section is set apart to meet the 

requirements of a large class of exhibitors wishing to demonstrate, and at the same time to 

sell, exhibits at retail to visitors. The space is divided into booths about six feet square. 
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Each booth or bazaar is a small store in which is carried on a retail business according to 

methods devised by the occupants. The advantages of this segregation of the selling ex¬ 

hibitor are at once apparent. In other parts of the palace are larger booths of manufacturers 

who apply their energies in demonstrating such methods as will strengthen their connec¬ 

tion with the wholesale trade. There is in the Palace of Manufactures, as well as in the 

Palace of Varied Industries, a line of demarcation between the retail and wholesale exhibits 

and the selling and showing exhibitors. The plan works well from the exhibitor’s point of 

view. It also proves satisfactory and attractive to the visitor. It is commendable in every way. 



THIBERAL ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE AND EXHIBITS. Most ornate in 

““ architecture and most liberally endowed with sculpture is the Palace of Liberal Arts. 

Two facades of this Palace are shown in the accompanying picture. The character of the 

building is quite befitting the exhibits contained. ‘‘Liberal Arts" in exposition theory and 

practice is related to manufactures and at the same time akin to both science and art. This 

building covers nine acres. The ground plan by reason of the corner entrances and the 

arrangement of aisles is such as to enhance the display of the exhihits. Photography has a 

prominent place in Liberal Arts. Typography, which includes book-making from the press 

to the finished binding, is another of the Liberal Arts. Notable exhibits by foreign 

countries are made in this palace, among them specimens of the finest work in typography 

by German publishers. Geographical maps; models of canals; relief work in great variety, 

are in this building. France, Mexico and Argentine exhibit their public works and the 

plans of their eminent engineers. Musical instruments in great variety are included in the 

groups of Liberal Arts. One very large section of the interior was assigned to the collective 

exhibit of China. There that nation has presented what is almost a history of the country, 

showing the development through the centuries along educational and industrial lines. 
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HE SUNKEN GARDEN. Between the Palace of Liberal Arts and the Palace of 

Mines and Metallurgy, from the angle of the East Lagoon to the foot of Government 

Terrace, lies one of the most admired of the landscape achievements. It is the Sunken Gar¬ 

den. An artificial lake was here before the World's Fair builders began. A part of it was 

utilized for the garden. From the walkways alongside the exhibit palaces on either side 

the grassy terraces drop down several feet just as they do elsewhere to the lagoons. But 

instead of a surface of water between the terraces there is an expanse of lawn and flower 

beds. The garden is in width one-half of the three hundred feet between the palaces. It 
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is seven hundred and fifty feet V ng. To pass across from palace to palace one must go 

down several steps, traverse a path among the flower beds, and then climb several steps. 

The garden is seen from above. This being the case the landscape artist pursues what he 

calls a tapestry or carpet method to produce the desired impression. There are fountain 

groups at the ends of the garden. Midway is a pond for aquatic plants. With the flowers 

in the full of bloom the Sunken Garden, upon which the visitor looks down, presentsa pic¬ 

ture of extraordinary beauty. One of the never-to-be forgotten views is to be obtained from 

the steps of the Government Building. This commands the entire length of Sunken Garden. 



i'4 NITED STATES FISH PAVILION. In thirty-five great tanks, each 7 feet 8 

inches long, 5 feet wide and 3 feet 6 inches deep, is housed the largest collection of 

fish the Government Commission has exhibited at an exposition. About half of the tanks 

are for the fresh water and the other half for the salt water fish. The building was planned 

and constructed solely to contain the aquaria. The salt water is brought from the Atlantic 

Ocean, being taken from near Woods Holl, Massachusetts. This water upon its arrival on 

the World’s Fair grounds is placed in a reservoir of cement holding 48,000 gallons. There 

it is kept in circulation ; it is filtered and aerated. Another part of the equipment for the 

comfort and preservation of the lives of the fishes is an ice machine. Ice is produced to 

cool the water for cold water fish. Neither the fresh water nor the salt water is wasted. 

Both are kept in condition for repeated use by mechanical processes. The absence of win¬ 

dows on the sides of the building gives the structure a novel appearance. The tanks or 

arranged along the walls, the light coming from above. Between the walls aquaria are 

and these glass tanks are mirrors which have a multiplying effect on the contents. In the 

center of the fish pavilion is a large court. The principal object of interest in this court is 

a tank thirty feet square. Here the large fish and the seals are shown and regularly fed. 
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ROM WILDERNESS TO WONDERLAND. —Where rioted the jungle of briers 

and vines and rotting vegetation now stand the Palaces of Machinery and Transpor¬ 

tation with the roadways, paths, rows of handsome trees, lawns and flowerbeds surrounding 

them. Education and Electricity are on terraced and adorned islands, once ground cut into 

deep ravines and made unsightly by patches of brush. Underneath Liberal Arts and Mines 

and Metallurgy was a narrow, shallow pond called by park courtesy a lake. The sites of 

Manufactures and Varied Industries with the Plaza of Saint Louis between was a plain 

trossed by dirt roads and trails given over to ball games and other sports. Through a deep 

tortuous channel of 8,800 feet the River des Peres, a rivulet in dry weather, a flood follow¬ 

ing every downpour, took its course. Three years ago this quarter of Forest Park, in a state 

of demoralized nature, shunned by the landscape gardener as impossible, was locally and 

aptly known as “The Wilderness.” It was unsewered, unwatered, unlighted, in every respect 

unimproved. All that had been applied toward landscape betterment in the twenty-five 

years of Forest Park's existence had been expended in more encouraging sections. The build¬ 

ing of the Forest City has been the transformation of Wilderness to Wonderland, with pal¬ 

aces, roadways, pathways, choice shade trees, lawn, flower beds, fountains and statuary. 
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S^ORTH LAGOON. SUNKEN GARDENS. GOVERNMENT BUILDING. 

The eastern straightaway course of Louisiana Way is shown in the picture. It is 

perhaps the most beautiful of the series of vistas which the great transverse thoroughfare of 

the Exposition offers. The picture is taken from Daniel Boone Bridge whu h crosses the 

Lagoon and connects entrances of the Palaces of Manufactures and Education. The bridge 

which appears in the center is named in honor of Hennepin, the explorer of the Northwest. 

In the foreground are the terraces which slope gently to the waterway. Beyond Hennepin 

Bridge, and concealed by it, is one of the beauty spots of the World's Fair, known as Sunken 

Gardens, a highly improved strip of ground, with beds of flowers, between the roadways 

and extending to the Government Terrace. This view possesses one of its chief attractions 

in the contrast it affords of two of the most beautiful exhibit palaces of the Exposition, 

Liberal Arts is on one side and Mines and Metallurgy on the other. These two palaces are 

rivals in popular esteem. Many visitors rank Liberal Arts as the most beautiful of the Ex¬ 

hibition palaces. Mines and Metallurgy has a constituency as large and as enthusiastic. 

The architecture of the two structures presents no points of similarity. In the picture the 

north facade of Mines and Metallurgy and the south facade of Liberal Arts are well shown. 
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p; ROM HENNEPIN BRIDGE. SOUTHWARD. With the sun just below the 

horizon in the first stage twilight, the camera has caught one of the fascinating 

combination scenes of lagoon, architecture and landscape. The view is part of the Plaza of 

Orleans. East Lagoon is shown with DeSmet Bridge spanning it half way of its course. 

Beyond and above the bridge rises the statue of the Cherokee Chief. The light, in its effect 

upon the surface of the Lagoon, adds much to the beauty of the scene. It falls upon the 

west front of the quaint, oriental architecture of the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy and 

gives to the tall severely plain classic obelisks of the entrance an importance in the archi- 

_o 

tcct s scheme not so noticeable at other hours of the day. On the other side of the Lagoon 

the Palace of Education appears in the shadows. In the distance can be seen dimly the 

long rise of stairways leading to the East Pavilion. Along this stairway are the statues of 

the Pathfinders of the Louisiana Purchase—LaSalle, Daniel Boone, Renault, William Clark, 

Meriwether Lewis, Laclede, Narvaez, and at the head of the illustrious line, George Rogers 

Clark. On one side of the Pavilion is part of the Colonnade of States lighted from the 

West. On the other is the imposing tower of the Castle of Charlottenburg, the official 

building of Germany. A stiff wind from the west carries the flags full length from their staffs. 
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ECO RATIONS OF THE ART PALACE.—Not only is the Palace of Art a 

permanent structure of steel and stone, but its decorative features are as enduring. 

Marble and bronze figures embellish the massive facade facing north and partially hidden 

from the main picture by the lofty Colonnade of States. The great entrance is flanked by 

colossal seated figures in marble, one representing Painting, the other Sculpture. A little 

farther, to left and right, are niches in which are Truth and Nature. These figures are of 

gilded bronze. Truth is a conception of which one carries away strong impression. A 

young woman, alert in pose, with a frank, fearless, engaging countenance is seated upon a 

sphere. A shell opens behind the sphere, the edges of which Truth is pushing backward. 

The shell, with its polished in terior and rough exterior, makes an unusual and effective 

background. Under her feet Truth is crushing two serpents, the heads of which are 

reared as high as the ankles. Above the main portico are figures which symbolize 

six great periods of art. They stand for the Egyptian, the Classic, the Gothic, the 

Oriental, the Renaissance, the Modern Art. Crowning the main entrance is the figure 

“Inspiration.” Two bronze griffins are used as ornamentations at the ends of the main 

pediment. In the frieze are stone medallion portraits of architects, painters and sculptors. 



LAZA SAINT ANTHONY IN MIDSUMMF.R, Spring and summer of frequent 

showers were trying on the builders of houses, the makers of roads and the movers 

of exhibits. But the season exceptional in excess of moisture was the making of foliage 

and blossom such as no previous World's Fair has known. Not in many years has the 

locality of St. Louis been favored with luxuriance of vegetation equal to that of 1904. The 

picture taken on the Plaza Saint Anthony, near the turn of the lagoon from westward to 

southward, shows what the timely moisture has done for the maples, the shrubbery, the 

vines and the lawns. The rich and heavy green of the trees makes a happy contrast with 

the old ivory of the Palace of Machinery. The shrubbery in three months has been trans¬ 

formed into thickets half concealing the approaches of the bridges and growingdown to the 

water's edge. On such a day as the picture was taken this abundant vegetation not only 

lowered the temperature but was relief to the eyes against the garish gray of the asphalt 

under the bright sunlight. The season favored the midsummer visitor not only with un¬ 

usual coolness but with the added beauty of this exceptional verdure. The scene herewith 

presented could be reproduced so far as foliage is concerned in all parts of the World’s 

Fair grounds. The newness which is so often an affliction of Expositions has been banished. 



^JpjEFFERSON WAY FROM ABOVE. From the caves line on the south facade 

•*£1 of the Palace of Liberal Arts is obtained one of the most pleasing views Visitors 

occasionally suggest that the Exposition is too large. The photographer finds it difficult 

to choose in the multiplicity of points of view. In his desire to make the camera include 

as much as possible of the glory and beauty he seeks elevations. In this instance he has 

found an advantageous location, unsurpassed in the whole Exposition, upon which to plant 

his tripod. Jefferson Way through the heart of the main picture is revealed in perspective. 

In the foreground is North Lagoon spanned at short intervals by the bridges and lined by 

terraces and rows of maples. On one side are the elaborate sculptural decorations of the 

Palace of Liberal Arts ; on the other, a corner of the plain but classic facade of the Palace 

of Education, In the center of the picture is the Louisiana Monument, and beyond is the 

entire south facade of Varied Industries. The Palace of Electricity is opposite, while a 

corner of the Palace of Transportation closes the view at the turn made by Jefferson Way 

along Machinery Gardens. A more fascinating picture of varied architecture, of beautiful 

terraces, of waterways, the camera has not found at this or any other Universal Exposition- 

The picture is a midsummer scene showing the landscape as well as the architectural beauties. 
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HE HEAD OF GRAND BASIN. The creators of the World's Fair builded well 

when they planned their artificial waterscape. No visitor after a long, silent view 

‘from the foot of the Louisiana Monument over the Grand Basin to the Geysers and the Cas¬ 

cades finds the “main picture” of this universal Exposition wanting in water effects, The 

Basin dwarfs the Court of Honor of the World's Columbian Exposition. It lies in a setting 

of terraces. It mirrors rows of tall trees, the stately facades of exhibit palaces. Its water 

line is relieved with monumental decoration and statuary. This picture is taken from the 

corner of the Palace of Electricity. It presents a diagonal view across the head of Grand 

Basin showing Joliet Bridge and the entrance to North Lagoon in the distance. The North 

and West fronts of the Palace of Manufactures form the background. The distance of this 

Palace from the point of view illustrates the width of the great Plaza of Saint Louis where 

regiments manoeuvre in the presence of thousands of spectators without being cramped for 

room. The steps leading down from the Plaza to the head of the Basin afford the principal 

landing place for the mile and one-half voyage of the lagoons, an experience among the 

most pleasing of many at the World's Fair. The Louisiana Monument towers just across 

Louisiana Way. Heavy foliage of an exceptionally favorable season adds to the scene. 
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EFFERSON WAY TO THE EASTWARD. The angling course of Jefferson 

Way, the principal artery of the World's Fair, east and west, after it leaves the Plaza 

of Saint Anthony, is here illustrated. Davy Crocket Bridge is in the foreground. Beyond 

the bridge the lagoon makes an obtuse angle and Jefferson Way follows it. The retreating 

middle entrance of the Palace of Electricity, with electricity symbolized on the summit of 

the pyramidal tower, is at one end of the bridge. The swinging colonnade of Varied In¬ 

dustries is at the other. These novel and much admired features of the Exposition archi¬ 

tecture are in full view from the boats which ply the lagoons. One with difficulty realizes 

that the corner of the Palace of Liberal Arts, which rises in the center and seems to close 

the Way, is a good half mile distant. The Plaza of Saint Louis, the Palace of Manufactures 

and the Plaza of Orleans, as well as the nearer palaces, are between the point of view and 

the apparent closure. There is another angle and Jefferson Way instead of stopping at the 

Palace of Liberal Arts bends to the right of it and continues on, always 300 feet wide, along 

the Sunken Gardeqs to the United States Government buildings. The picture is especially 

interesting in that it presents at varying angles portions of no fewer than five of the great 

exhibit palaces. It shows by contrast the varying architecture of these palaces, no two alike. 
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irv] EHIND THE SCENES. enchantment suffers a shock when curiosity to see the 

wheels go round is gratified. Under one of the great cascades is located what is 

believed to be the largest pumping outfit devised to make an artificial waterfall. The power 

is sufficient to raise 90,000 gallons a minute to a height of 150 feet. It is the exercise of the 

combined strength of 2,000 horses. The water is drawn from the Grand Basin and from 

more than a mile of lagoons which hold 25,000,000 gallons. This water was filtered before 

it was first used. The pumping capacity is sufficient to draw out the entire contents of 

basin and lagoons in four and one half hours. The agitation in falls and jets insures 

perfect freshness. The water is pumped from the lagoons to the tops of the cascades and 

used over and over. The entire volume in the lagoons is circulated every five hours. 

Where this water passes over the lowest fall it is a sheet 168 feet wide and flows at a 

depth of four and one half inches. The picture gives an excellent view of the principal 

body of water on the World's Fair Grounds and also of the movement to which it is sub¬ 

jected. Not only do the pumps of the Cascades cause frequent change but the geysers 

spouting from the Grand Basin are forces counter to stagnation. The waterways are navi¬ 

gated by electric launches, gondolas and other craft. Transportation of this kind is popular. 
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vv*']ORONADO BRIDGE AND MACHINERY GARDENS. An eddying point 

£Ssd of the tide of humanity at the World's Fair is the crossing of the Plaza of Orleans by 

Jefferson Way, shown in this picture. The camera caught the scene at a time when there 

was little doing. Ordinarily it would have shown several hundred people on the broad 

asphalt promenade. The east and north fronts of the great Palace of Machinery form the 

background. In front of the Palace is the largest bandstand on the grounds, built at a cost 

of about $8,000 and of sufficient size to accommodate three bands. Here at intervals sev¬ 

eral bands are massed and led in turn by the respective band masters. From Coronado 

Bridge extend four beautiful vistas. One to the westward embracing the band stand, ex¬ 

tends half a mile. It is a succession of flower beds and lawns with statuary, between the 

Palaces of Transportation and of Machinery. It is known as Machinery Gardens. To the 

northward stretches the Plaza with its embellishments of lawn and flowers and its closure 

of green trees and thickets, above which rises the confused and almost fantastic sky line 

of the Pike. Southward beyond the lagoon is the long flight of steps and wide sweeping 

lawns to the West Pavilion. Eastward is Jefferson Way,the promenade of the picture, divid¬ 

ing room with lagoon and lawn, much of it shaded by the double row of well grown trees. 
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ANIEL BOONE BRIDGE AND EASTW ARD. The eastern quarter of Jeffer¬ 

son Way is a straight course from Daniel Boone Bridge as shown in the picture. 

The last angle is made at the bridge. Thence the view is unobstructed the entire length of 

Sunken Gardens to the broad steps which lead up to the main entrance of the Government 

Building, the West Facade of which is seen above the balustrade of the bridge but not 

enough of it to give adequate conception of its proportions and beauty. The building stands 

upon Government Hill, an elevation considerably above the plain upon which the Exhibit 

Palaces are. On the south side of the lagoon is the Colonnade of the Palace of Education, 

one of the architectural successes of the World's Fair. Across the water are glimpses of the 

ornate arches of the Palace of Manufactures. Only fragments of the Palaces of Liberal Arts 

and Mines and Metallurgy appear in view beyond. More of the grandeur and of the beauty 

by contrast in the architecture of the Exposition is to be seen on the journey along Jeffer¬ 

son Way from Machinery Gardens to Sunken Gardens than in any other like distance within 

the walls. The section shown by the picture is about one fourth of the distance between 

Government Building and the Grand Trianon of France, which structures form the term¬ 

inal closures of this most magnificent of the World’s Fair thoroughfares—Jefferson Way. 
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ANUFACTURES. AT THE TURN OF THE LAGOON Seen from the east 

lagoon with Hennepin Bridge in the foreground the Palace of Manufactures presents 

in pleasing contrast the noble arches of its southern facade and the classic columns of its 

eastern front. There is no point of view from which tins Palace does not gratify the artis¬ 

tic sense. Within, from entrance to entrance, from wall to wall, the Palace is filled with 

an amazing variety of exhibits. New features under the classification of manufactures have 

been introduced. In the textile section is a large space occupied by a collection of women's 

gowns. The contributors to the exhibit include the leading tailors in the United States who 

make costumes for women. In the period of preparation for the World's Fair it became 

known that several foreign countries were making extraordinary effort in the way of ex¬ 

hibits of women’s costumes and millinery. This suggested a collective exhibit to sustain 

the credit of the United States in the art of tailored suits for women. Tailoring for women 

is an industry which has gained in importance. The exhibit compares most favorably 

with similar exhibits of other countries. American made costumes for women are shown 

to be equal to the best made abroad. The American costume exhibit is supplemented by 

a collection of women’s headwear from the best known milliners of the United States. 
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HE GRAND ARCHES OF TRANSPORTATION PALACE.-Above the 

luxuriant screen of vegetation and the brilliant flower beds of the Plaza of Saint 

Anthony loom the immense arches of the Palace of Transportation. There are arches nar¬ 

row and high, wide and low, and of great variety in this Exposition architecture. There are 

no arches, however, to compare in grandeur with those in triple array shown by the picture. 

The exhibit uses of this palace were in the mind of the architect when the plans were 

drawn, and throughout the detail of construction and adornment. Hence it is that the view 

suggests at once a magnificent railroad terminal with abundant room for many railroad 
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trains. This palace of Transportation covers fifteen acres. By comparison with the human 

figures standing at the entrances can be formed some impression of its magnitude. At the 

corner is a symbolic figure holding in one hand a miniature steamship. This piece of statu¬ 

ary stands over fifteen feet. The arches are sixty feet high. The building was planned 

by the Chief of Design of the Exposition, Mr. E. L. Masqueray. It is unique in that it is the 

only one of the eight great palaces in the group in which the designer has not employed 

what are known as the classic orders of architecture. The three great arches enclose avast 

porch. They are separated by strong pylons the summits of which are richly decorated. 



HE SOUTH FACADE OF MANUFACTURES . From the terrace at the cor¬ 

ner of the Palace of Electricity is obtained a complete view of the South Facade of 

the Palace of Manufactures. The picture furnishes an excellent illustration of the design 

by which the front of the Palace breaks midway its length by a slight angle, sufficient to 

give to Louisiana Way deflection from a straight course. The distance is sufficient to bring 

out the novel and distinctive sky line of the great palace, yet it is not so great as to dwarf 

or render indistinct the sculptural decoration. The Palace of Manufactures, occupying o^e 

of the most central and conspicuous sites, has been given a generous share of the sculpture. 

One other claim to special admiration this picture presents is that it affords adequate con¬ 

ception of the magnificent central entrance through an arch, one of the greatest on the 

World's Fairgrounds, rising considerably above the eaves line. The sculpture which sur¬ 

mounts and flanks the arch, together with the figures above the smaller arches, are easily 

distinguishable. The Bridge of Joliet is in the foreground, with a corner of the Palace of 

Education. Several of the decorative urns and columns which alternately ornament the 

parapet of the Grand Basin, are shown in the foreground. The picture offers strong evidence 

that the Exposition has not erred on the side of economy in architectural ornamentation. 
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HE GARDEN OF FRANCE. Under the chief gardener of Paris the landscape 

work about the National Pavilion of France, the Grand Trianon, was done. A grotto 

was constructed to represent the outcropping of a ledge of limestone. The blocks of stone 

protrude from the soil in picturesque manner. Water trickles over the rocks. Bridges lead 

from an island to the main land. Several works of art in sculpture are distributed about 

the garden. One is a “Lion seated on its Haunches ;" this is m pink marble. "The Minuet" 

is a bronze. "The Girl with Flowers" is a white marble. To the American visitor the or¬ 

chard of espalier trees is of great interest. These trees represent a practice in horticulture 

scarcely known in this part of the world. Espalier fruit trees are the common fruit trees 

pruned and trained to assume strange forms. They are made into pyramids, spindles, vases 

and other forms. The apple, the pear, the peach, the apricot, the plum, are thus trained. 

Some of the espalier trees in the garden of France represent ten years training with the 

frame and the knife. Labels tell what is designed. Many varieties of roses and evergreens 

and other shrubbery were brought from France. With sunken logs the gardener has 

produced different levels in the surface of the garden. The pillars of the building which 

rise back of this garden are stained so artistically as to imitate pink-veined marble. 
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HE COMMISSIONERS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES. No more brilliant 

gathering is seen when the Diplomatic Corps at Washington assembles than that 

formed by the commissioners general and staffs when they came together in the Hall of 

Congresses to participate in the opening ceremonies on the Pla/a of St. Louis. There were 

five hundred representatives of other nations. Many of them wore court or military uni¬ 

forms. The others were in full morning dress. While the foreign commissions were 

assembling a picture of them was taken on the granite steps of the Administration Building. 

It shows the Italian marines acting as a guard of honor. The Japanese commission, headed 

by Baron Matsudaira. is on the lower steps. It was notable that the most picturesque uni¬ 

forms were those worn by the Europeans. Central and South American governments were 

represented by serious faced, dignified men in black. A comparison of the foreign repre¬ 

sentation at Chicago and that at St. Louis reveals what prominence as a World power this 

American nation has attained since the World's Columbian Exposition. At Chicago in 1893 

there were represented forty-three independent nations and colonies. At St. Louis more 

than sixty nations and colonies participate and send strong 'men to care for their inter¬ 

ests. The result of such preparation and such skill of direction is at once apparent. 
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rar1 FUNCTION AT THE ILLINOIS BUILDING The ceremonial and official 

social features at the foreign and state buildings constitute a notable part of the 

World’s Fair. Almost every day of the 184 has its formal social event at some one of these 

buildings. There are days when a succession of these special events has drawn the visitors 

to these buildings from early in the morning until late in the evening. The Illinois Com¬ 

mission, by reason of the proximity of the State Capital and the large and steady attendance 

from the state, conducted a scries of these functions. The picture herewith presented shows 

the usual gathering in front of the building to witness the arrival of the procession intended 

to inaugurate a special ceremony. On this occasion the Illinois Building was to be form¬ 

ally dedicated. The picture was taken just as the carriage containing the Governor of 

Illinois, Hon. Richard Yates, reached the pathway to the main entrance of the building) 

escorted by his staff and a long column of military organizations. The picture is of interest 

other than for the crowd and the occasion. It offers a splendid view of the main entrance 

to the Illinois building which is one of the most ornate and attractive of the state buildings. 

The statues of Lincoln and Douglass are shown at the entrance. The entablature and decorated 

cornice, including the state seal, are among the architectural triumphs of the World's Fair- 
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HE PAVILION AND GARDEN OF GREAT BRITAIN. Historic interest 

and architectural fame combine to make the official building of Great Britain nota¬ 

ble. The Orangery was designed, as the name might indicate, for a greenhouse. It was 

typical of Queen Anne architecture. It was filled with the choicest of plants and flowers. 

It was the favorite resort of the royal household about the middle of the Eighteenth cen¬ 

tury, Queen Anne frequently retiring there for her afternoon cup of tea. The English Court 

deserted Kensington Palace one hundred and fifty years ago. The Orangery became almost 

a ruin. Early in the last century, with the revival of taste in such matters, English writers 

began to refer to the Orangery as the highest type of garden architecture. Queen Victoria 

was born at Kensington in 1819. On her eighteenth birthday she determined to open the 

grounds to the public. The Orangery was restored with much careful work upon details. • 

The reproduction at the Exposition is faithful. Even the setting, the immediately sur- ’ 

rounding grounds in which the building stands, is an old English garden copied from the 

period when the Orangery was in its pristine glory. The building is 171 feet long bv 32 

feet wide. The front is plain and perhaps on first view the red brick facade is rather dis- 

appointing, but the Orangery grows in interest and admiration with closer inspection. 



HE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH TOWER.-Electricity Day, the 14th of Sep¬ 

tember, was signalized by the test of the DeForrest Wireless Telegraph. The tower 

is shown in the picture occupying the eastern end of the Plaza of Orleans. The tests were 

made between St. Louis and Chicago, the top of the tower being the starting point on the 

World's Fair grounds. Five jurors were appointed to observe the tests. They were Dr. 

Hertzog and Dr. Langsdorf of New York, and Gaston Kous of Paris. These three gentlemen 

occupied the tower on the World's Fair grounds, the remaining two jurors, W. J. Hammar 

of New York and Prof. Kelsey of Purdue University were at the Chicago end. The jurors 
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reported to Prof. Goldsborough, Chief of the Department of Electricity, the successful results 

of the tests. Messages sent from the tower to Chicago were repeated back from the jurors 

in Chicago by long distance telephone. The tests were heard by many thousands of people. 

Wireless telegraphy by the DeForest system is accompanied at the sending terminus by a 

harsh grating sound. These long distance tests followed the successful use of wireless tel¬ 

egraphy between this tower and the newspaper offices in the city. Wireless telegraphy 

was not the only astonishing performance on Electricity Day. Typewriters were operated 

from a distance by electricity and telephones were put in service without connecting wires. 



ABBATH EVENING ON THE GRAND BASIN. The Act of Congress author¬ 

izing the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, prescribed that the gates should be closed 

to visitors on Sundays throughout the duration of the World's Fair. The Act is observed 

in letter and in spirit. The picture shows the Grand Basin and Jefferson Way to the West¬ 

ward of a Sabbath evening as the sun is sinking. On week days this part of the World's 

Fair is the center of life and activity. People by thousands throng the pathways. Every 

seat under the trees has occupants. Scores of launches and gondolas are plying the waters. 

Enormous automobiles carrying from twenty to sixty people roll by noiselessly but for the 

warning blast of the chauffeur. Flags are fluttering from hundreds of staffs. The myriads 

of incandescent lamps are beginning to glow. But this is Sunday evening. The pathways 

and bridges arc deserted. Here and there a Jefferson Guard stands on post. An officer 

or an employe on business bent may be seen passing along an avenue. There are no 

other signs of life. There is no activity. The fleets of boats are moored to the landings 

under the charge of a solitary watchman. The fountains are not flowing. The surface of 

the Basin is a mirror. It gives back the outlines of the Palaces of Electricity and Varied In¬ 

dustries with close fidelity. The scene is one never to be forgotten by those who view it. 
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ATURE'S COLOR SCHEME. The tints of the mural painter arc only part of 

the World’s Fair color scheme. Along the walls of the exhibit palaces, in countless 

angles of architecture, around the statuary, the landscape artist has added from Nature's 

most enduring and contrasting color. Forest Park is truly named. Before the World's Fair 

was, the site abounded in growing vegetation. The gardener has trod closely upon the heels 

of the architect. A very notable feature of the Cascade Gardens and the terraces of the 

Grand Basin is the general use of century plants. Four car loads of the plants were utilized 

in effective places on the terraces. The plants arc large ; they were brought from the cam¬ 

pus of the University of Notre Dame at South Bend, Indiana, having outgrown their sur¬ 

roundings. There have been planted in places most effective, sixty thousand shrubs, nine 

thousand trees, five thousand vines, and thirteen hundred evergreens. Much of this green¬ 

ery is in clumps or fringes about the old ivory-tinted architecture. It veils the foundations, 

hiding defects and rising to heights of ten to twenty feet. Notable success has attended the 

transplanting of the trees and shrubbery. Three years ago the work was undertaken. It was 

carried on as the seasons permitted until the opening of the Exposition. It is a feature 

which performs no small part in the general impression of finished grandeur and loveliness. 



VENING ON THE TERR ACES.—Between sunset and the coming oat of the 

hundreds of thousands of incandescent lights, there is an half hour of deepening 

twilight in which the scene embracing the Terraces and Grand Basin takes on new and im¬ 

pressive beauty. The lawns and the foliage assume deeper color. The old ivory tint of the 

facades becomes sombre gray. Through the arches of the lofty colonnade of States appear 

the patches of the Southern sky. The upper line of the Colonnade is silhouetted sharply. 

Each of the fourteen eagles, with outspread wings hovering above the statues of a Louisiana 

Purchase State or Territory, can be seen distinctly although the distance is more than one 

thousand feet. The figure of Victory, on the apex of the dome of Festival Hall is another 

object brought out by the conditions of light and shadow. From theedgeof the Basin, close 

to the foot of the Terrace of States, the geysers rise high in the air, the spray presenting a 

milk white appearance in the dusk. The surface of the basin ripples and throws back a re¬ 

flection of light peculiar to the hour between daylight and dark. The human currents grow 

sluggish and quiet. It may be the hour or it may be the weariness of all daylight seeing, 

but at this time the people stand or sit quietly and talk low. Over the water come the tones 

of the singing gondoliers. It is an experience which belongs only to this period of twilight. 



TH OUISI AN A MONUMENT. With a base 55 feet in diameter, tapering symmetrically 

r to the globe and to the crowning statue of ‘ Peace” 100 feet above, the Louisiana 

I Monument stands in what may be called truthfully the center of interest and of movement 

‘ at the World's Fair. To the northward is the Plaza of St. Louis, with a width of 600 feet 

and a closure a quarter of a mile away in the form of the Alps of Tyrol. To the southward 

are the Grand Basin, the Terraces, the Cascades and the Colonnade of Louisiana Purchase 

States and Territories. All about appear the facades of Exhibit Palaces. ‘ Peace’’ surmount¬ 

ing the monument is presented in the attitude of inviting all nations to the World's Fair, 

typifying the formal invitation extended by the President of the United States. “Peace” 

stands upon the world which in turn is supported by four Atlases representing the forces 

of the universe. Upon a broad equatorial band are molded the signs of the Zodiac. At the 

base of the Monument, on two sides, are allegorical figures on Indian canoes standing for 

the conquest of navigation on the Mississippi and the Missouri. The south side the Monu¬ 

ment is decorated with a magnificent group showing the characters, Livingston, Monroe and 

Marbois, signing the treaty of the Louisiana Purchase at Paris. On the north side is a 

rostrum from which, on ceremonial occasions, orations are delivered to great audiences. 
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LIMPSES OF FAIR JAPAN. —Not only the architecture and the landscape but the 

Japanese of various vocations and classes are found in Fair Japan on the Pike. This 

real Japan in life is what fascinates the visitor more than the buildings, the streets and the 

inanimate objects. It draws and holds the crowd. In the picture a procession from Fair 

Japan is passing along Louisiana Way. The camera has caught the attention of the throng 

focused on a carriage load of geisha girls. Two scores of these world-famed entertainers 

dance and sing in the tea houses of Fair Japan. Other native girls serve tea. A street of 

Asakusa reproduced has forty shops in which pottery workers, silk rug weavers, ivory 

carvers, jewelers, painters, fan makers, candy makers carry on their industries and sell their 

wares. Upon the streets of Fair Japan are native acrobats performing. A Japanese military 

band plays. Jinrikshas, with strong and fleet men in harness, convey people to all parts of 

this Japanese City on the Pike, a novel and popular form of transportation. Japanese dogs, 

Japanese gold fishes, Japanese roosters with tails twenty-five feet long are among the ani¬ 

mate curiosities. A fortune teller with strange metallic paraphernalia unfolds the future. 

The man who carves an image out of a single grain of rice performs his marvelous feat. En¬ 

trance to Fair Japan is by a giganti<* gateway, replica of one three centuries old. 
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ASCADE GARDENS.—From the shores of the lagoons and of the Grand Basin, 

broad flights of steps lead to the Festival Hall and to the Pavilions. The elevation 

is about seventy-five feet. The distance is five hundred feet. This permits an easy ascent 

with spacious landings at frequent intervals. These landings are favorite stopping places 

for the multitudes. It is seldom that they are not well occupied. Opportunity is given to 

rest; but more than that, the fascinating views from varying elevations tempt the World’s 

Fair tourist to linger and prolong the journey from the plazas to the hilltops. Along these 

stairways are the Cascade Gardens. Between the Cascades, bounded by lawns, at the bases 

of the many groups of statuary, are the lace work flower beds. The season changes, but by 

the providence of the gardeners the flowers of the World s Fair bloom in the spring, the 

summer and the autumn. They fill the air with perfume. The statuary and the architec¬ 

ture please the vision. Up from the plazas come the softened strains of melody originating 

at the various music stands. Moist coolness from the Cascades tempers the atmosphere. 

Still another sense is gratified by the odors wafted from the flowerbeds of Cascade Gardens. 

In the picture the stairway shown is the one which rises from the shore of West Lagoon to 

the West Pavilion. Festival Hall is in the corner. Adjacent to the statuary is an escalator. 
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ALACE OF MACHINERY.- The home of the prime movers looks the purpose it 

fulfils. The walls are massive in appearance and require close scrutiny to detect 

the difference from solid masonry. Above them rise the square, symmetrical, perfectly pro¬ 

portioned German steeples. Above the roofs of other Palaces project domes and columns, 

globes and obelisks in variety, but nowhere does the vision rest longer and with more 

satisfaction than upon the half dozen German steeples of Machinery Hall. Sense of solidity 

and strength is impressed from every point of view of this building. This is as it should 

be, for down the one thousand feet of the wide parallelogram’s length, marshalled in three 

mighty columns, are arranged the engines of steam and of gas and of electricity, some 

towering to the height of a three-story house, others concentrating in a small fraction of 

that space the mechanism to produce mighty energy. Generators, turbines, transformers, 

and all of the strange parts of combinations for creation of energy are there in almost end¬ 

less array with an assured sum total of power production which is too great for compre¬ 

hension. Within this hall are assembled engines which have had no counterparts in 

appearance or equals in power in preceding Expositions. The illustration is record 

breaking in character and extent. The power plant of this Fair is of amazing interest. 
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NDER THE. MAPLES ALONG GRAND BASIN. Those who come to the 

World's Fair with anticipations of extraordinary landscape effects are not disap¬ 

pointed. Rows of maples and elms from twelve to eighteen inches through the trunks line 

the main thoroughfares. It is possible to walk in the shade of them for miles. The rich 

green foliage is not only grateful as protection (torn the MU! in warm days but it effectually 

banishes the garish eyes-wearing effect so often associated with the facades of great exhibit 

buildings. Concrete and gravel walks traverse the spacious lawns under the rows of trees. 

Flower beds and shrubs vary the monotony, if that word can be used in relation to the trees 

the grass and the walks. Flowering plants that present masses of color and bloom 

through the season have been chosen by the landscape gardener with good judgment. Per¬ 

haps it is worthy of mention that at this World’s Fair, with its 1240 acres and its prodigality 

of landscape effort, the sign “keep off the grass” does not confront one at every turning point. 

Thousands of settees and chairs are placed under the trees and along the walks. They are 

free to the first comers. If a place to recline and to rest at full length is sought three hun¬ 

dred acres of natural woodland and forest grass is south of the Exhibit Palaces. Within the 

gates of this World s Fair the visitor finds every provision for sight-seeing with comfort. 
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/TV N NORTH LAGOON,—Water transportation at the World s F.iir is made a fea- 

ture. For the mile and more of lagoons travelled the visitor may take his choice of 

the electric launch, such as appears in the picture, of a gondola with a Venetian at the oar, 

or of a variety of strangely fashioned craft. He may ride on the hack of “The Swan" or on 

the vertebra of the “Sea Serpent” or in “Cleopatra's Barge." The boats in making the entire 

circuit of the lagoons, pass all sides of the Palaces of Electricity and Education. The route 

includes full facades of Mines and Metallurgy, Manufactures, Varied Industries and Machin¬ 

ery, and gives comprehensive corner views of Liberal Arts and Transportation. At one turn 

from the south into North Lagoon, which the boat in the picture has just taken, there is a 

fine view of the Sunken Gardens closed in by the west front of Government Building. In 

the picture the grand south entrance of Manufactures appears with half of the south facade 

beyond. The bridge which the launch is approaching is the Daniel Boone. In the distance 

are the towers of Varied Industries. The picture offers excellent illustration of the fascin¬ 

ating scenery along the entire route. So popular is the ride on the lagoons that the large 

fleet of boats is kept in continuous operation, at times several thousand sight-seers being 

afloat. The ride across the Grand Basin diagonally makes the route in its entirety a figure eight. 



HE EAST CASCADE.—The operation of the Cascades is a subject of not only 

continuous interest, but of prolonged investigation on the part of visitors. Human 

curiosity prompts investigation from all points of view. The phenomenon is something 

novel. In the picture East Cascade is presented from a point on the Grand Basin directly 

in front of the last fall. The perspective fails to give a comprehensive idea of the magni¬ 

tude, but it does show the successive falls. It is taken at the moment when the water is 

being turned on. The side jets from the groups of statuary are beginning to play. The 

fountains on either side of the last fall are spouting. To appreciate the magnitude it must 

be t membered that the distance from the point of view to the “Spirit of the Pacific,” which 

tow .rs above the fountain head of East Cascade, is 500 feet ; the elevation is about 75 feet. 

East Pavilion, which forms the background for the Cascade, is sufficiently large to accom¬ 

modate 2,500 people. The section of the colonnade seen in one corner is 75 feet in height. 

Perhaps the best impression of the dimensions of the Cascade is given by the people on the 

various landings. This view shows how elaborate is the sculptural ornamentation from the 

fountain head of the Cascade to its last leap into the Grand Basin. In one corner of the 

picture is seen the tower and dome of the five-pointed building of the State of Texas. 
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WATER. PARADE.—Pageants upon the Grand Basin and lagoons have been 

among the most popular spectacular events during the Exposition. The picture 

shows one of these pageants taking place at midday, the cascades iu full operation, the gey¬ 

sers spouting, the thousands of spectators crowding the terraces on either side. This water 

parade was the most beautiful feature of the celebration of Transportation Day. Craft of 

all nations participated in the procession and maneuvered, as the picture shows, in the 

Grand Basin with the Cascades, the Terrace of States and Festival Hall for the background. 

Transportation Day was one of the occasions of large midsummer attendance, as the mass- 
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ing of the people around the Basin indicates. Bringing up the rear of the procession was a 

fleet of the boats from the Philippines exhibit with outriggers, the boats occupied and pro¬ 

pelled by Moros. They displayed the peculiar flags of the Sultan and the Dattos of the 

Samal Moros, a tribe which is famous for aquatic prowess in the Archipelago. Following 

the last of the Moro boats were canoes paddled by small boys from the tribe. The little 

fellows managed not only to maintain the frail canoes in place upon the water but to keep 

up with the procession although it was led by electric launches making good headway. 

In the column were gondolas, government life boats, and Indian canoes of various types. 



GOVERNMENT TERRACE AND THE QUADRIGA How much the eleva- 

tion of Government Terrace adds to the appearance of the United States Government 

Building is illustrated by this picture. The view is taken late in the afternoon and pre¬ 

sents the northern and western facades. It shows the magnificent podium upon which 

many thousands of people can congregate without crowding each other. The view also 

illustrates the double approaches to the building, one consisting of easy steps the other of a 

gentle incline. A wealth of shrubbery in luxurious growth veils the construction work of 

»he approaches. Fidelity to nature in her varied types characterizes the work of the 

sculptors. DeSoto reins back, from the bluff overlooking the Mississippi, a Spanish barb. 

“The Protest of the Sioux” is flung from the bare back of a half tamed stallion of the plains. 

Remington’s cowboys come down the Pike on bronchos. Above the dome of the Govern¬ 

ment Building a quadriga is outlined. The horses in the group are of a kind unfamiliar to 

most World's Fair visitors. They are the chariot race horses of centuries ago in Italy. 

Their heavy necks and shoulders qualified them for the heavy weight they dragged at high 

speed. This combination of strength and quick action is unusual. It is famed in the horses 

used today by Italy for artillery service, the descendants of the chariot race stock. 



CENTER OF HUMAN INTEREST.—In a Universal Exposition centers of 

human interest rapidly develop. One of these, that was established early in the 

Universal Exposition of 1904, was the Government Exhibit of the United States. Set upon 

an elevation, reached by many steps, the Government Building came quickly into popularity 

and never lost its place. The way to it, through Sunken Gardens between the attractive 

palaces of Liberal Arts and Mines and Metallurgy becafne one of the main traveled roads of 

the Exposition. What of a hundred exhibits or processes of Government Bureaus most 

attracted, it was impossible to tell, but from end to end of the great exhibit space unbroken 

by a single column the throngs pressed all day long. The post office in operation and the 

mint presses turning out World s Fair medals instead of silver money are exhibits which 

move. The State Department tells the Nation’s history with priceless original docu¬ 

ments for the several chapters, while a great section of a battleship reveals the wonders of 

the navy. Then there are relics of the War—Army wagons which followed Sherman to the 

Sea. The making of cartridges is shown by a machine in operation. A little way down the 

aisle delicate instruments are recording the wind velocity above the roof of the building. 

The practical work of the many branches in the Department of Agriculture is presented. 
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YMBOLISM IN THE PALACE Of ELECTRICITY.—Iuto the facades of 

the Palace of Electricity the architects worked designs suggested by the uses to 

which the building was to be devoted. They looked forward to the electrical effects for 

emphasis of this symbolism. The result is that the Palace of Electricity makes a much 

stronger impression by night when the illumination is on than it does by day. The main 

entrance in the center of each facade of this Palace is a great square portico with four Corin¬ 

thian columns supporting it. The columns are surmounted by an enormous Roman gable. 

A wide arched window in this gable is a suggestion of the old Roman baths. When the 

incandescent lights appear as specks of dull fire and slowly develop into the full glow of 

the illumination they bring out architectural and sculptural beauties of the Electricity Pal¬ 

ace which are unrecognized by daylight. The whole structure appears built of light. The 

artistic qualities are accentuated. The Palace of Electricity is surrounded by rows of 

maples well grown. With these trees in full foliage the combination of color and light is 

indescribably fascinating. In the picture, two facades, with their central portals, west and 

south, of Electricity, are presented at different angles of vision. Figures representing heat, 

power, light and speed are notable features of the sculptural adornment of this Palace. 
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EYROLEAN ALPS.—Perhaps the most ambitious and costly concession amusement 

in the history of expositions is the Tyrolean Alps, which occupies a place of honor 

as closure to the magnificent vista northward from the Grand Basin, as illustrated in the 

picture. The Tyrolean Alps cover a space nearly square—500x550 feet. The background is 

mountain scenery showing the Alps snow covered, rising to a height conspicuous even in 

the midst of much towering architecture. Entrance is through the porch of an ancient 

Town Hall; then come gardens prepared for refreshment purposes and affording a view of 

the Tyrolean Castle and the mountains beyond. There is a Town Hall ; there are charac- 
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teristic houses with the gables and arbors of the Tyrol. In the Session House, which is a 

cafe, three thousand visitors can be served at one time. The Castle with its tower, turrets 

and pinnacles is surrounded by rocks. It furnishes the passage to the panorama, showing 

the Alpine world—Achensee with the Pertisau, Innthal, Fuegen, Zillerthal, Mayrhofen, the 

peaks of the Ochsnerand the Ortler group, also Koenigssee, Salzzee, Berchtesgaden. Through 

these regions the visitor is conveyed by an electric railway and by elevators. From the 

peak of Belvedere are views of the Bavarian Royal Castles. To view all of the wonders of the 

Tyrolean Alps requires hours; in fact, a day may be spent in the Tyrol of the World's Fair. 



VMP HE UNION OF THF.ORY AND PRACTICE Admirable applications of 

iSlJ statuary for decorative purposes are seen over the main entrances of the exhibit pal¬ 

aces. For this purpose groups of three figures are used. In each case the sculptor has 

given to his subject a character having relation to the uses of the building it is to adorn. 

For the entrance in the center of the main front of Machinery the group is “The Union of 

Theory and Practice.” The location is one that gives the artist great opporiunity. Two 

great towers two hundred and eighty-five feet high flank this entrance. Between them is 

the slope of the roof. In front of the roof is the sculpture decorated facade. The feature 

of this facade is the group which represents the idea developed by the artist with special 

reference to the exhibits within. The central figure of the three is Science represented by 

a woman in flowing robes. She stands in erect, commanding pose as if proud of having 

achieved this “Union of Theory and Practice.” One hand of the standing figure, the left, 

points to Theory, a woman of studious mien holding an open book as if about to demon¬ 

strate or explain. The figure of Theory is seated. On her right Science points to Practice, 

a man stripped to the waist, heavily muscled. Practice holds the sledge hammer beside the 

anvil. Practice has accomplished what Theory suggested. Science points to the result. 
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HE HOME OF MEPHISTOFHELES AND LOT S WIFE.-The exhibit 

made by the state of Louisiana in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy contains two 

figures the memory of which visitors will take with them. One of Louisiana's mineral re¬ 

sources is a bed of sulphur covering an area of 5,000 acres in Calcasieu County. This sul¬ 

phur is disseminated in limestone which is overlaid by a bed of quicksand. The treacherous 

covering makes it impossible to sink a shaft to the sulphur bed after old methods. It is 

stated that upwards of $1,000,000 was spent in experimental attempts to reach the deposit 

and work it before the economical way was found. A German engineer, called in to sink 
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a shaft, adopted a plan similar to well boring. He surrounded the shaft with a galvanized 

iron pipe. A stream of super-heated water is forced to the sulphur bed ; it melts the sul¬ 

phur and by means of air pressure the sulphur is brought to the surface. The monument to 

to Mcphistopheles is a column of sulphur 24 feet square at the base, 12 feet high, containing 

over 2400 pounds of sulphur. When the sulphur comes from the well it is about the color 

and consistency of molasses, but hardens as it cools. Louisiana has developed its salt 

mines and illustrates them by exhibiting a statue of Lot’s wife done in salt. Salt isalso shown 

in blocks as it comes from the mine, some of these weighing between 400 and 500 pounds. 



BIRDSEYE VIEW.—Seen in perspective the World’s Pair is a moving picture. 

A birdscye view is possible but the bird must be on the wiug. There is too much 

for one point of view even if it be above. The site is a mile and three-quarters long, a mile 

and one-quarter wide. An intramural car can be taken at any one of the ten entrances but 

the circuit made at the speed of ten miles an hour requires thirty-five minutes. Down the 

Pike is a distance of a mile with concessions on both sides. The lagoons arc more than a 

mile long. Eleven granite buildings constitute the University group formed in quad¬ 

rangles. Fifteen exhibit palaces cover one hundred and twenty-eight acres; they cost 
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$6,312,336.19. Walks and roadways measure seventy-five miles. The United States Gov¬ 

ernment buildings number eleven and the buildings of foreign countries are thirty-three. 

Upon the Philippines reservation are thirty-nine exhibit, restaurant and service houses,be¬ 

sides scores of habitations of native architecture. There are forty State and Territorial 

buildings, six houses of comfort erected by organizations, fifty-three restaurants. Struc¬ 

tures, great and small, installed for concessions, are four hundred and forty-eight. Upon the 

hotel, within the grounds, the Inside Inn, has been expended $400,000. Service and small ex¬ 

hibit buildings added, give a total of fifteen hundred and seventy-six distinct constructions. 



fp LAZA SAINT ANTHONY ON A SUMMER DAY A view of the Plaza of 

Saint Anthony about the middle of the afternoon when the shadows lengthen east¬ 

ward is presented. The picture is taken from near the corner of the Palace of Transportation 

and shows part of the west facade of Varied Industries with the Palace ot Electricity be¬ 

yond. In the distance is the west Pavilion and a section of the Colonnade of States. Spring 

and summer of frequent showers were trying on the builders of houses, the makers of roads 

and the movers of exhibits. But the season, exceptional in excess of moisture was the mak¬ 

ing of such foliage and verdure and blossom as no previous Exposition has known. Not 
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in many years has the locality of St. Louis been favored with such luxuriance of vegetation 

The picture shows wbat the timely moisture has done for the maples, the shrubbery, the 

vines and the lawn. The rich and heavy green foliage of the trees makes a happy contrast 

with the old ivory of the Palaces. The shrubbery in three months has been transformed 

into thickets half concealing the approaches of the bridges and growing down to the water's 

edge. On such a day as the picture was taken this vegetation not only lowered the tem¬ 

perature but was relief to the eyes against the garish gray of the asphalt under the sunlight. 

The season favored the midsummer visitor with unusually cool and pleasant weather. 



HF. HOME OF THF. GREATEST OE ORGANS Ten cars were required 

to transport from Los Angeles, the place of building, the finished parts which 

entered into the construction of the organ in Festival Hall. That organ has 140 stops. The 

largest organ built heretofore has 128 stops. It is in the town hall at Sydney, Australia. 

There are 10,000 pipes in this new masterpiece. In the construction were utilized 80,000 

feet of lumber, chiefly pine from Oregon, 115 miles of wire, 40,000 pounds of zinc and 6,000 

pounds of soft metal. Scores of sheep gave up their skins to help make the 271 separate 

actions possible. The largest pipe is 32 feet long and 27 inches in diameter. A Shetland pony 

was led into one end as this pipe lay on the ground before it was put into position. The 

largest metal pipe is 32 feet long and five inches in diameter. Low tones which come from 

these largest wooden and metal pipes are like the distant rumbling of thunder. The width 

of this organ as it stands in Festival Hall is 100 feet. The height is 40 feet and the depth 

27 feet. Within arc stories and floors like the interior of a house. On one floor is the reg¬ 

ulator to maintain the wind pressure. On another floor stand the 730 pipes unenclosed, 

from which come the foundation tones. A third story is occupied by 1342 pipes ranging 

from 16 feet to half an inch, with stops to produce the tones of reeds, trumpets and clarions. 
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■j_' ET THERE BE LIGHT- The marvels of electrical development shown in the 

Palace of Electricity are rendered deeply impressive by comparison. The Wizard of 

Menlo Park places on exhibition among his personal relics the earliest forms of the incan¬ 

descent light. Crude they were. But the development of light production by electricity 

is not the chief cause for wonder. From the humble beginning of light by electricity for 

illumination has come light in many forms for widely varied purposes. With the X-ray 

tubes and their mysterious power to penetrate the physical tissues there is some familiarity. 

Not so well known are the Finsen light rays which have remedial effect when applied with 

scientific detail to certain diseases. The electric light bath in which intensity and colors 

are employed to build up the human system and to restore vitality almost taxes credulity. 

The vapor arc lamps give out intense white light, the absence of the red rays resulting in a 

peculiar effect. Vacuum tubes are made to yield a beautiful glow. The power of electric 

light is demonstrated in the searchlight. The glow of a searchlight is now visible nearly 

three hundred miles. But a searchlight which talks is even more astonishing. In this case 

the light is connected with a telephone. The rays carry the voice. They deliver the 

sounds into a concave mirror which focuses them into the receiver held at the ear. 
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Vip HERE DF.AF. DUMB AND BLIND GO TO SCHOOL Among the living 

exhibits of the Exposition there is none more interesting to the average visitor then 

the model schools in session with deaf and dumb and blind pupils. The schools are cen¬ 

ters of attraction within the Palace of Education. The school rooms are equipped with the 

most modern apparatus. The work of the school goes on hour after hour in full view of 

visitors. An innovation, seen by many for the first time, is the blackboard called “carbo 

slate.” It is made of wood, paper and carbon rolled under great pressure and very hard. 

Another device intended especially for teaching to the blind the lessons in geography is a 

model of the earth. The flooring the school rooms is of beautiful parquetry work. The 

furnishings, even to the partitions and railings and desks, are exhibits. Manufacturers have 

contributed the very best of equipment for school work. Leading institutions of the coun¬ 

try, by turns, furnish the quotas of pupils to keep the schools in operation. The children 

are housed on the grounds in a dormitory under the immediate supervision of their teach¬ 

ers. This exhibit of model schools for the deaf and blind is conducted under the auspices 

of the Conventiou of American Instructors of the Deaf and of the American Association of 

Instructors of the Blind. The model school continued in operation during the Exposition. 
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ATHFINDERS OF THE PURCHASE.— A1oiir the wide promenade which 

leads upward from the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy to the Colonnade of States 

are the statues of the explorers of Louisiana Territory. These were the white men who 

traversed the vast region and first made known its resources and possibilities. The fig¬ 

ures are more than life size. In each case the sculptor has presented his subject with his¬ 

torical accuracy and in characteristic pose. William Clark, chosen by Thomas Jefferson to 

share with Merriwether Lewis the peril and the honor of the expedition up the Missouri 

and down the Columbia, is in buckskin, is holding his long rifle and is in the attitude of 

climbing among the boulders of the Rockies. Phillipe Francois Renault stands with one 

foot upon a rock rising in front of him, holding a nugget of precious mineral and apparently 

trying to locate its source in nearby ledges. Daniel Boone is leaning forward as if watch¬ 

ing a "varmint," his rifle lifted, ready to take instant aim. His long hair falls from beneath 

the coonskin cap. Marquette, clad in the robes of the church, holds aloft the crucifix and 

his gaze is upward as if he is appealing to the Great Spirit in behalf of a congregation of 

wondering Indians. The exploring era of the Louisiana Territory has proven to be rich in 

strong subjects for the sculptors. The Pathfinders of the Purchase were sturdy characters. 
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HE HOME OF WORLD’S FAIR POWER. To house the 40,000 horse power 

required to make the wheels go 'round at the Universal Exposition of 1904, necessi¬ 

tated a building 1,000 feet long with a width of 525 feet and an annex half as large in which 

to place the furnaces. The cost of the Palace of Machinery, the southern front of which is 

shown in the picture extending from the Palace of Electricity almost to the Observation 

Wheel, was more than $750,000. The general impression made by the building is one of 

great strength befitting the uses. The facades appear to be of masonry. The corners carry 

out this suggestion of very substantial construction with strongly built towers upon mas¬ 

sive piers. Immense as the Machinery building is, the requirements of power necessitated 

a Steam, Gas and Fuel Building of fire proof construction adjoining, and covering an area 

of 100,000 square feet. Some idea of the magnitude of the power plant may be conveyed by 

comparison. The power is twice as much as was required by the Paris Exposition in 1900- 

It is three and a half times as much as was supplied at the World's Columbian Exposition 

in 1893. So attractive were conditions to exhibit in the Palace of Machinery, that long be¬ 

fore the allotments were made the entire space was applied for four times over. The trav¬ 

eling crane, used to install machinery, which an interesting exhibit, has capacity of sixty tons. 
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HE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT INST ALL ATION.-While the 

accompanying picture does not show all that the United StatesGovernment has done 

in the way of participation at the Exposition, it gives a comprehensive view of the more 

important features. The Government Building is presented together with part of the Fish 

Pavilion ; in the foreground are some of the fortifications which illustrate the sea coast 

defenses of the country. The Government Building, shown in the picture, contains the 

Navy Department's most interestingexhibit which is the reproduction, full size, of a section 

of a man-of-war. From the bow, back a distance of one hundred and eighteen feet, is shown 

not only the outer form but the inner equipment. The beam widens to forty-six feet. From 

the water line to the top of the turret the height is nineteen feet. The figurehead of the 

reproduction is the actual figurehead of the Olympia, Admiral Dewey’s flag ship in the Bat¬ 

tle of Manila Bay. On the main deck are two ten-inch guns in barbette turrets. In their 

proper stations for a flagship are figures of officers and enlisted men in uniform. These 

include the Admiral, the Captain, other official grades, the midshipmen, the seamen, the 

marine and the apprentice. In the magazine are arranged the various kinds of ammunition. 

Offices, berths, baths, the sick bay, and the dispensary are open to the inspection of visitors. 
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COMMONWEALTH AVENUE NORTHWARD. — Three great states are neigh- 

bors at the north end of Commonwealth Avenue. The picture is taken from in front 

■of one of them, New York, and shows the other two, Ohio and Missouri. The gilded dome 

on the Missouri building looms above the oaks in which it stands. The picture shows how 

Commonwealth Avenue meanders to accommodate the undulations. It also illustrates the 

policy of the Director of Works who skillfully saved the forest trees, surveyed building 

sites in the openings and upon the knolls, thus transforming what seemed a hopeless por¬ 

tion of the park into one of the greatest triumphs of the Exposition. The Plateau of States 

combines architecture and landscape in fascinating harmony. The knolls and slopes and 

valleys have been taken as Nature gave them. Only the underbrush has been cleared away. 

The avenues are winding ; they may have followed cowpaths. One building has a gentle 

hilltop. Another is on a side hill. A third is on the street level. The floral features are 

as varied as the sites. But everywhere are the magnificent screening, overshadowing trees. 

The Plateau of States does not encroach upon the Exhibit Palaces. It is wholly apart, not 

even visible from the three great central plazas. But when the slope is climbed there open 

vistas which reveal part of the Universal Exposition which will live with best memories. 
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HE WESTERN STRETCH OF LOUISIANA WAY. What Sunken Gardens 

are at the eastern end of Louisiana Way, Machinery Gardens are at the j;reat trans¬ 

verse avenue of the Exposition. The Palace of Machinery gives the name to this beautiful 

stretch of floral landscaping. Between broad strips of paving the gardens extend for nearly 

one-third of a mile, great masses of bright colors set in spacious lawns. The picture is 

taken from near one of the large bandstands where daily concerts have been given succes¬ 

sively by the Garde Republicaine band of France, the Grenadier band of Great Britain, the 

President’s band of Mexico, Sousa's band, and other bands of national renown. With the 

music, the flowers and the architecture hundreds of thousands of visitors have carried 

away lasting memories of Machinery Gardens. Two of the most notable of the thirteen 

hundred pieces of statuary on the Exposition Grounds are in Machinery Gardens. They are 

symbolic compositions. One stands for “The Mountain," the other for “The Prairie." The 

first of these, “The Mountain," presents a miner and a hunter on opposite sides of a moun¬ 

tain. On the summit stands a figure personifying “The Old Man of the Mountain," with 

bald head sunken between the shoulders. "The Prairie is a group of figures symbol¬ 

izing the harvest period. Solitude is expressed in the one ; jeycusness in the other. 
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5pHE PALACE OF AGRICULTURE. The largest exhibit building on the 

■*^-1 grounds, and the largest building ever erected tor a single Exposition Department, 

is the Palace of Agriculture. The building is so large, that pictorial representation of it is 

difficult save by panoramic views. In the picture, the southeast corner is shown taken 

from such a distance, that justice is not done to the facade. The southern front is in view 

and part of the eastern front. The length of the eastern front is one-third of a mile. While 

the exterior ornamentation is not so elaborate as that of some other exhibit palaces, the 

location, surroundings and size make the Palace of Agriculture one of the most imposing 

and attractive of the exhibit buildings. The site of Agriculture is a long ridge, sloping 

gently on both sides and to the north. The building stands by itself with no other nearer 

than five hundred feet. The Palace of Horticulture is south of it. Large as the Palace of 

Agriculture is, it by no means affords the space required by the Department of exhibits- 

The slopes and grounds surrounding, embracing many acres, are utilized for out of door 

exhibits of grasses, shrubs and vegetation in great variety. The picture shows some of the 

out of door exhibits. The pond is utilized for aquatic plants. Scores of different kinds of 

grasses are exhibited by comparison, and at the same time serve the general purpose of lawns. 
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ALACC OF FISH, GAME AND F ORESTRY. Of attractive title and pleas- 

* ing facade this palace has a character in exposition arclkitettnre all its own. It lias 

neither dome nor tower. Simple gables at the ends break the roof line. The eaves line is 

fifty-eight feet. The other palaces are uniformly sixty-five feet to the eaves. But Fish, 

Game and Forestry stands on a terrace and is reached by flights of steps, a situation which 

tends to enhance its appearance. The construction was planned with special reference to 

the exhibits. Great windows let in a flood of light to which monitor windows breaking the 

roof contribute. Posts and trusses are so arranged as to subserve the uses of the Palace. 

There is a central nave eighty-five feet wide. In one part of the building are sixty great 

aquariums. In another part is a pool fifty-five feet long by twenty-five feet wade in which 

the large fish have abundant room. From the rustic bridge crossing the pool there is to be 

seen an immense panorama giving a view of eighty miles of forest and mountain, valley and 

brook. In ponds enclosed by cage wire aquatic birds are shown. A marine basin forty 

feet in diameter filled with salt water shows a collection of the inhabitants of the ocean. 

Pavilion after pavilion is occupied with exhibits pertaining to fishing and hunting. Woods 

and uses of them are shown in manifold forms. The Department isor.c of the most frequented. 
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HE WONDER HOUSE.—A newspaper visitor gave to the Palace of Electricity the 

name of The Wonder House. The message which goes up the wire through the roof 

of the Palace, passes through space until it comes to another wjre, descends through anoth- 

er roof and is heard and transcribed by a young man wit^i curious looking apparatus called 

a receiver, strapped around his head, is only one of the wonders. The radiophone is a 

wonder. It sends speech or song traveling through the air on the ray thrown from an elec¬ 

tric searchlight until a mirror is reached. There the message is stopped and changed into 

sounds which can be distinguished. Another invention multiplies the capacity of the 

telegraph instrument and wire until it is possible to transmit 2,500 words a minute over a 

single wire. The automatic telephone is in operation, by which the central girl is dis¬ 

pensed with. Numbered discs on the side of the phone are pressed until the number de¬ 

sired is counted out. Then the connection is made, the bell rings at the number counted 

and the telephone gets busy. When the connection is finished the receivers are hung up, 

and that breaks the connection. These are some of the performances which amaze visitors. 

The devices do what is claimed but how is beyond the comprehension of the average 

mind. Nevertheless the non-scientific visitor gazes and marvels at the wonderful devices. 
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ORTALS OF EXPOSITION PALACES.—Two of the jjreat exhibit palaces 

employ the Roman Triumphal Arch as the climax of the facade. One of these 

is the Palace of Liberal Arts. Entrance to the interior of this Palace is through an impres¬ 

sive arch. Stately Corinthian columns frame the arch and support a lofty attic which 

affords the base for sculptural decorations. From the gigantic lion at the base to 

the splendid group constituting the summit this arch is surrounded with sculptural 

pieces symbolic of the exhibit uses of the Palace, expressing as they do the mechanical and 

scientific qualities of the contents of the Palace. The picture presents a view of four strik- 
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ingly dissimilar portals. Across Sunken Gardens from the Roman Municipal Arch of Lib¬ 

eral Artsis one of the main entrances of Mines and Metallurgy. In the distance is a central 

portal of Manufactures, which is the focal feature of the front. The entrance to Education 

opposite makes no marked change in the classic facade of that Palace. Within and above 

the entrance to Liberal Arts, shown in the picture, is the largest photograph in existence. 

It is seventy-two feet long, ten feet high. The subject presented is a panorama view of the 

Alps between Mischael and Weissborn. Famous peaks, the Groner glacier and Monta Rosa 

are shown. Seven enormous plates were required for the negatives of this photograph. 



HE SEAT OF POWER .—Broad and long and massive, its corresponding height 

scarcely appreciated in the picture because of the hillside, is the seat of power of the 

Exposition. Machinery in motion is the rule. At Chicago operative exhibits were ex¬ 

ceptional. Here the 40,000 horse power is divided and sub-divided and distributed to 

thousands of exhibitors. Steam cuts little figure except to run generators. The latter pro¬ 

duce the electric power which is carried to all parts of the 1240 acres and applied to live 

exhibits in almost endless variety. Many kinds of merchandise are manufactured before 

„the eyes of visitors and sold. Motive power in forms which were experimental and curious 
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at the World's Columbian Exposition is here demonstrating its manufacturing and com¬ 

mercial success. Perhaps one of the greatest marvels of this Universal Exposition is the 

evolution that has come about in the creation and application of power within the eleven 

years since the former milestone of progress for the world was set on the shore of Lake 

Michigan. The steam turbine and the gas engine were in the novelty class at Chicago. 

Here they are shown much larger in size and in daily action demonstrating their efficiency. 

A 600-horse power Westiughouse steam turbine was started in Machinery June 20th ; it ran 

continually to the last month of the Exposition, driving a generator,never stopping for repairs. 



Xl MAIN ENTRANCE TO EDUCATION. While the Palace of Education utilizes 

for the main entrance and for the focal point of architectural interest in the facade 

the form of the Roman Triumphal Arch, it differs from the arch employed in the Palace of 

Liberal Arts. These two entrances although classed in architecture as of the same general 

character have few points in common. In the case of Education the arch is rendered very 

attractive and worthy of prolonged study by the mass or aggregation of sculpture and 

sculptural ornamentation. Groups symbolizing music and manual training flank the door¬ 

way ; above them are other features of sculptural adornment and meaning until the whole 
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collection culminates in a magnificent quadriga. When the Exposition opened and the 

finished buildings were shown to the world there were differing opinions as to relative 

merits of the Palaces. It may be said of the Palace of Education that it wore well in public 

estimation. Visitors, those who considered themselves judges of architecture and those who 

knew what pleased them best without professional knowledge of the art, united in praise 

of the classic outlines of this Palace. There was a chaste simplicity about it which pleased 

the connoisseur and the tyro. To the end of the Exposition public admiration never flag¬ 

ged. The site made the facades of Education among the most conspicuous on the grounds. 



jA,s PORTAL or MINES AND METALLURGY.—The Palace of Mines and 

Metallurgy possesses architectural distinction in that no columns are used in the 

entrance adornment. The building is an odd one among the many for various other archi¬ 

tectural reasons. It does not pretend to present the semblance of masonry. It is confess¬ 

edly in appearance of wood and of staff, decorated only as is possible with easily carved 

and plastic material. Architectural elements entering into this unusual combination are 

Egyptian, Assyrian and Greek. But the treatment is described by the expert as “purely 

American and in the highest degree original." The architectural idea has collateral relations 

but no paternity. As the picture shows, a great square entrance is flanked by obelisks and is 

crowned by a globe that is surrounded by structural features, torch bearers and groups de¬ 

signed to symbolize the natural forces of the earth. The pillars that form what may be 

called the 'screen wall reveal a wealth of ornamentation in relief that adds greatly to the 

attractiveness. In the picture the main entrance of the west facade overlooking the east la¬ 

goon is presented. But whether this Palace is viewed from across the Sunken Garden, from 

the podium of Government Building, from the terrace of Das Deutsche Haus, it is attractive 

and interesting for its oddity. The like of it was never before seen at an Exposition. 



LAZA or ORLEANS IN EARLV AUTUMN A part of the Ex position grounds 

which has developed wonderfully as the season progressed is the Plaza of Orleans. 

The summer was not only one favorable in moisture but frost was delayed until an unusually 

late date in October. The result was such growth of vegetation, such foliage, such bloom¬ 

ing of flowering plants as are only produced in seasons of exceptional character. The 

picture is taken from near the corner of Mines and Metallurgy just on the edge of the ter¬ 

race. The light falls at such an angle as to bring out in perfection the beauties of one of 

the grand entrances to the Palace of Education. It defines the Corinthian colonnade in its 

classic simplicity and beauty. There are few pictures of this admirable creation of the 

architect which give a better view of the Palace of Education than the one here presented. 

Beyond the Palace of Education and just over the bridge is an excellent presentation of the 

facade of the Palace of Manufactures. The manner in which luxurious growth has been 

encouraged about the approaches to the bridge is a strong characteristic of the landscape 

treatment at the Exposition. In the distance at the foot of the Wireless Telegraph Tower is 

a gem of a garden in which stands conspicuous the statue of the Bird Woman who con¬ 

ducted Lewis and Clark westward across the mountains from the headwaters of the Missouri. 
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HE MAGNITUDE. Realization of the Universal Exposition's magnificence in 

distances comes in a variety of ways. The visitor looking down one of the vistas 

such as the accompanying picture presents is impressed with the meaning of two square 

miles of World’s Fair. After an all-day’s tramping between endless installations the infor¬ 

mation that the aisles in the Palaces stretch out 142 miles comes home with peculiar force. 

Here is under roof almost as much land as the laws of the country permit a homesteader to 

enter. Here are 20,000 exhibitors and 70,000 exhibits. The World's Columbian Exposition 

had about that number of exhibitors but there have been combinations and consolidations 
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in the past eleven years with the result that many installations here are much more exten¬ 

sive and costly than corresponding exhibits were at Chicago. One steel corporation 

exhibiting here embraces thirty companies which exhibited in 1893. The single Westing- 

house exhibit is an exposition of the workings and an array of the products of twenty-two 

concerns which were represented individually at Chicago. A single railway corporation 

occupies more than 62,000 square feet of space. The Westingbouse installation has about 

the same. These are the two largest exhibits at St. Louis. There was nothing in the way 

of an individual exhibit at the World’s Columbian Exposition to compare with them. 
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■yi PORTAL ON AN ANGLE. — Two buildings on the north side of Louisiana Way 

£3£i presented to the architects the unusual problem of a break of the facade in the form 

of a receding angle. The problem or problems were met in two different ways. In the case 

of the Palace of Varied Industries a detached or swinging colonnade without roof was used, 

being, it is claimed, something entirely new in architecture. For the main entrance of 

Manufactures a different triumph was achieved. This is shown in the picture. A colossal 

niche was devised, framed by gigantic architectural composition ; the whole is surmounted 

by what is said to be the largest quadriga ever placed on a building. By daylight this en¬ 

trance to Manufactures is very imposing, as the picture indicates. At night, however, with 

the lights artistically placed to bring out the magnificent proportions and decorative 

effects, there is presented a portal, the most splendid, perhaps, of all of the eight grand 

doorways that lead to the interiors of the Exhibit Palaces. The view of this wonderful 

entrance given in the picture is taken from the terrace at the corner of the Palace of Educa¬ 

tion. The distance is several hundred feet, but not sufficient to dwarf the grandeur of the 

Portal which conceals an angle. But not until one stands near and slowly measures with 

the vision the depth as well as the height is the magnificent creation well understood. 



[ALACK OF ELECTRICITY.— From any point of comprehensive view the 

' facades of the Palace of Electricity arc reflected in encircling water. The building 

is approached by bridges over the canals on two sides. On the cast and on the south are 

the main lagoon and the Grand Basin. Between the Palace and the water are walks of 

asphalt, broad ribbons of turf, rows of well-grown trees, and a terrace to the edge of Basin 

and lagoon. The setting of the Palace of Electricity, with its combination of gray paving, 

green parking and crystal water, is enchanting. The foliage casts shadows upon the ivory 

white of the building and is in beautiful contrast. Seen from the opposite side of the 

water course this building is one of the most attractive to the vision. Yet it is simple in 

plan. The columns are carried down to the ground and present an appearance of greater 

height to the facades. Unusual regard has been given by the architects to provision of 

light for exhibits. The doors are very large, eleven feet wide by eighteen feet in height, 

to admit large parts of massive machinery. Within, the extent of space having unob¬ 

structed view is noted at once. The roof of Electricity Palace is carried on 176 trusses, 

the longest being 82 feet. The length of the building is 750 feet and the width 525 feet. 

The cost was $399,940. A highly embellished central court is a distinctive feature. 
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ALACC OF MINES AND METALLURGV.—A cornice that overhangs eighteen 

feet beyond the outer building line is one feature that distinguishes this from the 

Other exhibit palaces. A broader statement might be made that the Palace of Mines and 

Metallurgy is unique in exposition architecture. Midway of each of the four fronts rise 

two obelisks to a height of one hundred and forty feet. The bases and the tops of the 

obelisks are ornamented, with long stretches of undecoratcd surface between. The obelisks 

are pleasing in their plainness. Back of each pair of obelisks is an enormous globe, thirty 

feet in diameter, supported by gigantic figures of men twenty-eight feet high. On two sides 

of the Palace is a colonnade. Between the row of columns and the wall is a wide arcaded 

walk. The space is sufficient to permit a continuous row of exhibits a distance of a quarter 

of a mile. The four entrances with their flanking obelisks and immense globes, are orna¬ 

mented to symbolize the four chief metals—gold, silver, iron and copper. Although the 

Palace contains nine acres of space and the colonnade furnishes cover for many exhibits 

the requirement of this department for the overflow and the outside exhibits is twelve acres- 

In addition to the four chief entrances there are twenty minor doorways each of which 

stands for a mineral or its application. The illumination is entirely from skylights- 



HE LAGOONS By direct course through the Lagoons and the Grand Basin is a 
voyage of a matter of a mile and a third. It is between grassy terraces, under the 

shadows of the long rows of trees and past the facades and corners of eight exhibit palaces. 

It is an hour of enchantment. Geysers burst from the surface of the Grand Basin spouting 

to a height of seventy-five feet, adding an clement of excitement to this journey by boat. 

From the cascades into the Grand Basin rush and tumble and splash the water as it comes 

down at Ladore." Figures are prosaic, but they may suffice for those who thought an 

Exposition site without river or lake must suffer a vital defect. Lagoons and Basin occupy 

seventeen acres. They contain 19,000,000 gallons of filtered water. The addition and the 

agitation are measured by the rate of 90,000 gallons a minute from the great central cascade. 

The side and smaller cascades contribute half as much more to the aqueous gaiety. On a 

higher level of the valley is the Life Saving Lake, where, in twenty feet depth, the Govern¬ 

ment corps shoots the life lines and goes through the realistic drill of rescue from a wreck. 

On a still higher level is Arrowhead Lake spanned by three bridges leading to the reservation 

of the Philippines, navigated by strange craft from the archipelago, the unfailing satisfaction 

of the water buffalo. The World’s Fair is not without a great variety of water features- 
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APOLEON BRIDGE, SOUTH LAGOON. The winding course of the lagoons 

is weii illustrated by the picture, taken just south of the Palace of Education where 

the Napoleon Bridge crosses. The length of the lagoons somewhat exceeds a mile. Two of 

the main exhibit palaces, Education and Electricity, are entirely encircled by the water 

ways. Four others, Mines and Metallurgy, Manufactures, Varied Industries. Machinery, 

present full facades on the route. The two remaining, Liberal Arts and Transportation, 

corner on the course. The revetment of the lagoons entailed the construction of over two 

miles of planking, forming the sides. The grading called for the removal of 175,000 cubic 
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yards of earthy By frequent piling the banks arc protected against any possible caving, no 

matter what the weight of visitors gathering on the landings or along the line of the lagoons 

i ornamental balustrade makes a complete barrier between the lawn terraces and 

the banks The water is about four feet in depth ; the bottom is covered with broken lime- 

stone. A filtration plant on a large scale insures clear water. The cost of excavating and revet- 

mg the lagoons was $80,000. Steam shovels were used to remove the earth and steam drivers 

or the piles supporting the double line of oak planking. The circuit of the water ways 

with the many angles affords a succession of fascinating views of the Exposition architecture. 
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VTjj'lRAND BASIN AND PLAZA OF SAINT LOVIS.—Looking backward is a 

profitable experience of the World's Fair visitor. From the landing at the south¬ 

west corner of the Palace of Education there is a full view of the impressive magnificence 

of the Cascades Gardens aud the Colonnade to the southward. It is only necessary to turn 

squarely about to realize how easily the entrancing scenes may be multiplied. The body of 

water is the main lagoon extending from the Grand Basin six hundred feet into the main 

picture. The lawns on either side are terraced down to the wall with its decorated monu¬ 

ments. The half of the facade of Electricity with the shadow falling upon it is seen. Beyond is 
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Varied Industries, losing nothing of its unique beauty by distance. The tower of the Louisiana 

Monument raises its figure of Peace high in the air. The Plaza of Saint Louis expands the 

vista. Far beyond looms the eastern end of the Pike. The snowcapped Tyrolean Alps form 

the northern boundary of the picture. From the Festival Hall to the Tyrolean Alps is nearly 

three-fourths of a mile with the facades of exhibit palaces six hundred feet apart facing upon 

lawn and terrace, monumental court and main lagoon, Plaza and statuary. Not less interest¬ 

ing than the view southward is looking backward upon the scene presented in the picture. 

This is one of the points of vision from which to gain adequate impression of the magnitude- 



rises one of the square, steeple topped corners of the Palace of Machinery. There are 

brilliantly colored beds of flowers just over the lagoon and a rich carpet of blue grass cov¬ 

ering the terrace to the West Pavilion. But beyond the bridge rises a picturesque jumble of 

architecture. Through clumps of cedars can be seen the lofty wall of the World’s Fair 

Jerusalem. Above the wall rise Solomon’s Temple and the Mosque of Omar. Even at this 

distance the magnitude of Jerusalem reproduced is noted. Between the Palace of Machinery 

and Jerusalem every hill top carries some quaint or striking architectural creation. One has 

not wandered away from the World's Fair but into new and hitherto unexplored parts of it- 

FTIEFFERSON BRIDGE. ELECTRICITY WAY. When the visitor wearies of 

the crowd, of the music, of the rush of intramural cars, of the grand basin and its 

craft, of the grander circling colonnade and its architectural Kohinoor, the Festival Hall, 

then it is well to turn down Electricity way for a quiet stroll. The choice is between the 

loggia of the Palace when the sun is overhead and the cinder path in the cool hours of 

morning or evening. The tall columns of Electricity are on one side; the lawn and shrub¬ 

bery and South Lagoon on the other. Jefferson Bridge spans the lagoon opposite the 

entrance to the Palace. In the distance straight away is Lewis and Clark Bridge, and beyond 



ALACE OF TRANSPORTATION -One of the largest of the exhibit palaces is 

that devoted to transportation exhibits. It is exceeded only by the Palace of Agri¬ 

culture. The length of Transportation is 1300 feet and the width 525 feet. There is no court. 

The roof covers fifteen acres. The most striking features of the architecture are the east and 

west fronts. They consist of three magnificent arches. These arches are 64 feet wide and 

52 feet high. They suggest the uses of the Palace in that they resemble the ends of a great 

terminal station. Fourteen railroad tracks, having a combined length of four miles, extend 

from the western arches to the eastern. Upon these tracks are shown all kinds of passenger 

and freight equipment. There still remains space amounting to 270,000 square feet for other 

groups of exhibits. Within and without the architect has wrought with wonderful genius 

an exhibit palace from the suggestion of a railroad station. The sides of the building are 

plain, broken only by the many windows and occasional entrances. The architectural and 

sculptural effects are massed in and about the arches at the ends. At the four corners of the 

building are pylons different from the towers and domes of the other exhibit buildings. 

These pylons reach a height of 150 feet. There are sixty entrances. The width of the building 

is spanned by five uniform trusses. Windows on the sides admit abundant illumination. 
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Their names stand historically and geographicallv for th^L11 '” S °p 0rTh **r°Up °. C* 1 ** Palaces are Plazas. They honor in their nomenclature the lower, the middle and the upper Mississippi The mighty arches of Transportation are on one side. The prim front of Varied Industries, with its wealth of windows, is opposite. These are in the foreground. Beyond them where the avenue divides 

Saint Anthony is seen impressively from Administration avenue neartfie^ th ^ ^ f^h %• °* °rleanS’ western is the Plaza of Saint Anthony. Between them is the Plaza of Saint Lonii space with the lagoon are the dissimilar facades of Machit ery and Electricity. The closure of the picture is its chief charm. Above the center line of the Plaza rises gracefully the western horn of the Terrace of 

vision is magnificent Straight awav to the conthurarH „T4PnHc & +iT a ° ° , & dCS Peres Passes out of sight to reappear beyond the eastern border of the World’s Fair. The sweep of States, capped] by the chaste outlines of the West Pavilion. The side scenes of the closure are a section of the Colonnade of States and a comer of the Palace of Art on one hand, and on the other the cedars, the wall 

p aza u ee un re ee wi e an t ree quarters of a mile in length. A view of this kind affords opportunity for comparison of the Palaces and the minarets |of Jerusalem reproduced. The old ivory of the construction contrasts gratefully with the green of lawn and forest. The Plaza of St. Anthony is one of the most pleasing of all the great vistas. 
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STRETCH OF SOUTH LAGOON.—While the World’s Fair was building 

there was much discussion, sometimes questioning, sometimes regretful about water¬ 

scape. Apprehension was expressed that a want of water features would seriously impair 

the physical part of the World’s Fair of 1904. With the completion of the grounds and 

buildings came a verdict of enthusiastic congratulation. The waterways of this Exposition 

are among its chief glories. The water in the lagoon has a level of only a few inches below 

the parapets. From the boats—electric launches, gondolas and quaint fantastic craft diffi¬ 

cult to classify—are obtainable a succession of most beautiful views of the landscape and 

architecture. A stretch of the South Lagoon is shown in the picture. On the left is the 

novel two-story colonnade of Electricity, while in the distance is Education revealing more 

and more of its classic facades as the boat approaches. The point of view presented affords 

another illustration of the advantage gained by the fan-shaped arrangement of the buildings. 

This stretch of lagoon is the longest of the course on straight lines. The frequent 

angles mean as many different pictures. It is possible also to obtain by this approach 

full views of two facades. No water ride at Chicago or Paris included such oppor¬ 

tunities to appreciate the physical features as are offered on the lagoons at Saint Louis. 
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HE PLAZA OF ORLEANS; A SIDE VIEW.—From the brow of the hill on 

which stands Germany's national building, the Castle of Charlottenburg, there is a 

noble view of the Plaza of Orleans. The point does not command the entire Plaza. It is 

too far to the east for that. But the combined fronts of the Palaces of Education and of 

Manufactures are presented from an angle which brings out their majestic proportions and 

especially their colonnades. The elbow of the lagoon is at the base of the hill out of view. 

The picture shows the entire course of the east lagoon, the bridge DeSmet spanning it mid¬ 

way. In the distance can be seen one side of the Triumphal Way over which passed the 
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great pageants on the occasion of the three days’ ceremonies dedicating the grounds and 

buildings. On the hilltop, from which the camera is trained, are scattered trees. This is. 

the timber line of the World’s Fair. Here begins the forest which extends in every direc¬ 

tion save upon the plain below where the trees are limited to the rows along the asphalt 

walks. The forest has been spared with scrupulous reverence. The smaller structures, 

State and other buildings, are so disposed in openings and the roadways are so laid out as 

to spare the trees. The visitor turns from the scene of the picture and in a minute’s 

walk is in the midst of a grand natural park, away from World’s Fair din and bustle. 



IE SMET BRIDGE.—Midway of the east lagoon, connecting the side entrances of 

I Education and Metallurgy is the bridge named in honor of Father DeSmet. The priest 

was famous fifty years ago for his strong hold upon the affections of the Indian Tribes with¬ 

in the Louisiana Purchase. In the period when the firing line of civilization was being 

advanced year by year westward from the Mississippi and when the Indian was by condi¬ 

tions and by policy being forced, tribe by tribe, to accept the tame life of the reservation, 

Father DeSmet’s influence was widely and wisely exerted to reconcile the children of the 

plains to the agency. The white man wanted the pay dirt of the mountains and he offered 

to the red man in return therefor a school. Not inappropriately the bridge selected to honor 

the priest who counseled acceptance of the inevitable is that which leads from exhibits of 

mineral resources to the classic palace which shelters the exhibits of Education. The pic¬ 

ture gives a view of part of Mines and Metallurgy, but is more interesting for the adequate 

impression it offers of the substantial but graceful plan of crossings adopted for the lagoons. 

The span is an arch. An ornamental balustrade terminates at either end in a monumental 

base for a flag staff. With flags flying the bridges are interesting and worthy details of the 

architectural picture. With launches gliding by the lagoons take on animation that charms 
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AINT ANTHONY. LOOKING NORTH.-The three great plazas which radiate 

from the Terrace of States are seen with best effect looking toward the radial center. 

There is, however, a reverse point of view which is not without its advantages. A very 

wide stairway leads down from the West Pavilion. Just before reaching the foot of it one 

may see what is presented in the picture. The west lagoon is over the low parapet. A 

satisfying nearby inspection of the massive looking outlines of the Palace of Machinery and 

of the harmonious proportions of the German steeple which is so conspicuously a part of 

the Palace is offered. There is a very good side view of Bienville bridge over the Lagoon, 

giving ready means of communication between Electricity and Machinery. Of Electricity 

there is just a suggestion in the edge of the picture. The equestrian statue in the picture is 

seen from the rear ; it is the naked Sioux chief reining in his horse and flinging out his de¬ 

fiance to civilization. In the distance Transportation is on one side and Varied Industries 

on the other. The picture closes with the great blue dome of Creation beneath which in 

spectacle is presented the six days of Genesis. No smaller buildings are crowded in between 

the Palaces. Lawn and promenade extend from facade to facade. The spaciousness is 

impressive. It inspires a sense of expansion. It gives the grandeur full opportunity. 
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Sp EN MILLIONS OF FLOWERS.—The figures amaze. Their full meaning is not 

readily comprehended. To appreciate the landscape adornment in bright colors the 

visitor must traverse Cascade Gardens, the Plateau of States, the Sunken Garden, the Place 

of Nations, Machinery Gardens, the parterres of the Palace of Horticulture. These are cen¬ 

ters of floral plans and effects. They are by no means all. The picture gives a sweeping 

view, from center to side, of Cascade Gardens. The statuary flanking the East Cascade is 

shown with the floral lace work between the lawns and the granitoid walks. The flower 

beds of the Cascade Gardens are thousands of feet in length. They comprise a very small 
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iracuon ot tins branch of the landscape gardening. In all parts of the grounds, far away 

rom the centers mentioned, one comes unexpectedly upon the color scheme in nature, 

sometimes in great beds, often in nooks and corners. The gardener has sele<ted such plant. 

71 * 6 lon2est in bloom. The geranium and the scarlet sage have place in almost every 

e . ey give continuous color. The fragrance of the geranium is all pervading. Peren- 

nia s an co or plants are relied upon to maintain the variety of hues. Possibly the floral 

work reaches highest degree of success in the Cascade Gardens. It is there that the deep 
green lawn and glistening white statuary are toned and enriched with great masses of color. 



M ESTIVAL HALL. The chief feature in the creation of the Colonnade of States is 

Festival Hall. It performs the double duty of the greatest auditorium on the World s 

Fair grounds and of the architectural center to the main picture. It is the head of the main 

cascade ; it is midway of the Colonnade of States ; it stands immediately in front of the 

Palace of Art. It is the axial point from which the great plazas radiate. The building itself 

is ornamental and elaborate in construction, as is apparent from the excellent picture pre¬ 

sented. The point of view is the West Pavilion at the end of the W^est Colonnade. Festival 

Hall is a dome one hundred and sixty-five feet in diameter, exceeding that of St. Peter’s. 

The interior possesses exceptionally fine acoustic properties. The exterior shape of Festi¬ 

val Hall is a circle with a large rectangle on the southern side. The circle has a diameter 

of one hundred and ninety-five feet and the oblong two hundred and fifty feet long, and 

sixty-four feet wide. This rectangle contains the stage on which is located the largest organ 

ever built It also affords room for several small halls. In perfect and harmonious propor¬ 

tions the Festival Hall circle and rectangle fit into the Colonnade of States. In brief, the 

hall and the colonnade form parts of a most attractive whole. The total height of Festi¬ 

val Hall is one hundred and ninety feet and the auditorium seats over three thousand people. 
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NORTH VIEW OF PLAZA SAINT ANTHONY. —From the Terrace of States 

just behind that striking piece of statuary, “The Protest of the Sioux,” may be had 

the best view of Plaza Saint Anthony. There is impressed a sense of spaciousness in the 

Plaza and a realization of grandeur in the architecture. In the distance The Pike supplies 

a closure. The medial line of the Plaza bisects a huge blue dome, which is the outer con¬ 

struction of the spectacle called “Creation.” Singularly, but most harmoniously, the dome 

rises midway between the building lines of the Plaza extended. It is distant a full half 

mile from the point of view in the picture. Just over the balustrade, in front of the rear¬ 

ing horse, is the Lagoon and Bienville Bridge. Perhaps the chief charm in the view from 

the point where the camera rested for this picture,.is the comprehensive architectural 

presentation. Facades of four great Exhibit Palaces are shown, not only in their entirety, 

but with so much of their sky lines as to present fully the strong contrasts, the widely dis¬ 

similar effects. On one side is the massive, German-towered Palace of Machinery. On the 

other is the towerless but elaborately decorated roof of the Palace of Electricity. Varied 

Industries is beyond, with its corner pavilions and low domes. On the opposite side 

the great arches and round towers of the Palace of Transportation completes the picture. 
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BIRDSEYE VIEW OF PLAZA SAINT LOUIS .—From the center of the 

Main Lagoon, midway between the Palaces of Education and Electricity, steadied on 

a launch, the camera sweeps the Plaza of Saint Louis. It presents many notable objects re¬ 

duced to miniature by the distance. The equestrian statues of DeSoto and Joliet on the 

extreme right and left of the picture appear no larger than toys of children. Yet they tower 

high above the Plaza, as may be seen by comparison with the people near them. The Tyro¬ 

lean Alps in the distance is more than half a mile away. The symmetry and classic beauty 

of the Louisiana Monument are impressed from this point of view perhaps to better advan¬ 

tage than from any other. The scene of “The Signing of the Treaty of the Purchase of 

Louisiana" in relief upon the base of the monument is presented clearly, the figures of 

Monroe, Marbois and Livingston standing out with marked distinctness. For the correct 

estimate of distances it must be borne in mind that between the Monument and the groups 

of statuary depicting life of the pioneer period in the Purchase is the broad Louisiana Way. 

Human interest at the World's Fair centers around the monument and the main landing 

of the water ways. From the opening in the morning to the closing at midnight there is 

always life. Eddies in the currents of humanity form at all hours in this locality. 
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LECTRICITY SYMBOLIZED.—Over the main entrance of the Palace of Elec¬ 

tricity is a group of statuary which bears close relationship to the uses of the struc¬ 

ture it adorns. The sculptor has wrought out an idea. His group of three figures is the 

inspiration of the symbolical. It represents at once the mystery and the force of electricity. 

The central figure is seated erect and almost rigid upon what resembles a throne. His 

breast and limbs are protected by plates. Upon his head is a winged helmet. This figure 

represents, in the symbolism of the sculptor, Electricity. The face, the body and the limbs 

suggest power and complete readiness for instant action. Both arms are extended behind 
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the two side figures a woman on the left and a man on the right. The side figures arc 

seated a little lower. They lean with muscles strained as if about to spring forward. The 

woman s right hand and the man s left just touch, with their fingers, the knees of the figure 

representing electricity. They are completing the circuit. The eltdric current derived 

from its source is coursing through them. The left hand of the woman and the right hand 

of the man are pointing outward and upward scattering the mysterious force. The sculp¬ 

tor s idea of the origin of electricity is mythological. It is about as satisfactory as is the 

explanation of the scientist. In detail, the Palace of Electricity is an interesting study. 



KY LINES. Not all of the architectural grandeur and artistic beauty of the World's 

Fair is in the facades and the statuary. There is skyscape as well as landscape. The 

points of view to be sought are not all from the ground looking upward. The altitude of 

the Terrace of States has its attractive advantages. From this elevation the vision sweeps 

the sky lines and realizes that the builders did not exhaust their genius and their labors on 

the colonnades and on the decorative groups of the lower levels. In the picture the view 

is taken from the upper part of the West Terrace. It comprehends the roofs of two exhibit 

palaces, Electricity in front and Varied Industries behind. The six groups of statuary typi- 

fying “Light’' surmounting the four corner towers and the main entrance of Electricity are 

readily distinguished. Beyond are the low domes and the entrance flanking towers of 

Varied Industries. The very pleasing manner in which the roof is broken into sections by 

varying elevations is well illustrated. This picture is from a point of view which shows 

the radiating plan of plazas. In one corner is a long straight stretch of the Plaza of Saint 

Anthony, while in the other appears an angular part of the Plaza of Saint Louis. In front 

is the wide sweep of the lawn with South Lagoon at the base. The monument of Napoleon 

with Napoleon Bridge, spanning the Lagoon in front of it, is near the center of the picture. 
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HE TERRACES.—To what good uses the World’s Fair builders have put the six 

hundred feet in the clear between facades on the Grand Basin and the Plaza of Saint 

Louis is illustrated in a view from the terraces. The camera was planted on the lower level 

of the lawn in front of the southeast corner of the Palace of Electricity. It was focused to 

cover the long stretch almost due northward. Most notable in the picture is the wide strip 

of lawn with gentle terrace. The size of the maples in the double row flanking the long 

broad walk is indicated. These trees are sufficiently large not only to afford grateful shade 

but to give to the architecture an agreeable impression of completeness and of substantiality, 

to say nothing of a contrast in color which brings out the richness of the old ivory tint of 

the front of the Palace. The monuments stand like sentinels along the parapet of the Grand 

Basin. Far away, over the lagoon, the Palace of Varied Industries furnishes an interesting 

continuation of this combination of spacious lawn, well grown trees, broad walks and lofty 

facades. One side of the Plaza of Saint Louis, not more than a quarter of the entire width 

is included in the picture. The point of view conveys an impression of World's Fair dis¬ 

tances. A background is supplied by the Tyrolean Alps which, half a mile away, appear 

realistic. Adjacent to the mountains rises the facade of the Old Parliament House of Dublin. 
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HE CASCADES AT NIGHT.— Against the darkness of night the Colonnade of 

States and the Cascades stand out as if built of light. The old form of illumination 

trimmed or outlined the buildings. The new form gives to the entire buildings or other 

construction the appearance of glowingcolor. It is as if the magic of architecture had created 

and put in place columns and arches and statuary and towers and whole buildings of light. 

There the creations stand in incandescent forms. The effect is presented. How it is pro¬ 

duced is hidden. The mystery when the colonnade, Festival Hall, the pavilions and the 

statuary are made to assume one color while at the same time the rushing water of the cas¬ 

cades is compelled to assume a different and strongly contrasting tint. The water by 

turns may change under the influence of the projector lamps from Molten silver to a variety 

of colors. The rest of the terrace may be emerald or golden. The illumination is under 

complete control so that the transformation from one color to another may be produced by 

a slowly dissolving process. Effects are prearranged and announced. A program of vary¬ 

ing illumination night after night is made possible by this treatment. In the midst of mid¬ 

night darkness the scene of the cascades is made to appear with the brightness of noon day. 

Thereby is presented a sight before which the camera fails. It is beautiful and impressive. 
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HE SCULPTURE OF ELECTRICITY.—The six towers constitute strong fea¬ 

tures in the facades of the Palace of Electricity. They rise in reducing sections until 

an apex is reached which furnishes the base for the figure of “Light.” From the ground this 

figure appears of ordinary human size, yet it is seventeen feet in height. It holds aloft a 

star which is four feet in diameter. In the center of the star is an arc light of the largest 

size. The illumination of Electricity brings out this figure and the star with wonderful 

effect. Crouched at the foot of the erect figure of “Light” are the spirits of darkness trying 

to shield themselves from the glare of the great star. A theme of sculpture prevails in the 

decorations of the Palace of Electricity. There arc associated groups. One of these con¬ 

sists of an old man and two boys. It is designed to illustrate wonder at the Aurora All 

faces are turned in the direction of the phenomenon. The expression is one of intense inter¬ 

est. The companion group is composed of a mother clasping her little children to her side 

as if to shield them from the terror of the lightning and thunder. These groups are thir¬ 

teen feet in height. Each of the six towers is adorned with the three groups, making not 

only effective sculptural decoration from the artistic point of view, but suggesting harmony 

of design befitting the uses of the building. This harmony pervades the sculpture generally. 
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Ct-HE MAIN PICTURE FROM ABOVE— Eastward from the top of the Observa- 

0® tion Wheel, 250 feet above the ground, is presented a view of the Main Picture of the 

Exposition. It is interesting, but fails to show the wide plazas and avenues which sepa¬ 

rate the buildings. It makes the impression, which is not true, that the exhibit palaces are 

somewhat crowded together. On the contrary, there is no passage between the palaces 

which is less than 300 feet wide, while the Plaza of St. Louis has a width of 600 feet. The 

picture is especially valuable as illustrating the fan shaped arrangement of the buildings 

and the radiating lines from Festival Hall as the center, In the foreground is the garden of 
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Japan, occupied by the official buildings of that country. A section of Jerusalem repro¬ 

duced is beyond. Machinery Hall is the nearest of the large buildings. Near the center of 

the picture are presented the classic fronts of the Palace of Education, The Palace of 

Mines and Metallurgy, with overhanging roof, is beyond. The Grand Basin is shown in 

front of Education. This view from above dwarfs elevations. It is necessary to remember 

that these eaves lines of the exhibit palaces are uniformly 65 feet ; that the Colonnade of 

States is even higher and that it is 200 feet from the floor to the Victory that crowns Festival 

Hall. From the Observation Wheel to the eastern limits of the grounds is a mile and a half. 



HE PLAZA. OF ST. LOUIS IN PERSPECTIVE. —From the promenade at 

the base of Festival Hall there is a complete view of the Grand Basin and of the 

Plaza of St. Louis. This is, in public estimation, one of the grandest scenes of the Exposi¬ 

tion. When the Cascades, from the Colonnade of States to the fountains in the Grand Basin, 

are in full operation, the scene reaches the climax of wonder and fascination. To appreciate 

the picture, one must remember that the vista embraced is nearly a mile in length and one- 

third of a mile in width. Four great exhibit palaces are presented, facing upon the water 

and upon the Plaza, while the sweep of vision includes halves of facades of palaces on the 

right and on the left. In the foreground are the groups of statuary which flank the main 

cascade. The Louisiana Purchase Monument, seen in the center of the picture, is but one- 

half the distance from the point of view to the closure formed by the Tyrolean Alps be¬ 

yond. The trees, which appear small in the picture, are from ten to eighteen inches in 

circumference and from forty to fifty feet in height. The fountains spout to a height of 

sixty feet. The pleasure craft plying on the basin appear diminutive, but are large launches 

conveying from twenty to forty people. By comparison of the persons seen in the picture 

with the statuary, the trees and the buildings, very adequate impressions may be formed. 
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HE HALL OF CONGRESSES. Three kinds of Congresses and Conventions 

meet under the auspices of the Exposition. More than four hundred organizations, 

religious, business, professional, fraternal, trade and social, assemble in annual or biennial 

session. The second class is a series of nearly two score international congresses similar to 

those usually held in association with a World's Fair. The third class or kind is known 

as the Congress of Arts and Science. This is an international congress of nearly one hun¬ 

dred sections. It is the intellectual culmination of the Universal Exposition. Its objects 

are “To discuss and set forth the unity and mutual relations of the sciences, to review their 

historical growth, to develop their fundamental principles and to promote mutual sympathy 

and co-operative effort among specialists engaged in different fields of research.” The hall 

of Congresses is one of the most interesting structures. In addition to the meeting rooms 

provided by this building, the Exposition places at the service of the hundreds of organi¬ 

zations more than forty halls ranging in capacity from the Coliseum with 12,000 seats down 

to the lecture room accommodating one hundred persons. There are days on which ten to 

fifteen organizations are in session. The Hall of Congresses is 257 feet in length. Its architec¬ 

tural feature is an arcade within which the scholars find refreshing coolness the hottest days. 
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HE FRUITS OF THE PURCHASE — Seated in a great chair at the foot of the 

Terrace of States is the figure of Napoleon in characteristic pose, apparently absorbed 

in contemplation of the Palace devoted to Education. It is fitting that the celebration of 

this greatest peaceable acquisition of territory - the Louisiana Purchase—should give to 

education not only one of the largest but one of the most conspicuously located Palaces. 

Within the naves beyond that Corinthian colonnade thirty-six states present in competition 

the results of the public school system of this country. That in the many exhibits which 

most forcefully impresses ^tself upon the beholder is the uniformity in methods and attain- 

ments. The public schools have reached a degree of high efficiency the country over. 

Another conclusion which is conveyed is that more attention than ever before is now being 

given to art and industrial education. Without a national system, with the states acting 

independently, it appears that methods of instruction are much the same all of the way from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific. Nearly every American city of considerable population now has 

its art school as a wide range of exhibits of such character shows. Of the foreign nations 

Germany devotes much of the space allotted to her in Education to interesting and instruc¬ 

tive exhibits of her schools in decorative art in the industries and in the applied sciences. 



HE NATIONAL COMMISSION.—When the Congress of the United States deter¬ 

mined upon “celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of the Purchase of Louisiana 

Territory by holding an international exhibition of arts, industries and manufactures, and 

the products of the soil, mine, forest and sea,” provision was made for “a non-partisan 

commission to consist of nine commissioners.” The appointments were made by President 

McKinley. They were so distributed as to represent the whole country. The national 

character of the Exposition was emphasized in the selection of four commissioners who had 

v>een United States Senators and two who had been members of the House of Representatives. 
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In the picture the commissioners seated, right to left, are Hon. John M. Thurston, 

Nebraska ; Hon. Thomas H. Carter, Montana ; Hon. John M. Allen, Mississippi ; Hon. George 

W. McBride, Oregon. Those standing, in the same order, are Hon. Martin H. Glynn, New 

York ; Hon. John F. Miller, Indiana ; Hon. William Lindsay, Kentucky ; Hon. Joseph Flory, 

Missouri, Secretary of the commission ; Hon. Frederick A. Betts, Connecticut; Hon. Phillip 

D. Scott, Arkansas. The National Commission represents the Government of the United 

States in relationship to the Exposition. This relationship is much more comprehensive 

and responsible than that sustained by the Government toward any preceding Exposition. 



OUISIANA TKRRITORV, U. S. A. The actual transfer of Louisiana to 

the United States on the 20th of December, 1803, was in two parts. A little 

group of officials gathered about a desk in an upper room of the Cabildo. The papers 

were signed and witnessed by them. Then the Marquis Pierre Clement Touisat, 

Generals Claiborne, Wilkinson and Post, Captain Stoddard and the others, proceeded 

to the balcony in front of the Cabildo. The legal part of the ceremony had been 

performed. The spectacular features were to ccme. Drawn up in front cf the 

Cabildo were the French icldicry, only a ;mail guard, for the occasion was one of 

good feeling and of enthusiastic peace. Facing the French guard were the citizen 

soldiers of New Orleans with cross belts and guns but rather irregular in the matter 

of dress. They were about to ratify, by their own act, the transfer of the allegiance 

which had been signed away by the representative of the King of France a few min¬ 

utes before. The spirited picture tells the story. The French flag floated at the top 

of the staff. The guns of these citizens in hats of various shapes volleyed. Down 

came the Tri-color. Up went the Stars and Stripes. The French guns rattled the 

salute. Men swung their hats and shouted. The Purchase was an accomplished fact. 
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EW ORLEANS IN 1803.— To those who take an interest in historic things there 

is no place at the World's Fair more satisfying than the rooms of the Cabildo, the 

replica of the building in which the transfer of sovereignty of Louisiana took place in 

December, 1803. A picture of New Orleans as it was when the transfer occurred is one of 

the relics. Photographic reproduction is given herewith. The picture bears the name of 

the artist and the date of the painting. It is wellauthenticated and its accuracy is vouched 

for by those versed in the history of Louisiana. At that time, as is apparent from the pic¬ 

ture, New Orleans consisted of little more than a fringe of business houses along the river 

front, protected by a levee from overflow, with residences scattered among the palmettoes 

and palms. The American flag is flying and, true to history, shows the number of stars to 

correspond with the states which had been admitted to the Union at that time. The Cabildo 

which was the House of State a hundred years ago, was located beside the Cathedral, the 

towers of which appear in the center of the picture. Among the relics in the Cabildo are 

several articles which were there when the transfer of sovereignty took place. The portraits 

of early Governors of Louisiana when it was a province of Spain are hanging on the 

walls. An especially fine painting of Laussat, the Colonial Prefect, is in the collection. 
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f^HIEFS OF THE DIVISION OF EXHIBITS —A live exhibit of the best expo- 

sition talent of this generation is the organization of the Division of Exhibits. The 

Director, Frederick J. V. Skiff, who has the center of the stage in the picture, was chief of a 

department at the World’s Columbian Exposition and Director of the United States exhibit 

at the Paris Exposition of 1901. He is Director of the Field Columbian Museum. In the 

science of Exposition work he is an international authority. Most of the chiefs of the de¬ 

partments are men of ripe exposition experience. Those standing are W. J. McGee, Anthro¬ 

pology ; Thomas M. Moore, Machinery ; Milan H. Hulbert, Manufactures ; Howard J. Rogers, 

Education and Social Economy ; Tarleton H. Bean, Fish and Game and Forestry ; J. E. 

Sullivan, Physical Culture; W. E. Goldsborough, Electricity; J. A. Holmes, Mines and 

Metallurgy. Those sitting are John A. Ockerson, Liberal Arts ; Frederic W. Taylor, Agri¬ 

culture and Horticulture; Willard A. Smith, Transportation ; Halsey C. Ives, Art ; F. D. 

Coburn, Live Stock. Three of these men were the heads of three of the most successful de¬ 

partments at Chicago in 1893. Two others have been heads of important bureaus of the 

Government at Washington. Two others were in charge of departments of the United States 

exhibits at Paris. All of them have won professional distinction in their respective fields. 
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OUNTERM ARCHING ON ADMINISTRATION A VENUE. —The possi¬ 

bilities of the World’s Fair grounds for processions and pageants are illustrated 

by the picture showing the parade of all nations on Administration Avenue. The 

point of view is the broad landing of the granite steps leading up to Administration 

Building. Administration Avenue extends due east to Lindell Boulevard entrance, 

a distance of a mile and a third. In the foreground there is a double roadway with 

parking, shrubbery and granitoid walk between. On both sides of Administration 

Avenue front foreign buildings. Great Britain, China, and a suggestion of the magni¬ 

ficent facade of Belgium appear in the picture on one side ; on the other are portions 

of the buildings of Austria, Sweden and the Netherlands. The western front of 

the Palace of Transportation occupies an upper corner, while opposite, extending for 

a mile, are the roofs and towers and minarets on the Pike. The encouragement for 

the distribution of an immense crowd, so that all composing it may see and be 

entertained, when a procession is passing through the grounds, is apparent. People 

not only form lines along the entire route but they find many places of vantage 

where they may stand without jostling and look over the heads of those in front. 
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HE CLIFF DWELLERS. —No inconspicuous place in the family of nations is 

occupied by the Cliff Dwellers. The Cliff Dwellings and the Cliff Dwellers are shown 

in the picture. This means a reproduction, carefully copied, from a community existing 

in the canyons of Arizona. It will be remembered that an imitation of cliff dwelling was 

presented at Chicago. The presence of the Cliff Dwellers living in the caves and adobe 

houses and pursuing their vocations fairly illustrates the difference between the Exposition 

of 1893 and that of 1904. Here is the living moving exhibit of cliff dwelling. The tiers of 

cliff dwellings at this Exposition reach the height of sixty feet above the brick pavement of 

the Pike. Visitors are taken along the trails and over the ledges by burros to the summit. 

Througn the cliff as it fronts upon the Pike is an entrance to a typical Zuni Pueblo. In 

the center of the building is a large assembly hall where the Indians perform the dance of 

Kachina, or the dance of masks, the flute dance and the dramatic snake dance. There are 

caverns and rocks and even a copy of the famous Antelope Altar in the midst of the cacti 

and sage. Ladders reach to the roofs of the Pueblo dwellings. Potters, weavers, silver¬ 

smiths, basket makers, blanket makers and other Indian workers have their busy workshops 

in the Pueblo. It is a splendid ethnological exhibit of the ancient races of the Southwest. 
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ANCY COLUMBIA AND HER SUBJECTS.—Very popular with World’s 

Fair visitors are the Esquimaux. Their wide smiles are infectious. The queen of 

the colony, by unanimous consent, is Nancy Columbia, aged eleven. Those who did the 

World's Columbian Exposition will readily recall the Esquimaux Village in the corner of 

the grounds near the collection of State Buildings. While the Esquimaux men cracked 

their long whips to snap nickels from the center of a big ring scratched on the ground and 

while the dogs snarled and panted in the unusual climate, Columbia came into the world 

at a World’s Fair. She was christened Columbia by Mrs. Potter Palmer, the President of 
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the Woman’s Commission, and became a star attraction with the public. She was commonly 

called “Little Columbia.” After she was taken back to the Northern home of her people she 

was given the additional name, so that she is now known as Nancy Columbia. The little 

girl has grown to her present short stature in the atmosphere of professional amusement 

life. This is her fourth Exposition. Nancy Columbia is quite accomplished for an Esqui¬ 

mau maiden. She learned to read and write English in a school at Coney Island. Her 

mother, who had been interpreter for Lieutenant Peary on his Polar expeditions, had taught 

her to speak English. The Queen of the Esquimaux has not only traveled but is educated. 



N THE HEART OF JAPAN.—Entering a great gate of quaint Japanese con- 

struction, passing the Pavilion of Formosa where the little Japanese women trip 

about serving the Oolong tea, one comes upon the scene presented in the picture. The lake, 

the bridge, the garden statuary, the flowers and the daintily clad geishas unite to present 

Japan at the Universal Exposition. Footpaths lead to the several buildings. The Com¬ 

missioner-General and his staff occupy an official pavilion with their offices. In one corner 

is a great bazaar, built after the characteristic architecture of Japan, and filled to overflow¬ 

ing with the wares of Japanese designing and manufacture. Across a rustic bridge and 

along a winding course among flower beds, the way is to the main pavilion with the in¬ 

evitable overhanging roof of Japan, where the receptions and ceremonial functions of 

various kinds are held. This pavilion reproduces a famous castle. It contains a gallery of 

figures, showing the manner of dress in succeeeing periods from the beginning of Japanese 

civilization to the present time. The walls are adorned with wonderful wood carvings. 

Upon the floors are Japanese mats. The Japanese do not overcrowd their buildings with 

furnishings. The articles may seem upon the first American glance, too few, but successive 

visits convey the impression that there is nothing niggardly in the art of Japanese f urnishim*. 
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Crp HE ANCESTRAL HOME OF THE McKINLAYS.-The McKinlay Cottage, 

filled with relics of the ancestors of the late President McKinley, is one of the many 

historic buildings of the World's Fair. The great-grandfather of the late President was 

Francis McKinlay. Upon the removal of the family to this country the spelling was changed 

to McKinley. The original of the cottage was in County Antrim. Among the relics ob¬ 

tained from the Irish Historical Society and brought over to be exhibited in the cottage was 

the old cradle for the baby, one of the original doors, three of the old chairs, boards taken 

from the shutters, the iron plate upon which was baked the oatmeal cakes and which, at 

the World s Fair, hangs in a fireplace, such as was used one hundred years ago, the shears, 

the scythe, the door scraper, and even the horseshoe above the door. One striking proof of 

authenticity is a piece of timber from the roof of the original cottage, bearing the brand “F. 

McK. In one room is the old bed, corded with a heavy hand-made rope. The spade, the 

old spinning wheel and reel and the hackle used by President McKinley’s great-grand* 

mother are shown. Francis McKinlay was hung by the yeoman for participation in 

the stirring events of 1798. Three pictures show the execution, the taking down and 

burial of the body at night, and the burning of the McKinlay home at Coleraine in 1798. 
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EI5HA GIRLS OF FAIR. JAPAN.—The community of Fair Japan on the Pike, 

includes two scores of the famous Geisha girls of that country. Most of them are 

shown in the picture. They are divided into two classes, the Oshaku, who is the novice 

and under nineteen years of age, and the fully accomplished, who has taken the entire 

course in the Geisha graces and is above nineteen years. These girls perform two classes of 

dances, the one being very slow of movement and the other rapid and somewhat like the 

hornpipe movement. They dance in the Tea House, which is a conspicuous feature of the 

Japanese Village. Their movements are in time to a thrumming of drums, mandolins and 

Japanese instruments. In Japan, Geisha is synonymous with tlie English word "actress 

The Geisha girl is selected for her beauty and form. She is put under a professor at the age 

of ten. Until she is twelve the Geisha girl is trained in calisthenics to improve her physique 

and gracefulness. Then come cultivation of the voice for singing and the training in dancing. 

These girls move with a gliding step and, in circles and half circles, sway the whole body. 

A marked feature of their dance is the sudden stopping at a signal, the dance changing ab¬ 

ruptly into a tableaux. Costumes are important in the Geisha art. The novices wear bright 

colored silk kimonas reaching to the feet, embroidered with butterflies and gold fishes. 
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HE PIKE. — A happy hit in the nomenclature of the World's Fair is “The Pike." The 

title was selected for the street upon which the concession amusements are. The 

street is over a mile in length and, but for occasional cross-thoroughfares, is two continuous 

fronts of amusement structures as varied as the entertainments themselves. The street is 

paved its full width. Down the center of it is a row of highly decorated electric light 

posts. The view is taken from near the west end. It shows Battle Abbey on one side, 

wherein are displayed panoramic views of memorable battles ; on the other is the station 

of the very extensive scenic railway system, said to be the most elaborate construction of 

this kind ever built. Just beyond the scenic railway station can be seen the front of the 

Cliff Dwellers, an imposing imitation of the canyon of Colorado. In the distance are the 

minarets of the mosque on the Streets of Cairo. There are represented along the Pike the 

peoples and the architecture of all parts of the world. The picture was taken upon a 

day of only moderate attendance. Ordinarily the Pike is a slowly moving mass of people, 

and the crowd is as interesting as the features within the buildings. An idea of the elabo¬ 

rate character of this branch of this Universal Exposition may be formed from the statement 

that the concessions represent an investment of between seven and eight millions of dollars* 
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HE TYROL AND THE TYROLESE.—The imposing imitation of snow-capped 

mountains seen from a distance is but a part of the reproduction of the Tyrol. The 

picture presents a view at the base of the mountain. There is the village street on which 

stands the statue of Andreas Hofer, beneath the little chapel apparanetly carved in solid 

rock. The cottages on the street are typical Tyrolese dwellings said to be faithful imita¬ 

tions of actual houses in the hamlets of Bozen, Hall, Brock and Goss. In the foreground is an 

electrical fountain, which is perhaps slightly out of place in these rural and picturesque 

surroundings, To the left of the fountain a tram car is taken for a trip through the moun¬ 

tain valleys. Seemingly the journey is upward at a steep angle. The scenery from the heart 

of the Alps is brought before the traveler. The car halts for glimpses of Alpine villages, 

one of which is pointed out by the guide as the birthplace of Mozart the composer. At the 

end of the car line an elevator is taken to reach the peaks of the Ortler,where a little water¬ 

fall plunges downward to a lake. Across the park from the mountain is a church and near¬ 

by are many little Tyrolese houses with queer gables and towerlets. There is a Tyrolese 

Council Hall with wide verandahs and terraces. There is a hall in which scenes from Ober- 

ammergau are shown. Tyrolese musicians play and Tyrolese singers render the Yodelsongs. 
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^ HINA’S FRONT ON THE PIKE.—China occupies frontage on the Pike with a 

“—pavilion devoted to a typical restaurant of that country. The lower floor is enclosed. 

The upper floor is open as shown in the picture. Provision is made for the serving of sev¬ 

eral hundreds of patrons at one time. The front bristles with signs announcing the Chinese 

bill of fare, the chief item of which is, as might be expected, chop suey. The visitor can 

take his choice of chop suey made from chicken, or chop suey made from something else, 

the price varying considerably. Genuine chop suey from chicken is furnished for a dollar. 

The chefs are Chinese in blue blouses and queues. The waiters are Chinese. The cashiers 

are Chinese. “Shanghai Restaurant” is the name given to the establishment. All of the 

usual delicacies dear to the palate of the Celestial such as birds-nest soup and bamboo 

sprouts are served with Chinese brandy which tastes like liquid fire, or Chinese tea, which 

is milder. To be entirely correct the patron should eat with chop sticks but this rule is 

waived and American knives and forks are furnished for those who desire them. Chinese 

sweetmeats are popular features of the menus with Americans. Preserved ginger from Can¬ 

ton and various forms of candied fruits are furnished at moderate prices. Those visitors who 

do not feel equal to birds-nest soup and chop suey satisfy their curiosity with sweetmeats. 
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FTERNOON ON THE PIKE. — As the shadows lengthen from the West the at¬ 

tendants in the exhibit palaces begin to lay the covers and to draw the curtains. 

Then through the doorways, out upon the walks and among the flower beds flow rivulets 

of humanity. There is much meandering amid the glories of the landscape. There are 

eddies about the music pavilions. There are diverting points which divide and send away 

side currents to the Philippines, to the Boer War, to the Festival Hall, to the Observation 

Wheel. But the main flow is toward two wide entrances which lead into the Pike. This 

picture is taken from a point on the Pike about midway between the West and the East 

entrances. It shows the east half of the Pike beginning to fill with humanity. The time is 

late in the afternoon. The flow will continue until the early lights bring high tide in the 

reservoir. In the picture the great Siberian railway station is on one side ; the baby incu¬ 

bator nursery, with classic facade, on the other. Beyond are the Palais du Costume, Pans, 

Hereafter and Asia, with smaller amusements sandwiched with them. On the opposite side 

are Creation, Old Saint Louis, the Japanese Village, the Congress of Indians, Ancient Koine 

and Under and Over the Sea. The picture shows the crowd distributing itself in front of 

the various attractions. From this hour until midnight the Pike monopolizes the attention. 
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HITHIN THE IRISH VILLAGE.—While entrance to the Irish Village is through 

a reproduction of the Parliament House at Dublin, the expensive and elaborate 

character of the Village is not appreciated until one reaches the court upon which the 

several structures face. In the center of the green is a large band stand in which concerts 

are given by musicians from Dublin. Behind the band stand is Blarney Castle through which 

is the entrance to the theatre. On the side is the exhibit building in which is an installa¬ 

tion of Irish manufactures, surprising to most visitors. Laces, linens, poplins and other 

textiles are shown as manufactured in the model factories of Ireland. There is an Irish art 

gallery; there are Irish manuscripts with marvelous illuminated lettering. On the opposite 

side of the court is an old cottage said to be a reproduction of one that was built and occu¬ 

pied by the grandfather of the late President of the United States, William McKinley. In 

the cottage are shown historic relics of the McKinley family. Many famous places of 

Ireland, as for illustration the Lake of Killarney are reproduced in miniature. The jaunting 

cars are on exhibition and in use. Sod was brought from the Old Country to thrive upon 

the soil of the Court. The arrangement of the buildings is in accordance with the senti¬ 

ment, being in the form of a Celtic cross. This picture was taken the day of dedication. 
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IFE IN ALASKA.—The strong, heavy set but agile people from the Arctic Circle 

formed a World’s Fair colony which was popular with visitors at all times. They 

were always good humored, even in July and August days when it made one feel uncom¬ 

fortably warm even to look at the heavy fur clothing. But the smiles were broader and the 

greetings were more hearty when the cool nights came and the reindeer coats and trousers 

were desirable. The picture presents a scene in the Esquimau Village of the Universal Ex¬ 

position. At the foot of the scenic mountain stands a typical tent or hut of reindeer skins 

such as is easily transported and quickly pitched for camp purposes on hunting and fishing 

trips. The Esquimau at the entrance to the tent holds his gun. A log house, low and 

heavily framed to resist the winter's blast, represents Esquimau progress toward civilization. 

It is an improvement on the ice home of the primitive Esquimau. The woman seated 

on the sledge was a member of the community which occupied a corner of the Exposition 

Grounds of the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893. The placid looking woman is inter¬ 

esting as the mother of Nancy Columbia, who stands near her. The young lady of eleven 

years, wearing a reindeer suit of leggings and jacket, is the belle of the village. She enjoys 

the distinction of having been born at a World’s Fair. She was christened at Chicago. 
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HE NAVAL BATTLES.—A realistic representation of modern naval warfare is 

given upon a miniature ocean. Battleships and cruisers, torpedo boats and torpedo 

boat destroyers built in careful imitation of well-known fighting vessels appear upon the 

scene, manoeuvre, advance, retreat and fight the battles. They range in size from the 

torpedo boats of twelve feet to the battleships of 21 feet in length. They are built of steel; 

the gun equipment corresponds to that of the actual war vessels. Flags, signals and 

searchlights are utilized. The audience sits in the amphitheatre looking down upon the 

little ocean with cliffs and forts opposite. The ships appear, form in columns, and go 
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through various naval manoeuvres with precision. Among the evolutions are those known 

as “single line ahead,” “double line ahead,” and the “gridiron.” Then comes the attack on 

the forts, with the discharge of guns of sufficient calibre to be heard in all parts of the 

World’s Fair Grounds. As the battle progresses the fleet advances to the attack on the shore 

batteries. A general engagement follows. A shell strikes a powder magazine and explodes 

it. Two of the ships are blown up by torpedos. One of the battleships receives a shell and 

is torn to pieces, bursting into flames. Following the battle the victorious fleet is re¬ 

viewed by the admiral. The little battleships bear the names of their prototypes in the navy. 
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IERRE LACLEDE, ONE OF THE PATHFINDERS.—Prominent among 

the Pathfinders of the Louisiana Purchase, whose statues appear near the German 

Building, is Pierre Laclede, the man who founded Saint Louis. According to tradition 

Laclede, in December, 1763, said “Saint Louis was to be a settlement which might become 

one of the finest cities of America.” The statue of Laclede presents him in the uniform of 

a captain commandant of the French Army. The artist had no portrait of Laclede, but he 

did have a descendant of the founder who, by the family chronicles, was said to resemble 

his ancestor closely. Laclede was a man of medium height, strong and gracefully propor¬ 

tioned. He is said to have become an expert duellist. The artist presents Pierre Laclede 

in a pose designed to express both boldness and prudence. The feet are planted as if an 

advance was about to be made ; at the same time there is in the poise of the body the im¬ 

pression of readiness to meet opposition. There has been handed down through the gener¬ 

ations of the family the record of the prophecy made by Laclede when he had landed with 

his axmen and had begun the building of the log houses. Laclede rests one hand upon 

his sword hilt. In the other hand he holds the scroll of parchment which is engrossed 

evidence of the grant from the government to locate the site of the settlement of Saint Louis. 
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HE IMPERIAL JAPANESE COMMISSION.—Japan accepted early the invi¬ 
tation of the United States to participate. That nation asked and received space most 

eligibly located. When applications for exhibit room began to crowd, Japan was asked to 

release some space. Not a square foot could be given up. On the contrary the Japanese 

Commission desired more. Japan's Commission is very strong. Mr. Hajim Ota is councillor 

to the Department of Agriculture and Commerce in his country, as well as Acting Com¬ 

missioner-General to the Exposition. He is a graduate of the University of Tokio. He has 

been Secretary of the House of Peers of the Japanese Diet, a professor of Public Law and 
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Political Economy, a judge of the Supreme Administrative Court. Other officers and 
attaches of the Commission are Mr. Hiromichi Shugyo, who served his govern ment at the 
World’s Columbian and the Paris Expositions; Mr. Naozo Kansaki, a Tokio journalist who 
held high office with the Osaka Exposition last year; Mr. Keisuke Niwa, attache, with 
varied exposition experience; Mr. Ushitaro Beppu, Examiner of the Patent Bureau of the 
Japanese Department of Agriculture; Mr. Yukio Ichikawa, attache, landscape architect in 
the service of the Imperial Household ; Mr. Masahichi Yabu, a member of the Osaka Cham¬ 
ber of Commerce ; Mr. Kiyoshi Sugawa, Director of the Japan Exhibit Association. 
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m HE VANCOUVER. ISLAND COMMUNITY.-The best informed of the North 

M-i American tribes are the Kwakiutl and Clayoquot Indians from Vancouver Island, 

British Columbia. The picture shows five of these Indians ; two of one and three of the 

other tribe, wearing their ceremonial robes and head dresses. To white men these In¬ 

dians are Jack Curley, Jasper Turner, Bob Harris, etc., but inquiry develops the fact that 

each has his own Indian name of folklore significance, and that he can talk by the hour 

about the symbolism of the head dresses, totem poles and decorated garments. The 

middle man of the group of five is, in the language of his people, named Atlu, which means 
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“canoe’maker.” The curious nose ornament is a spear of burnished copper with a ring to 

fasten it in place. Atlu holds a war spear, the handle of which is a carved wooden snake. 

On the left of Atlu is Jack Curley, whose head dress is supposed to represent a double 

headed snake. Jack’s Indian name is Salitzin, which means “the Prince or heir of a Chief.” 

Jasper Turner, who is on the left of Salitzin, has a head dress which symbolizes the “Thun¬ 

der Bird’’ of enormous size, according to the Clayoquot mythology, which causes the sound 

of thunder by flapping its wings and which is of sufficient size to kill and eat whales. 

Each member of this group holds a totem pole carved elaborately and fantastically painted- 



HE COCOPAS.—Superiority over many of the other communities of North Ameri¬ 

can Indians on the World's Fair grounds is accorded the Cocopas at first glance. 

These Indians, of erect, dignified carriage and shrewd faces, are from the northern part of 

old Mexico. They represent a tribe that is not numerous. Their chief claim to distinction, 

aside from physical appearance, is that they are entirely self-supporting. The Cocopas wear 

straight black hair, as long as nature inclines it to grow. It is said that many members of 

the tribe have never known the luxury, or recognized the necessity, of “a hair cut.” The 

men of the tribe own considerable land, which they cultivate very well. Indian instinct 

finds expression in habits of hunting and fishing, but these are not permitted to interfere 

with the tilling of the soil. The Cocopas having laid by their own crops, often go out to 

labor for hire on neighboring plantations. Each family owns its own home. The women 

are good housekeepers. They are experts in bead work and in weaving. One of the sports 

of the men is shooting at coins with bows and arrows, and this they indulge in for the en¬ 

tertainment of World’s Fair visitors. The Cocopas have very little to do with their neigh¬ 

bor Indians of the Department of Ethnology. They speak a tribal tongue of their own. 

but have some knowledge of Spanish. The chief of the Cocopas is Pablo Colorado. 
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HE AINUS AT HOME .—A community of the ancient people of Japan arrived on 

the World’s Fair grounds and was temporarily housed on the Ethnological Reserva¬ 

tion. The members of the community were not happy until two or three car loads of their 

belongings, which had been delayed in shipment, arrived. They quickly abandoned the 

shelter provided and constructed for themselves an imposing dwelling, as aboriginal habi¬ 

tations go, out of the material with which they are accustomed to build on their island. 

Their architecture has something of the appearance of modern Japan in respect to the over¬ 

lapping roofs, but is, like the Ainus themselves, primitive. Is is not difficult to understand 

that from this Ainu architecture may have developed the present ornate and characteristic 

construction of the Japanese. So too, it can be seen that the garments worn by the Ainus may 

have been the original designs, upon which the Japanese tailors improved. The strangely 

figured outer coat of the men in the Ainu community suggests at once remote relation¬ 

ship with the fashions of the modern Japanese. The picture herewith presented shows 

the curious and characteristic white pattern work upon the darker material. It is a note¬ 

worthy fact that the Ainus, said by the Ethnologists to be the original people of Japan were 

seen for the first time by many of the modern Japanese when they arrived at the World's Fair. 
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HIEFS OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.-The Last dress parade of the 

chiefs of the Louisiana Purchase is on. It takes place under scientific auspices. It 

is in the interest of history. Sanctioned by the great White Father the assemblage of North 

American Indians at the World's Fair is something more than the show of a season. The 

surviving chiefs of the leading tribes which once divided among them all of Louisiana save 

a few settlements along the Mississippi have been encouraged to come and to put on for 

what is probably the last great public occasion the war bonnets and the robes of state. They 

have erected their tepees and their council houses on reservations measured by square feet 

instead of by ranges. Between these little reservations and the West, which was once theirs 

to the horizon, is the front of a great white building wherein the rising generation of the 

red race is at school. Late in the afternoon the Indian boys, bright-faced, natty in their blue 

uniforms, come out in front of the school building and standing between it and the tepees 

play sweet music. Stoical to the end, the old Indian puts on all of the feathers and deer 

teeth and blankets and is photographed in silent useless protest against the school and the 

band and the white man’s road generally. There is something of the plaintive in it. Those 

shown in the picture are Chief Two Charge, Chief Yellow Hair and Chief Singing Goose. 
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EHE QUEEN OF THE CHIPPEWAS AND HER COURT.—Interesting for 

their docility and their industry is the community of Chippewa Indians at the Ex¬ 

position. It also occupies a distinctive position in that it is ruled over by a Queen, a con¬ 

dition, the ethnologists say, unknown elsewhere among the North American Indians. 

The Chippewa community at the Exposition includes Mrs. “Spirits Here” who is the widow 

of Chief “Spirits Here.” Up to the time of his death, twenty years ago, “Spirits Here” was 

the head chief of the Chippewas. Subsequently, the Chippewas divided into clans. Mrs. 

“Spirits Here” was selected as Queen to succeed her husband, with all the powers and 
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authority of a chief. The Queen is now 92 years of age. She rules by affection, as well a 

by election. Implicit obedience is given. It is said that at no time since she was established 

on the throne have any of her actions been questioned by the council of the tribes, nor has 

there been any exhibition of discontent among her subjects. Royalty, however, does not 

mean idleness for Queen “Spirits Here” can be seen day after day at the Indian School 

weaving mats and baskets or making miniature birch bark canoes. The women of the 

Chippewa community are the experts among the Indian communities.at the Exposition in 

bead work of intricate designs. They also make rush mats, baskets and yarn bagss. 



Tr^HIEFS OF THE CHIPPEWAS. —The five most notable men of the Chippewa 

community at the Exposition are shown in the accompanying picture, wearing their 

official robes. Carrying in his left hand the pipe of peace is the head chief of the Chippewa 

Indians remaining in Minnesota. He is 86 years old. His home is at Beaulieu. In the 

Indian language his name is Mahshahkegesyhig which is interpreted into English rather 

appropriately as “Lowering Feather." This venerable chief has a notable record as a peace¬ 

maker. He acted in that capacity between the United States and the Chippewas of Leach 

Lake in the uprising of several years ago, perhaps the last of the physical protests by the 
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aborigines against the crowding white man. An officer and several soldiers lost their lives. 

“Lowering Feather" showed much native diplomacy in stopping the trouble. The immedi' 

ate cause of the bloodshed was the arrest of an old chief on a charge of taking whiskey 

upon the reservation. The offender was conveyed to Duluth and acquitted, but was not 

given means to return to the reservation and was compelled to walk the distance. This 

grievance was allowed to stand without serious protest, but when another charge was 

brought against the same chief he resisted arrest. The outbreak followed. With the vener¬ 

able chief are “High-Up-in-the-Sky,” “Crossing-the-Wind," “Little Wolf” and “In-ne-ne-si.” 



Sr5! HE GOVER.NOR. OF THE OS AGES.—While still clinging to the blanket 

and moccasin for parts of his attire, the old Governor of the Osage nation has adopt¬ 

ed many ways of living from the white man. His name is Olo-ho-wal-loh. He is a man of 

strong character and has attracted, during his stay at the Exposition, no little admiration 

from his white visitors. At home the Governor, for that is his title, of the Osages having 

practically abandoned the title of “Chief,” occupies a stone house of twenty-four rooms. 

He also employs white men to work for him. On the left of the Governor is the second in 

office of the Osage nation, the Lieutenant-Governor. His name is Che-sho-how-kah, better 

known as Claremore, which is also the name of a thriving little city of the Indian Territory. 

The Lieutenant-Governcr brought with him to the Universal Exposition a sheepskin docu¬ 

ment, bearing date 1804, declaring good will between the United States and the Osages for 

all time to follow. Claremore also possesses, and wears with pride, a peace medal of later 

date, given to him by the United States Government in 1849. His grandfather was one of 

the most prominent men in the Osage nation in the early days when these people formally 

and loyally acknowledged the sovereignty of the United States. The Osages have great respect 

for age. Their governor is seventy-five and their lieutenant-governor is sixty years old. 
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[T^HARACTERISTICS OF THE OSAGES.—The arrival of a community of 

Osages to join the representatives of the North American Indians at the Exposition 

gave ethnologists as well as the general visitors new subjects to study. These Osages have 

manners and customs entirely distinct from those of other North American tribes. For ex¬ 

ample, the old men who came to the Exposition, wear the hair as has been the habit in the 

Osage nation from time immemorial. The head is shaved to leave a track beginning at t e 

crown and extending over the back of the head to the nape of the neck. Tattooing is another 

strong characteristic of Osages. It is conceded by ethnologists that the Osages do more 

tattooing than any other tribe of Indians of the United States. They tattoo around the neck 

circles in lines which are parallel. Line after line is tattooed over the shoulders down the 

chest and in some cases smaller circles are tattooed on the arms. Tattooing is a part of 

the belief of the Osage. They believe it promotes longevity. These natives have adopted 

ways of living from the white people but are very loath to give up two things—the shaving 

of the head and the tattooing of the neck and body. The full bloods of these Osages now 

number about 1000. The tribe must have been larger when the Upper Louisiana became part 

of the United States for there were Osage villages scattered along the Mississippi and Missouri. 



TEH FIRST FAMILY OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.-On the morning 

of Saint Louis Day at the Universal Exposition, there arrived to participate a com¬ 

munity of Indians to which attached much interest. The presence of these Indians had 

sentimental relationship to the celebration. When, in March, 1804, Governor Delassus 

transferred the sovereignty of Upper Louisiana to Captain Amos Stoddard, representing the 

United States, among the witnesses to the transaction, in addition to the little settlement of 

Saint Louis, were Osage Indians. They were the original occupants of the land upon which 

the city of Saint Louis stands ; or if not the original, they were in undisputed possession 

when Laclede arrived to found the settlement. According to traditions they welcomed the 

fur traders and voyageurs. The white men lived on terms of amity with the Osages almost 

continuously. There were occasional threats and some demonstration ; but as a rule the 

settlers near the mouth of the Missouri, continued upon good terms with the Indians. The 

picture shows a family group of these Osages. It will be observed that they have discarded 

almost entirely the Indian costume ; that they wear not only the white man's clothing, 

but the white man’s watch and chain. The feminine members of the Osages have adopted 

shawls for blankets, with preference, which is not altogether Indian, for bright colors. 



• A BORIGINAL PLUTOCRATS OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.—Per- 

the finest physical specimens of more than sixty primitive and Indian tribes assem¬ 

bled at the Universal Exposition are the Osages. They are the wealthiest of all Indians. 

They have eight millions of dollars on deposit with the Government, on which they draw 

five per cent interest. They own 1,470,000 acres of land which they are about to divide in 

severalty. The thrift of the Osages is supplemented by good fortune. If this land had been 

taken in severalty and the surplus sold a few years ago the value of it would not have been 

known. Recent development in southeastern Kansas and the northern part of the Indian 

Territory has demonstrated that much of the Osage reservation is in the new oil and gas 

belt. The Osages receive at present handsome royalties and rental from these natural re¬ 

sources on the reservation they own. When the land is divided, as it will be during the 

coming year, the wealth of these Osages will be greatly increased. Many heads of families 

live in substantial stone houses. There are between 1,800 and 1,900 members of the tribe. 

With all of their wealth and civilization the Osages still preserve memories of the tribal 

and ceremonial dances in which they indulge on the plaza in front of the Indian School 

from day to day. But they have little in common with other North American Indians. 
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IVES AND DAUGHTERS OF THE OSAGES -Upon the arrival of the 

Osage community to take residence at the Exposition the women became at once the 

objects of envious admiration on the part of Chippewa, Pueblo, Cocopa and Sioux women. 

They wore better clothing ; in fact their dresses were of costly material. They were pro¬ 

fusely trimmed. It may be taken as evidence of equality on the part of the Osage women to 

state that most of them tattoo freely. In the cases of the men the tattooing is done in circles 

around the neck and shoulders and breast. The women of the Osages tattoo their hands 

and arms. Upon the breast and neck they work tattooed designs in diamond shapes. They 

too, believe, as do the men, that this tattooing tends to longevity. The women of the Osage 

nation are the most comely of the Indian women at the Exposition. They show no signs of 

ill treatment or of hard life. It is said to be a fact that in many of the families of the Osages 

white help is employed in the house as well as upon the farm. Up to the time of the arrival 

of the Osages the Patagonians were the giants of the Indian representatives at the Exposi¬ 

tion. In stature, however, the Osages rival the Patagonians. In one respect the Osages lead 

all other Indians ; they were extremely hard to please at the Exposition. They were con¬ 

tinually objecting to conditions as they found them. They had lived too well at home* 
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ijyi' OTABLES OF THE SIOUX NATION.—Acommunityof thirty-four Sioux from 

y South Dakota is included in the Government Indian Exhibit. The important mem¬ 

bers of the community are shown in the picture as they appeared late one Friday afternoon 

prepared to give a dance of ceremony. Friday night is sacred to the Sioux. It is set apart 

for their great dances and ceremonies. On the occasion mentioned, the Sioux at the World's 

Fair to represent their nation under Government auspices were preparing to celebrate the 

arrival of fifty more of their people coming to participate in a Congress of Indians on the 

Pike. Among those who appear in the picture are Black Tail Deer, who enjoys the official 

recognition of being a policeman on the reservation at Rosebud agency, Two Charge and Yel¬ 

low Hair, who is a chief and was a famous warrior, having participated in the battles of Pine 

Ridge and Wounded Knee. The central figure is ttfat of Singing Goose, a famous orator of 

the Sioux. The others who are standing in ceremonial dress are Afraid of Eagle, Tall Crane 

and Little Horse. Yellow Hair and Tall Crane extended the invitations which brought the 

Pike Indians to the reservation of the Sioux in front of the Government building. Visitors 

were welcomed by a dance of the Sioux women who chanted the greeting. The performance 

concluded with the Omaha or war dance, in which the implements of battle were manipulated. 



K FIRST FAMILY OF THE SIOUX NATION.—At the World’s Fair the tepee 

of Tall Crane is among the best. In his war bonnet and embroidered leggings, Tall 

Crane looks the big chief and acts the part with much dignity. But this is aboriginal dress 

parade. At home on the reservation Tall Crane is a good Indian of such force that when 

the braves are put to work he is made overseer of them by the agent to see that industry is 

enforced. Tall Crane is accompanied to the World’s Fair by Mrs. Tall Crane, a heavily 

built, square-faced squaw who shows no sign of hard usage. Perhaps the most interesting 

member of the family group posed in front of the tepee is the little three-year old daughter 

of the “Tall Cranes.” The Indian women of the Sioux community are given prominence 

and honor in the public performances. To the monotonous music of the drums they dance 

and chant. One of these dances, for which their well-fed solid appearance seems to espe¬ 

cially qualify them, is symbolic of peace and contentment. The measures are slow and as 

they move through them the Sioux women sing of good crops. Their song is an interpreta¬ 

tion of the will of the Great Spirit to make the coming season one of prosperity to the 

Sioux. Madam Tall Crane is a leader in the dances of the Sioux women. The most notable 

of these dances is accompanied by a chant promising good weather and abundant harvest 
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RAPAHO CIVILIZATION. —When Black Coyote of the Arapahoes arrived at the 

World's Fair to pitch his wigwam on the Ethnological reservation in front of the 

Indian building he astonished the Superintendent by presenting his visiting card and by 

exhibiting a bank book. The card was inscribed “Black Coyote, Chief Cheyenne and Ara- 

paho, Watonga, Oklahoma." Black Coyote is Watonga in the Arapaho tongue. The town 

of Watonga, Oklahoma, is named for this chief who is wealthy as Indian fortunes go. In 

the picture are shown two families of the Arapaho community at the World’s Fair. Quite 

appropriately, the central figure in the group is known by the name of Mr. White Shirt. He 

follows the white man’s road in dress to the extent of a cutaway coat and black trousers, 

necktie and black slouch hat as well as of the garment which gives him his distinctive title in 

the tribe. The Indian woman on his right is Mrs. White Shirt. Next to her is Yellow Hair. 

The couple to the left of Mr. White Shirt are Cut Nose, who is a chief on the Arapaho res¬ 

ervation, having won his prominence because of his friendship for white people, and his 

wife, whose name in English is Big Heart. The Arapahoes have a custom of surrounding 

the tepee with a circular brush fence, very desirable in Western Oklahoma as a wind break. 

The saplings of uniform size are bound in place skillfully and effectively by vines and twigs. 



HE KWAKIUTL .—The community of Indians from Vancouver Island includes two 

members of the KwakiutI tribe who are shown in the picture clasping hands in tribal 

relationship. The visitor finds it somewhat disappointing on inquiry to learn that the 

taller of the two is Chas. James Nowell, while the shorter and stouter answers promptly to 

the common name of Bob Harris. These are the first responses to the request for the names 

but it does not require much pressing to learn that Nowell among his people is known as 

Klalish, which means “Whale-on-the-beach.” Bob Harris in the tribal tongue is Klakoglas, 

which being interpreted is “Man-who-has-copper.” The two representatives of the Kwa¬ 

kiutI tribe are standing upon a matting woven by their people and in front of one of the 

great Chinook boats, fashioned with infinite labor from a great tree, one of the enormous 

pines of the British Columbia forests. Klalish and Klakoglas wear the ceremonial coats 

and headdresses of their people. The head dress of Klalish represents in the folk lore of 

the tribe Thunder Bird’ which by the flapping of its wings produces thunder and which 

is of such enormous size that it feeds on whales. The head dress of Klakoglas represents 

“Killer Whale,” an animal larger than the whale. Stories which" these two representatives 

of the KwakiutI tell of the prowess of Thunder Bird and Killer Whale are most marvelous. 
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HE SIOUX DELEGATION.-Ethnology was never so truthfully and so compre¬ 

hensively represented as at the Universal Exposition of 1904. Fifty-one different 

tribes of the North American Indians are included in an assembly of several hundred per¬ 

sons, forming part of the Indian Congress on the Pike. The Sioux Nation is especially 

strong in numbers. The picture shows one of the Sioux delegations to this congress, 

dressed to receive visitors. No fewer than ten branches of the great Sioux nation are rep¬ 

resented at the World's Fair. There are the Ogallalla Sioux, Brule Sioux, Porcupine Sioux, 

Lower Brule Sioux, Crow Creek Sioux, White Clay Sioux, Wounded Knee Sioux, White 

River Sioux, Pipeclay Sioux, and Rosebud Sioux. To the white Americans all distinctions 

of red Americans are not evident, but the Indians recognize the tribal identity of various 

representatives of the Sioux easily, by their dress and dialect. The Sioux tribes have their 

own dances, which they perform as parts of the programme of the Congress. They are not 

given to sun dances and feast dances to the extent that some of the other Indian tribes are, 

but they lead easily in the vigor of their war dances. The Sioux live at the World’s Fair in 

their tepees, after the traditions of their nation. They have no industries worthy of men¬ 

tion. They do not weave blankets as do the Navajoes, or make pottery as do the Moquis. 
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following the Dedication ceremonies of 1903 ; and J. S. Tritle, Chief Superintendent of Con¬ 

struction. Those standing are E. L. Masqueray, Chief of Design, whose genius has been 

employed from the beginning by the Director of Works to devise the artistic details of the 

architecture; George E. Kessler, Chief Landscape Architect; Karl St. John Hoblitzelle, 

the Secretary and right-hand man to the Director of Works ; and R. H. Philips, the 

Chief Civil Engineer under whose direction the elaborate systems of utility of the Ex¬ 

position, underground and surface, have been constructed. Steady, continuous advance¬ 

ment in the work of construction has been characteristic of Mr. Taylor and his staff. 
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5j5]HE DIRECTOR- OF WORK AND HIS STAFF.—Organized in the summer 

j£j of 1901, the Division of Works sees the fruition of its labors with almost no change 

in the personnel. The group picture presents the Director of Works, Isaac S. Taylor, with 

the men about him who have conducted the construction of the Exposition. On the left of 

the Director is seated the Chief of Sculpture, Karl Bitter, under whose direction the scheme 

providing for more than one thousand groups and single figures has been carried out. On 

the Director’s right is Louis J. Millet, Chief of Mural Decoration. The others seated are 

Edward B. Ellicott, who took up the duties of Chief Electrical and Mechanical Engineer 



SAGUNA DE BAY. —“Arrowhead Lake” it was known upon the World’s Fair 

Grounds before the Philippines came. “Laguna de Bay" it has become. The bridge 

over the Pasig river spans it. Moro houses on bamboo poles rise above the surface. Fili¬ 

pino craft ply from landing to landing. Pearl fishing is carried on. At one end of the 

lake is a Moro village. At an angle is a Visayan village and at the other extremity is a 

Luzon village. Each of these is distinctive in its buildings as it is in its inhabitants and 

their pursuits. There the natives manufacture swords, make baskets, weave cloth. Upon 

the water interesting sports take place. The principal bridge over Laguna de Bay is the 

Puenta de Espana reproduced. Seemingly it is of masonry with elaborately carved balus¬ 

trades. There are other bridges over Laguna de Bay as quaint to American eyes as the 

Puenta. They are of bamboo logs, resting on the bed of the lake, with floors of split and 

woven bamboo. Upon the waters of the World’s Fair Laguna de Bay are to be seen the 

various craft which ply the Pasig. The large cargo boats called cascos are propelled by 

poles in the hands of boatmen who make their homes on the water. The banca is, by 

turns, paddled, rowed and sailed. The piratical prao with its large lateen sail suggests the 

trips from island to island of the archipelago. There are also the canoes of the pearl divers. 
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NTRAMUROS.-—Old Manila, or “The Walled City” has been reproduced on the 

Philippines Reservation. It is “Intramuros” of the Spaniards, with a history going 

back to the Spanish occupation in 1571. The original Intramuros was on a peninsula. The 

World’s Fair Grounds, by the conformation of Arrowhead Lake, supplied the peninsula. 

“Laguna de Bay” the Filipinos renamed it. From the bridge over Arrowhead Lake the 

way is direct to the Parian gate set in apparently massive walls, the heavy masonry of 

ancient Manila imitated in staff. The top of the wall is wide enough to afford a good walk 

from which one may look upon the entire reservation. Within the Walled City are the 

war exhibits. There live the companies of scouts and of native constabulary. The Walled 

City was built originally over 300 years ago for protection against pirates. The Walled City 

is reproduced on a scale to give the American visitor an adequate impression of the ancient 

plan of defense. From Old Manila to New Manila, from the Manila of the Sixteenth Cen¬ 

tury to the Manila of the Twentieth Century is a distance of only a few feet but it is over 

an imitation draw bridge such as the inhabitants of the Walled City were wont to draw up 

at nightfall and lower every morning. The extensive exhibits within The Walled City em¬ 

brace interesting specimens of weapons used in the Philippines since the voyage of Magellan. 
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1LIPINO ARCHITECTURE. —Not only is the reservation of the Philippines an 

exposition in itself as to exhibits, but it presents great variety in architecture. There 

are houses in trees and habitations over water. There are bamboo bungalows and palm 

thatched cottages. There is also the physical reminiscence of the Spanish sovereignty in 

buildings such as the one shown by the picture. The walls in this case are of staff but they 

bea^ close resemblance to the solid and enduring masonry typical of all countries where the 

Spanish architect has left his impression on the building trades. The roof is of red tiles so 

popular to the Latin taste. Projection of the upper story, odd enough in American eyes, tells 

10 

of a country where even a few inches of shade at the hour of the siesta is a blessing. The 

windows and the balconies are strongly characteristic of Old Manila. They show at a glance 

that the second floor is the most desirable. The building is one of a dozen of like dimen¬ 

sions wherein are installed the seventy thousand exhibits of the islands. It is well adapted 

for exhibit purposes, as the number and liberal dimensions of the windows indicate. The 

Spaniard never gets away from the theory that his house is his castle. The plan of the lower 

story suggests possibilities of defense. This exhibit building faces upon the re¬ 

produced Plaza of Manila. It reproduces a public building on the original plaza. 
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EAD MEN OF THE BONTOCS.—The Igorot people had not been long at the 

Universal Exposition before they felt the need of a pocket in which to place valu¬ 

ables. As the picture shows, the clothing was too scanty to be utilized. The Bontocs met 

the difficulty with a very small rimless hat which they wore fastened upon the crown of 

the head, using pegs instead of hat pins. In this hat receptacle the Bontoc barbarians placed 

their pipes when not in use, the money which comes to them in the various trading indus¬ 

tries they carry on with the World's Fair visitors and anything else for which safe keeping 

is desired. Strings of beads constitute the most conspicuous ornaments of the braves. The 

women of the tribe wear more clothing than the men. A jacket and a skirt striped with 

bright colors make up the feminine wardrobe. A custom, the reason for which the ethnolo¬ 

gists do not supply, is the forcing of large wooden plugs into slits cut though the ear lobes. 

According to the scientists the Negritos, or little Negroes, were the original inhabitants of 

the Philippine Islands. An invasion of barbarous Malays established the Igorot in the 

mountains of the Archipelago. Later came the Malay immigration of higher class. These 

Malays, who had attained some degree of civilization, settled on the low lands, and built 

cities and towns. They are the Tagalogs and Visayans, the Christian tribes of today. 
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HE BAGOBOS.—Some weeks after the communities of Igorots, Negritos, Visayans 

and Moros had been established in the Philippine Exposition at the Universal Ex¬ 

position there was made an addition which immediately captivated all visitors. Forty 

Bagobos arrived and were given the site for a village on the Philippine Reservation. They 

constructed their houses after the fashion shown in the picture and began their daily 

reception to the public. Comparison gave the immediate verdict that these were physi¬ 

cally the handsomest representatives of the Philippine Islands. The men are of good 

stature, strongly built and of fine carriage. The women in many instances have very attrac¬ 

tive features. They are graceful in movement. The Bagobos come from the southeast coast 

of Mindanao. They are pagans, having no Mohammedan rites or customs, save in one re¬ 

spect; they call their headmen dattosand use some other terms in their nomenclature which 

are employed by the Moros. Like the Bontoc branch of the Igorot tribe the Bagobos con¬ 

sider head hunting the highest pursuit. They rate men in the tribe by the number of heads 

taken. While the appearance of these Bagobos indicates courage and perhaps savagery in 

battle, the manner is pleasing. The receptions of visitors were enjoyable on both sides, the. 

Bagobos talking with animation and laughing readily and heartily on slight provocation. 
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Extremes of the Philippine islands exhibit—The civilization 
and the barbarism of the Archipelago are shown side by side in the Philippine Expo¬ 

sition at the World's Fair. Igorot braves bow to the rising sun, kill a dog and dance on one 

side of the frail bamboo stockade, while on the other side, at the same hour, the neatly uni¬ 

formed Scouts from the civilized tribes stand at attention as the United States flag is 

raised to American music by a Philippine band. Contrasts are many and edifying in the 

Philippine Exposition. The picture shows, in the foreground, the fishing traps and the 

canoes of the Samal Moros who rank in the civilization between the Igorot and the Visayan. 
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The large structure presents the water front of the building which contains the fish and 

game exhibits. On one side of it is a small house of crude native construction. On the 

other side are tall steel towers equipped with search lights flanking the observatory, a re¬ 

production of the Manila observatory whence warnings of typhoons are sent out to the 

Japanese and Chinese shipping. In the observatory is a register for lighting as well as the 

curious apparatus which records earthquakes. This micro-seismograph was made by the 

Filipinos at the Manila observatory. A broad wall surrounds a gigantic relief map of the 

Archipelago. This map is 110 feet long by 75 feet wide and shows mountains and waterways. 



HE IGOROT AS AN EXHIBIT—The communities of uncivilized peoples at the 

Universal Exposition served purposes other than the satisfaction of random curios¬ 

ity. They were measured and photographed and cross questioned by scientists and studied 

by many visitors interested in ethnology. They furnished the live object lessons for lecture 

courses. The Igorot in their turn faced a class in Ethnology, while the professor dwelt up¬ 

on their customs, vocations, religion and ceremonies. They took kindly to this service in 

the study of man. They answered questions, pertinent and impertinent, about themselves 

without asking return information respecting the white people who were studying them. 
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It was told of these Igorot, especially of the Bontoc branch, that the moral tone of the peo¬ 

ple is high, that they lead strictly moral lives until they come in contact orassociation with 

modern civilization. Ethnologists pay strong tribute to the worth of the Bontoc Igorot, 

The members of this clan or branch of the Igorot tribe maintain, apart from the village, a house 

in which the maidens are kept under the close supervision of the older women of the tribe 

until such time as they shall enter the married state. Hundreds of thousands of women 

visited the village of these warriors of the Archipelago at the Universal Exposition. Not only 

was no insult ever offered but the testimony to exceptional politeness was unanimous. 
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OROS AND MONTE.—When the Spaniards evacuated the Philippine Islands they 

left behind them implanted in the Moro nature a well developed passion for monte. 

The Moros brought to the Universal Exposition this fascination for the national game of 

Spain. They play monte when they are not diving for coins sown broadcast on the waters 

of Arrowhead Lake by their American visitors. But for monte these Moros might return 

to Mindanao millionaires in the sight of their people. But monte is responsible for the 

breaking of many Moro banks. The framework of the houses of the Moros is constructed 

of bamboo poles. Not infrequently one observes that a pole or post forming an upright 

part of such framework has been chopped in such manner as to leave a gaping hole. This 

is evidence that a Moro bank has been broken. The Moro bank is the hollow bamboo post. 

It is opened for business by cutting just below a joint a slit in an upright bamboo pole. 

Through this slit the coins earned in the diving industry are slipped. They drop down to 

the next joint and are safe until the owner of the house is impelled by the exigencies of 

monte to draw out the hoard and pay what he owes. The only way to do this is to cut into 

the pole, thus weakening the support of the house as well as defacing it. The larger the 

number of holes in one of these Moro houses the stronger the evidence of impecuniousness. 
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HE SMALLEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD.—El Capitan, who occupies the 

central position in the picture, points with pride to a World’s Fair community com¬ 

posed of the smallest people in the world. Ethnologically these people are known as 

Negritos or Little Negroes, their name being the Spanish for the diminutive of negro. The 

community occupies a village on the Philippine Reservation over which El Capitan exer¬ 

cises a gentle despotism. The Pygmies brought from Congo land are the smallest of the 

African tribes. They are much larger than the Negritos. El Capitan, on his arrival at St. 

Louis with his community, wore with much pride a battered silk hat. Somebody presented 

him with an opera hat which he has substituted for the silk hat. In the picture he is shown 

with shirt, collar and cravat. Except on ceremonial occasions or upon the days when the 

village is crowded with visitors, El Capitan discards the shirt, the collar and the cravat but 

never lays aside the opera hat. The other Negritos appear on all occasions as they are in the 

picture. They are wonderfully expert with the bow and arrows. They wander about the 

village shooting sparrows or practicing at marks. The little fellow at the extreme left of 

the line is one of the best. He can knock a nickel unerringly at twenty-five paces. Without 

a smile he picks up the coin that he has won by his prowess, and awaits the next chance. 
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HITTLE MACS —That is what the young veteran fresh from service in the Philippines calls them. And how his gaze lingers on the line of dark skinned little fellows clad in khaki, standing immovable at 
11 ■ • 7 & __ .... ... .. _ «_,_ _11 ,1. _ f._j. __iit.il_ Ti fli»> hostilities The rest of the world knows them as the Macabebes. American visitors recall the first acquaintance with the name. It was just after the hostilities 

started by that Nebraska volunteer shooting at a Filipino running the guard line one dark night, near Manila. The whole archipelago was up in arms. By the cables came the announcement that the Macabebes 

attention in the plaza of the Philippine Reservation. 

were loyal to the American liberators, that they wanted to enlist and to fight on the American side. They did enlist. Day after day, week after week, and month after month, came the news of the war to put do*n 

tie insurrection. And always the Macabebes were in it, marching and marching, fighting and fighting under the stars and stripes. It ended as it could only end-in American supremacy and in peace. But a strong 

ann of authority must remain to deal with the spirit of ladromsm descended through generations. The Macabebes could be trusted. As the white man laid down more and more of the burden and came home, the 

Macabebes stepped into the place of upholders of the Government. And now the Macabebes are here for the World's Fair, some of them scarred, diminutive but every inch soldierly. The Macabebes were first 

fedbythe Quartermaster Department and utilized as scouts and guides. It was not until General Lawton was preparing his campaign of 1899 through Northern Luzon that they were formed into military companies. 



i'l OROS ARISTOCRACY. —One of the most interesting communities of the half 

score on the grounds of the Philippine Exposition at the World s Fair was the vill¬ 

age of Lanao Moros. At the same time the bringing of these people to the World’s Fair 

proved unprofitable from the showman’s point of view. The trouble was too many sultans 

and dattos, too few hombres. It was only as the result of strong pressure that these aristo¬ 

cratic representatives of the Moros were induced to group themselves for the photographer. 

Each sultan and datto required a hut in front of which was displayed his own particular 

flag, gaudy of color, narrow in form, suspended lengthwise in suGfi manner as to afford a 

curious waving motion in the slightest breeze. In front of each hut, beside the door, was 

tacked a large placard indicating that sultan this or datto that resided within and that in 

his archipelago home he ruled over from 2000 to 7000 Moros. These high officials remained 

secluded, being reluctant to exhibit themselves to the Americans and wholly unwilling to 

perform in accordance with the wishes of the showmen. The result was that the gate fees 

at the entrance to the Lanao Village were not large. The little girl sitting in front of the 

dattos was one of the first of the Lanao Moros who acquired some knowledge of the English 

language and utilized it. She learned to suggest to all visitors “slot machine” and“ peanuts.” 
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ILIPINO REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MALAY RACE —Of the great 

races into which the Ethnologists divide mankind the Malay perhaps has the small¬ 

est representation at the Universal Exposition. The Moros of the Philippine Islands are 

Malays. They descended from the Malayan invaders who many generations ago occupied 

the island of Mindanao. Ethnologists assert the Moros are the most aggressive and at the 

same time the most civilized of the non-Christian inhabitants of the Archipelago. These 

Moros have preserved themselves distinct from other tribes in the Philippine Islands. 

with the other tribes from the Archipelago. It is characteristic of them to manifest aver¬ 

sion to being touched by the hand of a Christian. They avoid the shaking of hands. This 

spirit of exclusiveness shows in the rather repellant expressions on the faces in the picture 

here presented. The Moros are fond of tight fitting clothes of bright tints. They wear 

trousers so economical in material as to fit almost as closely as tights. The colors favored 

are pink and drab and yellow. When the Moros leave their village, which is seldom, and 

visit other parts of the Exposition they are the objects of much curious gazing, but they 

maintain an excellent imitation of being oblivious to the interest their movements arouse. They are exclusive people; even at the Universal Exposition they have very little to do 
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—«J ULON, CHIEF OF THE BAGOBOS.— Not so attractive in features as 

sJ some of his followers but a fine Specimen in of the Bs£obOC is Hu 1 on 

the Chief. He is nineteen years old and has hair three feet in length. It is charac¬ 

teristic of the Bagobos to be neat and cleanly in appearance and to bestow no little 

attention upon the hair. The garments of the Bagobos consist of knee pants for men 

and skirts for the women, with jackets. The cloth is made of hemp which the Bago¬ 

bos weave. The texture of the cloth is often almost hidden by the wealth of shell 

beads which the Bagobos place upon the garments according to patterns devised by 

individual taste. Bulon wears the bolo, an ugly looking knife of eighteen or twenty 

inches which is carried by all of the Bagobos men. In the dances which the Bagobos 

perform with no little grace to the music of the tom-tom the bolo is drawn very fre¬ 

quently and brandished. The dances are varied by mock combats with the shield 

and spear. Occasionally these Bagobos warriors become so much in earnest in the 

performances that it is necessary to separate them to prevent injury from their 

weapons. When a Bagobos warrior has killed as many as four persons he is entitled 

to the distinction of wearing more bead ornamentation than other members of the tribe. 



Tv" ATTO FECUNDI AT HOME. The Moros of the coast of Mindanao are un- 

Mil like the Moros of the inland. They have no sultan. Their ruler is Rajah 

Munda Mand. Rajah is represented at the Universal Exposition by Ins prime min¬ 

ister and brother whose name is Datto Fecundi. The Datto is shown in the picture 

standing on the bamboo bridge leading to his house which is built over the water oi 

Arrowhead Lake' Datto Fecundi is a person of dignity, bronze in color, very cour¬ 

teous to all visitors. He is never seen without his turban, the wearing of which is 

part of his Mohammedan religion. The Datto’s flag, which flies from a bamboo pole, 

consists of two blue bars on a long narrow white field. In the Datto’s home are what 

appear to be brass kettles inverted and arranged in a row. These are really musical 

- nstruments so constructed as to produce variety of tone. The Moro girls beat on 

these instruments with heavy sticks producing music which has melody but, of 

course, is rather monotonous. The brother of Datto Fecundi, the Rajah, ruler over 

all of the Samals of the Moro nation, is a well traveled monarch, having visited Europe 

accompanied by a retinue. The Datto, since his arrival at the Exposition, has enjoye 

the distinction of a visit to Washington tocall upon the President of the United States. 
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HE DIVING INDUSTRY OF THE MOROS.—No matter how muddy the water 

may be, if only the coin is bright the pearl divers of the Samal Moro village at the 

Exposition will get it. But they make no effort to bring up coppers. Nothing less than a 

nickel will tempt these thrifty sea gypsies of the Philippine Islands. The smaller the Moro 

the greater the income. This is not a ratio of size to skill. But the Exposition visitor 

finds it more difficult to resist the expectant eyes of the urchins than of the full grown 

pearl divers. The picture presents the divers of various sizes, the younger being in the 

usual state of naked readiness for the plunge. When visiters are numerous on the shore of 

Arrowhead Lake one of these little divers will pick out of the muddy bottom from three to 

four dollars a day. Little Anise, the one girl among the boy divers and their inseparable 

companion, has the place of honor in the group. Two of the typical boats of the Samal 

Moros appear. The long dugout is a most treacherous craft. It turns over with slight ef¬ 

fort. The bamboo boat with the outriggers is safe ; it easily rides waves of considerable 

height, These Moros are so much at home on the water that they are seldom found away 

from it. It is their place of toil, of rest, of recreation. They love the water with the fascina¬ 

tion which comes of long association. Their hereditary foes are the tribes dwelling inland. 
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HOOTING THE CHUTE IN MORO VILLAGE —The little Samal Moros 

have learned a new aquatic sport since they came to the Universal Exposition. They 

take to water like ducks. When they arrived on the shore of Arrowhead Lake it seemed 

as if there was little to teach them. One day the custodian of the village gathered the little 

boys into a party and led the way to the Pike. There, for the first time in their lives, they 

saw “shooting the chutes.” They were allowed to get into one of the boats and to make 

the thrilling descent. So delightful was the experience that the little Moros without wait¬ 

ing for the boat to finish its bounding course over the basin, jumped into the water, 

scrambled up the incline and pleaded for another ride. The next day there was something 

unusual doing in the Samal Moro village. With bamboo poles the boys worked industri¬ 

ously to construct a “chute” of their own ; it wouldn’t do. The boat when hauled to the 

top didn’t slide down. The custodian came to the rescue, got planed boards and a carpenter 

and built a “chute” down which the little dugouts move with great rapidity. Usually, 

capsizing and spilling follow the descent, but such result in no way detracts from the new 

sport. With a long rope the boys haul the boats up the bamboo poles which they had put 

together to make a “chute,” and then slide down the real “chute” of boards built for them. 
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|Fj EAD WORKERS OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.—Distinct in their in- 

dustries are the several communities of the non-Christian Filipinos at the Universal 

Exposition. One tribe of the Igorot is composed of metal workers while another plants 

rice. The Visayans are expert in weaving, wood carving and fibre braiding. The Bagobos 

are the best workers with beads not only among the Filipinos but among all the primitive 

people at the Exposition. The Bagobos make their beads. They take the shells of the mol- 

lusks which are found in the Archipelago and with no little skill cut them into pieces. A 

series of these cuttings and divisions reduces the shells to the sizes which in the judgment 

of the Bagobos are suitable for beads. The perforation of each bit of shell is the final pro¬ 

cess of manufacture ; then comes the stringing. Upon their garments the men and women 

of the tribe sew the strings of beads until they form wide bands variegated in color, but 

harmonious and pleasing. The picture conveys a good impression of the artistic trimming of 

their garments with beads by the Bagobos. It will be observed that the trimmings show much 

originality of taste and design. While the broad bands predominate individuality is given 

wide latitude in these forms of ornamentation. The younger members of the Bagobos commu¬ 

nity very quickly learn English and manifest much pleasure in conversation with visitors. 
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ijTl IFE IN THE VISAYAN VILLAGE.—In the midst of the excitements of a Uni- 

*33 versal Exposition the Visayans pursued the even tenor of life as they lived in the 

Archipelago. All day long they practiced serenely the industries brought from the Philip¬ 

pine Islands. The Visayan women combed the long strands of pineapple fibre until they 

shone like spun silk. Sitting on the ground with feet braced they plied hand looms slowly 

and laboriously turning out the jusa cloth an inch or two at a sitting. The Visayan men 

are expert wood carvers. The Visayans sit in the open, lower story of their houses carry¬ 

ing on these industries. Their eyes are upon the work. If an American visitor asks a 

n “m 

question the answer is given readily and courteously but the eyes are seldom raised from 

the work. In the evenings the young fellows bring out the guitars. The girls sing. The 

Visayans are home people. Even while at the Exposition they marry and are given in mar¬ 

riage. In the Catholic Chapel are administered the rites. One day it was a wedding. In 

true Visayan custom the bride fainted at just the proper moment at the conclusion of the 

ceremony, fell into her husband’s arms and was carried away to the new home, the guests 

applauding. Three times the stork has visited the Visayans at the Exposition. Two of the 

most recent arrivals are exhibited with motherly pride in the accompanying picture. 
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^71 VISAYAN HOMESTEAD AT THE EXPOSITION.—On the shore of Arrow- 

head Lake is a Visayan homestead of a type somewhat different from the remainder 

of the Visayan Village. The house with its surroundings presents a picture strikingly 

typical of Visayan lakeside life in the Philippine Islands. The material used in the con¬ 

struction was brought from the Archipelago. Elevation on posts, as shown in the picture, 

is according to the custom of the Visayans living on low ground, beside bodies of water 

which overflow in the rainy season. The heavy cart in the foreground is the primitive 

vehicle still used in the interior to transport the heavier loads, while the covered cart nearer 

the house is intended for marketing the lighter produce. Two carabao brought from the 

Philippine Islands to show Exposition visitors the draft animals upon which the Filipinos 

depend almost entirely, are tied one to the freight cart, the other to a stake near the water. 

The animal is tethered by a rope sufficiently long to permit it to enter the lake. Frequent 

wallowings are necessary to the preservation not to mention the comfort of the water buf 

falo. Beside the corner posts of the house are shells of the enormous mollusks which make 

pearl diving a dangerous vocation in the waters of the Archipelago. The Visayans who 

appear in the picture wear the white and dainty costumes of the better class of their people. 
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HE VISAYAN TROUPE.—A theatre, an orchestra and a troupe of Visayan sing¬ 

ers and dancers furnish no small part of the entertainment of visitors to the Visayan 

village. The members of the orchestra wear a pretty uniform of white duck and green 

trimmings. This orchestra plays music of all nations but is especially proficient in rend¬ 

ering light Spanish airs and dancing music. The leader is in the center of the picture. The 

orchestra occupies the rear instead of the front of the stage as in this country. The mem¬ 

bers form a background for the singers and dancers. The leader faces the audience waving 

a baton gently and looking from side to side as he directs the musicians. The dancers and 

singers come in from the wings with a graceful rush and pleasant smiles. They go through 

their various performances with a ryhthm of movement that is very attractive. The danc¬ 

ing is all of the gliding, quick step character, rapid but not vigorous. The singing is high 

pitched, quick and characterized by the same perfection of time shown in the orchestra 

music. The performance closes with the Star Spangled Banner which these Visayans sing 

in English. Just before the singing is concluded the two little children shown in the front 

on the matting run in from the sides of the stage and wave the American flag and the Expo¬ 

sition flag. The performance invariably “brings down«the house” with American enthusiasm. 



HE WEALTH OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. —From the east side of 

Arrowhead Lake, an impressive bird’s eye view of the Phillippine Exposition is ob¬ 

tained. Examination in detail deepens this impression of magnitude. A bamboo house is 

devoted to exhibits in Mining and Metallurgy. The crude methods employed by natives of 

northern Luzon in extracting gold from the river-bed rock are shown. The apparatus con¬ 

sists of large stones for crushing the ores and of a cradle arrangement somewhat similar to 

to that used by the miners in the early California period for washing out the gold. Mineral 

resources of the Philippine Islands are largely in the undeveloped state, but the exhibits 

indicate extensive deposits of copper, lead, zinc and manganese. A model of a native iron 

foundry shows Filipinos at work bringing in the crude ore, smelting it by primitive pro¬ 

cess and pouring it into the moulds. There is difference of opinion as to the value of the 

deposits of precious metals in the Philippine Islands. Many specimens of gold ore are in¬ 

cluded in the exhibits. It is a matter of history that the natives have worked in placers 

and in stringer formation for gold during several centuries. Two hundred years ago the 

Spanish estimate of the annual gold output of one province was about $200,000. It is 

claimed that in Northern Luzon there are vast deposits of low grade, free milling ores. 
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ECEIVING DAY AT IGORROTE TOWN.—There are places and people of 

ordinary interest at the World s Fair. They divide attention. Few visitors see all 

or nearly all. One place, however, no visitor misses. Igorrote Town, afar off in a corner 

of the Philippine Reservation, draws everybody. Even the other curious and strange peo¬ 

ples, from every quarter of the globe, leave their World s Fair homes and go to see the Igor- 

rotes. Every day in the week is receiving day with these good natured savages. The 

picture was taken on the occasion of the ceremonial call paid to the Igorrotes by one of the 

other Indian tribes. The visitors by way of doing honor to the occasion put on all of their 

beads and bright colored clothes. They even covered their heads with gay shawls. True 

to their own traditions, the Igorrotes, that is to say the male portion of the community, in 

honor of their callers, did the opposite thing. They undressed and proudly presented 

themselves in all of their muscular glory. The picture shows the receiving line and the 

calling line, hosts and guests, garbed or ungarbed, in strict accordance with etiquette from 

the two points of view. The satisfaction on both sides, that the right thing has been done, 

is manifest in the countenances. The visiting Indians occasionally comment adversely up¬ 

on the appearance of the Igorrotes. The latter view the contrast in fashions with good humor. 
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WfjISS MARIE DEL PILAR ZAMORA AND HER SCHOOL —Upon the 37 

acres of the Philippine Exposition there is no exhibit which appeals more strongly 

to popular interest than the school conducted from day to day by Miss Zamora, a cultured 

Filipino young lady. The picture shows the children assembled at the opening hour in 

front of the typical schoolhouse of bamboo poles and nipa palms. The Visayans, between 

whom and the Negritos there is a great ethnologic gulf, come early to receive their les¬ 

sons. They are very polite, dress daintily and speak the English language with care and 

accuracy which some children might well imitate. For example, a Visayan boy given 

his problem may say “4 chairs minus 3 chairs are 1 chair," and then immediately correct 

himself by adding “No ; is 1 chair.” Following the dismissal of the Visayans the Negritos 

in their American clothes, the Moros in their striped blanket shirts and waists, and finally 

the Igorot without clothes, troop in. There is a scramble for seats at the second session and 

a confusion of “Good mornings” from thirty pupils at once. The Negritos take the last tier 

of seats. The Moros go to a corner by themselves, for they are, in their traditions, superior 

to the heathen. Antero, the Igorot boy, who stands at the head of the line in the picture, 

is the star pupil; he finds it difficult to vocalize the letter “1." For yellow hesays yerrow. 
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KNTAERO. THE IGOROT. AT HOME.-When the Igorot visited Washington 

and were presented at the White House they wore white duck. A sprightly little 

fellow named Antaero acted as interpreter. He quoted Antonio the Chief as saying many 

wise things, among them this declaration of loyalty : ‘ Mr. Roosevelt, I will return to the 

Philippines and whip all of your enemies.” Antaero came back to the reservation of the 

Igorot at the World’s Fair carrying his white duck clothes in a suit case, wearing a necklace 

and that cute expression of countenance which has won him great popularity with visitors. 

In the picture Antaero is sitting in front of his thatched cottage and under his own oak 

tree. He is facing the camera with equanimity. Two of his fellow Igorot are sitting on his 

right. The white duck clothes and the suit cases are prized as souvenirs of the visit to “the 

big man,” as President Roosevelt is respectfully designated by the Igorot. The owners of 

cameras are informed by placards that they take snapshots in the Filipino village at their 

own risk. Antaero has acquired fearlessness of the kodak with his knowledge of the English 

language. He poses boldly. Some of his countrymen still cling to their prejudice against 

being photographed. Antaero's proudest accomplishment is the singing of “My Country’Tis 

of Thee.” He sings slowly and distinctly. When complimented he replies, “Sank Yoh.” 
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Heremonial dance of the igorot. —As soon as one band of the 

Igorot community finishes the dance another band takes the ground. The firsthand 

squats upon the ground and closely observes the movements of its successors. The Igorot 

dancers, with the exception of the women, appear as shown in the picture, the only cloth¬ 

ing being a breech-clout. This is a piece of cloth about four inches wide. It is tied around 

the waist so that the ends hang down in front to the knees, or a little lower. Each of the 

dancers carries a metal instrument of brass, shaped like a pan, upon which he thumps. 

Occasionally the dancers break into a chant. The most ambitious and advanced of the 

Igorot community are not above fascinations of the dance, nor can they resist the life long 

habit to appear without clothing. Antaero is far in advance of his people in his efforts to 

go the white man’s road. He not only speaks good English, but sings English songs. When 

the President of the United States asked him how it was that lie spoke such good English 

he said it was because he went to the Filipino school at the World's Fair every day. His 

ambition is to teach school when he becomes a man, but when asked if he would wear 

American clothes, he replied, “I like string breech.” This is the name the Igorot apply 

to the clout. The school to which Antaero referred is a most interesting educational exhibit. 
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TT1 HE BONTOC HEAD-HUNTERS.—The Igorot nation is divided into several * tribes, the most warlike of which are the head-hunting Bontocs. Four of these 

Bontocs with their shields and spears are shown in the attitude of attack. The Bontocs 

come from the extreme northern district of Luzon, a region of rugged mountains. Much has 

been printed about the eating of dogs, as characteristic of the Igorot people. Those who 

have studied the Filipino ethnologically say that the killing and eating of dogs by these 

warriors of the Bontoc tribe is in accordance with certain theories of courage and is at¬ 

tended by ceremonial rites which are supposed to nerve the Igorot men for fighting and 

especially for head hunting. The women of the tribe are not permitted to partake. When 

the Bontoc has brought in a human head he becomes the hero of a month and is entitled to 

have the record made by tattooing on his breast. The Bontoc section of the Igorot village 

is indicated by the placing of skulls of cattle in rows upon a shelf or scaffold. Antonio, 

the Chief of the Bontocs, who visited Washington and paid hisrespects to President Roose¬ 

velt, has five tattoo marks upon his breast indicating that measure of success in the head 

hunting business. For the entertainment of their visitors the Bontocs go through a realistic 

pantomime in the use of the shield and spear, advancing, retreating, poising and thrusting. 
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HE LAKE-DWELLING MOROS.-A community of the Phillipine Reservation 

which divides public interest with the good-humored dancing Igorot is that of 

the Samal-laut, or the Lake-Dwelling Moros. These people inhabit huts of nipa, bamboo 

and rattan. Their houses are on stilts driven into the mud of the bottom of Arrowhead 

Lake. Seemingly the foundations are insecure. But this is the construction which the 

Moros of the lake-dwelling tribe have carried on for centuries. It has withstood typhoons 

and earthquakes. The piling and the braces are so put together that they bend readily be¬ 

fore the wind. To that is attributed the permanence of the architecture. The Lake-Dwellers 

do not use a pile driver; they never saw one until they came to the United States. Their 

method is to raise the post to an upright position ; one of the Moros climbs to the top and 

sits there while his fellow workmen move the post to and fro slowly, forcing it deeper and 

deeper into the bottom until it is reasonably firm, from their point of view. After the 

posts or piles are in place the superstructure of bamboo, rattan and nipa is put together but 

without the aid of a single nail. The parts are bound with fibre. The quality of elasticity 

in construction is one secret of the ability of the Lake-Dweller to meet storms without dam¬ 

age to his home. Samal-laut means in the Moro tongue, sea gypsies. The name is well chosen. 
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HE MORO VILLAGE ON LAGUNA BAY.—There is nothing on the Philip¬ 

pine Reservation stranger to American eyes, that is to say, to eyes of Americans who 

live upon the mainland of the United States, than the village of the Moros on Arrow Head 

Lake, or as the Filipinos call it, Laguna de Bay. The picture gives a very good representa¬ 

tion of this village. It shows buildings of the Moros upon the water and upon the shore. 

In the foreground is one of the peculiar boats with outriggers which enable these frail craft 

to outride a storm on the high seas. The boat, it will be observed, is decorated with Ameri¬ 

can flags in preparation for a water carnival, but above the smaller flags floats a larger one 

peculiar to the Moro tribe. These Moros from the southern islands of the Archipelago are 

Mohammedans, with the traditional hatred of the “Christian Dog.” They were, under 

Spanish rule, the water pirates. Riding upon the water are several of the great cascoes or 

freight boats. One of these is shown with the covering used to protect the cargo. The 

houses of the Moros are of material brought by the hundreds of tons from the Philippines. 

Construction was by the Moros themselves, so that the village presents not only the life, 

but the architecture true to the Archipelago. On one side of the picture appears the “prao” 

with a large lateen sail. The prao is the swift boat used in the trips from island to island. 
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HE CARABAO OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. — From more than one 

thousand islands were assembled the seventy thousand exhibits illustrative of 

natural resources, industries and life of the Philippine Archipelago. The carabap, beast of 

burden in universal employment on the islands, was not overlooked. Notwithstanding the 

difficulties of transportation two specimens of these animals, strange to American eyes, 

were brought to the Exposition. They not only thrived in the unusual environment, but 

they performed the services to which they are accustomed in the Philippine Islands. A Vis- 

ayan boy astride one of these ungainly but gentle creatures guides it by a bridle over the roads 

of the Exposition Grouuds. From time to time the carabao was put between the shafts of 

the primitive cart and visitors were given the novel ride of their lives. But the water 

buffaloes did not at any time go far from Arrowhead Lake, the east and north boundary of 

the Philippine reservation. That body of water, with mud bottom, afforded them the fre 

quent bath so necessary to their comfort and good physical condition. It was one of the 

spectacles of the Visayan village to see the buffaloes wade into the lake, lie down and wallow 

with only the tips of their noses visible. The carabao is dull black in color, has a thick, 

coarse skin with scattering, long, coarse hairs. The picture is an excellent representation. 
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HE IGORROTES READY FOR THE DANCE.—Five uncivilized tribes are 

represented in the Philippines reservation. They are known as Igorrotes. But the 

Igorrotes are divided into the Bontocs, famed for fierce fighting qualities ; the Cuyocs, who 

are very clever in mining and treating, by crude methods, gold and copper; the Tinguanes, 

soil tillers and especially growers of rice, sugar and tobacco ; the Negritos, fish and fruit 

eaters ; the Manguyanes, who are so wild and timid that little is known of them. In so far 

as practicable these families of the uncivilized tribes live at the World’s Fair as they do in 

Luzon and the other islands. They have been induced to wear more clothes than they do 

at home. The women are, for the first time in their lives, enjoying a vacation. There are 

no fields to be cultivated from sunrise to sunset. Doing a little needle work, smoking their 

pipes, they remain in their villages on the reservation apparently well contented. The 

children have an American toy which is quite the most wonderful and satisfactory object 

they have found in this country ; it is the hand mirror. Life-long users of tobacco, the 

Igorrotes have made the acquaintance of the cigar since they came here. When they point 

to their mouths it is to express willingness to accept the American filler of peace and good 

will. One kind of physical effort the Igorrotes do not shun. They dance with untiring zeal. 
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OUSEKEEPING IN IGORROTES’ TOWN—Very primitive is the life of the 

Igorrotes. With candor the Philippine Exhibit Board has reproduced conditions as 

they are among the uncivilized tribes of the Archipelago. An enclosure of several acres 

has been made by the erection of a high stockade of bamboo poles. Within this the Igor- 

rotes live as they do in the Philippines. Houses of rough boards were constructed by Fili¬ 

pino carpenters, but without roofs. The Igorrotes have divided into groups, or clans, and 

have covered these crude structures with thatched roofs, subdividing interiors to suit their 

tastes. The Igorrotes do not occupy rooms in the American sense. They construct low 

partitions in the buildings so that the visitor looks over and into what is very like a 

pen. The space is only a few feet square. A little straw thrown on one side is the 

bed. If a fire is wanted in the house, it is built upon the ground and the smoke finds the 

way out. As a rule the cooking is done out of doors by the rudest of devices, as shown 

in the picture. A pot, braced by a rock to give space underneath for fire, satisfies the 

Igorrote housekeeper. Fingers are used to turn the boiling meat. The fuel is pushed under 

the pot as fast as the ends of the sticks char. With a pen under cover to sleep in and a pot 

containing a piece of meat, the Igorrote is content. What to wear gives him no concern. 
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r'X TREE HOME OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.—High above the court 

of the Ethnology Building, in the branches of one of the tallest trees on the reserva¬ 

tion, is the bamboo dwelling of a Lanao Moro. The Lanao people are the most timid of the 

Moros. Originally they built their houses in the trees for safety from wild animals and 

from their enemies. At the World’s Fair they are not disposed to show themselves outside 

of their village, and most of the time they remain in their huts. An unpleasant feature of 

these Moros is the discoloration of their teeth resulting from the use of the betel nut which 

they cut up, cover with lime and chew like plug tobacco. The star of the Lanao Moro s 

community is Mandae who has acquired a knowledge of the dialects and is recognized as 

an interpreter. He knows enough English to make his way about the Exposition and is 

very appreciative of American attentions. A characteristic of the Lanao Moros is the divi¬ 

sion into small clans each with a datto who flies his particular private flag in front of his 

hut with something at the head that is intended to represent a fighting cock. The Lanao 

Moros are so much adverse to being photographed that a sign is posted warning the kodak 

army that they invade at their peril the village. This objection applies generally to the 

Mohammedans on the Philippine/reservation, who base their opposition on religion- 
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SpHE SOUTHERN HALF OF JERUSALEM REPRODUCED.-Seen from 

a distance the Jerusalem of the World’s Fair is easily identified. There is in the 

collection of buildings, the wall and the towers much that is similar to impressions formed 

from pictures and descriptions of the Holy City. Starting from the Colonnade of States the 

visitor in a walk of a couple of minutes reaches the Jaffa Gate, an excellent imitation. 

Jaffa Gate is near the center but is partially veiled in the picture by the trees. Entering at 

this Gate the pilgrim is in the street of David, the widest thoroughfare of the city. On the 

one hand is the citadel, easily recognized by the portholes and general provision for defense. 

On the other hand is a row of ancient looking, weather-stained, moss patched houses. Be¬ 

yond these are the Grand New Hotel and the Central Hotel. These two structures are 

shown in the picture facing the citadel. They do duty as hotels, accommodating many of 

the officials and other persons connected with the management of Jerusalem at the World's 

Fair. The Street of David can be traced westward, crossing the Via Dolorosa. The latter is 

hidden by the buildings in the picture but is well toward the western wall seen in the dis¬ 

tance. Along this Via Dolorosa, according to the traditions, the Savior bore Ins cross on 

the way to Calvary. In the corner of the picture stands the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. 
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/^HE NORTHERN HALF OF JERUSALEM REPRODUCED.—From the 

direction of the Palace of Machinery the visitor enters Jerusalem by the Gate of St. 

Stephen in the northwest corner of the wall. It was near this entrance that the stoning of 

St. Stephen took place. There is an inner gate to St. Stephen through which the visitor 

reaches the hall in which is a diorama of the Mount of Olives. The Garden of Gethsemane 

and other localities of interest are shown. A considerable area before the Temple is reached 

is occupied by small houses. There are more than a dozen streets closely built. Among 

these are the Chemists’ Street, the Coppersmiths’ Street and the Silversmiths' Street. The 

name of the thoroughfare indicates the character of the business carried on therein. In 

Jerusalem the ancient workers in one occupation monopolized a street or a neighborhood. 

Like streets are occupied at the World s Fair by artisans and tradesmen brought over from 

Jerusalem to ply their vocations. The silversmith lives above his shop just as he does in 

Palestine. The streets average about ten feet in width, sloping toward the center where is the 

passageway for the camels and donkeys. On the north wall, facing the Palace of Machinery 

is the Golden Gate used in Solomon s time and for centuries thereafter as an entrance to the 

Temple area from outside the city. The large structure of octagonal shape is the Mosque. 
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HE JAFFA GATE FROM WITHIN.—This picture presents an interior view 

of Jerusalem at the World’s Fair. It is taken on David Street and includes the court 

to which entrance is obtained by way of the Jaffa Gate in wall. Grouped in the court is a 

fair representation of the 500 natives of Jerusalem, Christian, Jews and Moslems who live 

within the walls. These inhabitants of Jerusalem have assumed postures and prepared 

themselves for the picture after their individual promptings. Several are posed upon 

camels. Included with the people of the community are several groups of visitors who are 

taking manifest interest in the work of the photographer. On one side of the picture is a 

glimpse of the old citadel of Jerusalem which includes the historic tower of David where, 

according to the tradition told by the guides, David wrote the Psalms. At the base of the 

citadel is a section of the old moat. The Jaffa Gate is a gathering place for the guides who, 

pursuing the vocation familiar to them in the Holy City, offer to escort visitors to the 

buildings and places of interest within the Jerusalem reproduced. Out of the court leads 

David Street to Christian Street. This is the beginning of the journey upon which the 

guides conduct visitors, telling in very good English the story of each historic spot and 

making the visit to this World’s Fair Jerusalem as realistic as if it took place in Palestine. 
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fTSjN DAVID STREET IN JERUSALEM.—A cosmopolitan thoroughfare leads 

from Jaffa Gate through the heart of the Jerusalem at the World's Fair. The picture 

presents the busy, noisy scene as it may be witnessed at almost any hour of the day. Jews, 

Moslems and Christians, who dwell within the walls, mingle on David Street. Elsewhere 

they may divide and occupy quarters apart. Here they come together on terms of amity, 

to meet the World’s Fair visitors who enter by the Jaffa Gate. Flower girls, donkey driv¬ 

ers and camel attendants ply their vocations. Guides from the ancient Holy City proffer 

their services, to conduct strangers through the New Jerusalem. The Oriental garb is con¬ 

spicuous, but it does not predominate, for, on an afternoon of good attendance, the repre¬ 

sentatives of a dozen nationalities are to be seen and heard on David Street. By this street 

the visitors enter upon the tours of the places of interest. Back to David Street they come 

to take their departure to other parts of the World’s Fair. David Street, therefore, is a chan¬ 

nel of counter human currents, and not infrequently is filled from house line to house line. It 

leads through modern and mercantile Jerusalem to Christian street, which is the way to Church 

of the Holy Sepulchre, and to the many sacred and historic structures and scenes. The 

World’sFair Jerusalem is a labyrinth of narrow passages. A turbanned guide is indispensable. 
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RESIDENT ROOSEVELT’S CABIN.-Log cabins of famous men arc among 

the interesting relics of the Exposition. The one in which Lincoln lived as a child in 

Kentucky bears exterior and interior evidence of its age. The Grant cabin built in the 50’s 

is in excellent condition. The best preserved of the presidential cabins is that which was 

built for Theodore Roosevelt on his ranch in the Bad Lands of Eastern North Dakota a 

short distance from Medora. The picture shows the cabin as it stands reconstructed in the 

South Dakota section of the Palace of Agriculture. The roof has been ornamented with 

some of the game which tempted Mr. Roosevelt as a young man to search for health and 

recreation west of the Missouri. Within the house are several articles which were in use 

by Mr. Roosevelt when he occupied the cabin. One is a pair of hunting trousers showing 

service but labeled “Theodore Roosevelt's Sunday pants." An old straw hat is also tagged 

as having been worn by Mr. Roosevelt. A rifle which he used rests upon a deer horn rack. 

When Miss Roosevelt visited the Exposition she drove into one of the logs of the side door 

brass tacks to make the initials of her name. It is an interesting fact that the Roosevelt 

cabin receives its full proportion of visitors and rivals in popular interest the other presi¬ 

dential log houses. It is one place where inclination to leave autographs seems irresistible- 
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K PICTURESQUE COLLECTION OF WINDMILLS.— Occupying several 

acres upon Agricultural hill, with their broad faces set to catch the slightest breeze, 

is a collection of windmills. The manufacturer who harnesses the wind for purposes of 

power no longer calls his invention a windmill. He adopts the name of aermoter or some¬ 

thing equally well-sounding to indicate the character. In the collection are all sizes and 

all heights. Water is pumped, wood is cut, corn is shelled, feed is chopped, grain is ground. 

These are some of the performances for which the wind caught by the whirling fans 

furnishes the power. One of these mills not only shells corn and grinds it but lifts the 
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meal to a loft in the barn. The application of the power to a buzz saw with sufficient 

force and speed to cut the winter supply of wood in two days caught the admiration of 

tens of thousands of farmers’ boys. The lesson of the windmill section was, as taught in a 

variety of ways, that, given the wind, all things which require stationary power are 

entirely possible to the farmer. It was a matter of all day wonderment to witness what 

one of these well oiled and well braced mills could do with only so much as a five-miles- 

an-hour wind. Especially interesting is the pump which operates with a huge bucket to 

raise a large volume of water a few inches. This is the irrigation windmill outfit. 



HE OBSERVATION WHEEL FROM THE TRAIL. —A visitor at the Uni¬ 

versal Exposition of 1904 commenting on the Observation Wheel expressed the 

opinion that it was smaller than the Ferris Wheel at Chicago. The Observation Wheel and 

the Ferris Wheel are identical. The Exposition at St. Louis has such variety of altitude 

that the Ferris Wheel in its new location is less conspicuous than upon the dead level of 

the Midway at Chicago. The grounds at St. Louis are twice as large as the site of the 

Chicago World’s Fair. The buildings are three times as many. The area under roofs of 

various kinds is twice as great. To appreciate the magnitude of this Exposition elevated 

points of view are necessary. The Ferris Wheel with its 4200 tons of material, its 70-ton 

axle, its engines, boilers and all, was moved to St. Louis, requiring 178 freight cars. It was 

desired to supplement the vantage locations afforded by towers and domes and hill tops in 

other parts of the grounds. The picture shows the Wheel from a point on The Trail just 

south of the Illinois building. It is difficult to realize from this picture that the Wheel 

has a diameter of 250 feet. The cars, of which there are 36, have capacity each for sixty 

persons. The record shows that the Wheel has lost none of its popularity since the World's 

Columbian Exposition in 1893. It had earned its cost before the beginning of September. 
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oFl WOMAN’S ••VICTORY.”- To a woman sculptor is given the honor of producing 

the sculpture which crowns the dome of Festival Hall. This is the focal feature in 

the sculpture decoration. From the Festival Hall, as a center, radiate the avenues upon 

which the Exhibit Palaces face. The plan of the main picture is a fan ; the Festival Hall 

is the axis of the fan. It is an interesting fact that the Victory which crowns the Hall 

was not intended for a place so conspicuous; the assignment was made after the successful 

work of the sculptor was demonstrated. The woman who achieves this recognition is Miss 

Evelyn V. Longman. Tradition of Art requires that “Victory” should be a female figure ; 

the “Victory” of this sculptor is a male athlete poised on the toes of his feet, holding in his 

left hand, upraised, the laurels he has won. The right hand is outstretched in defiant atti¬ 

tude. The sculptor giving the reason of her work, says, “Victory” is represented by a 

male figure instead of the usual female, as being more expressive of the strength and virility 

of the country. He is poised on both feet in the act of alighting, the right hand raised in 

greeting while, in the left hand, he holds aloft the oak branch and olive wreath, emblemati¬ 

cal of strength and victory. The figure is clad in the light leather cuirass and the leg 

armor of the cldfesics. The heavy mantle he wears is blown back from his shoulders. 



'J'RANSPORTATION, PRIMITIVE AND PRESENT.—Exhibits illustrate 

methods of transportation from the ox cart, the pack mule and the camel to the train 

de luxe of the present day. This department does more than satisfy curiosity. Tests of 

locomotives have been conducted through the period of the Exposition and the results 

carefully analyzed. Water is weighed. Coal is measured. The engineer and the firemen 

are in their places. The test is on. Faster and faster run the wheels until a speed of eighty 

miles an hour is reached. The racing on the elevated tracks continues the appointed time. 

Then the great machine slows down. Note is taken of remaining water and fuel. The ash 

isexamined and weighed. The record is entered. There is a different test. Steam is raised. 

Tracks are sanded. The start is made. More steam is applied. Not a foot docs the mon¬ 

ster move. The pull is against a dynamometer. Slowly the register rises until it shows 

the pulling record at full power. The details of the tests speak for the scientific importance. 

Water for the steam is tested to establish its purity. The coal is analyzed to determine its 

steam making quality. The flue gases even must undergo chemical investigation. While 

visitors stand within a few feet these tests of speed, as shown by the revolving wheels, are 

pushed to more than a mile a minute. Twenty days is given to testing each locomotive. 
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HE FORTIFICATIONS—In 1000 cubic yards of excavation and upon 100 cubic 

yards of concrete were emplaced the heavy guns. For the period of the World s Fair 

the War Department created typical fortifications for heavy artillery, especially illustrative 

of the seacoast defences. Seven great guns, no two of them alike, are in position. An ele¬ 

vation just south of Government Building was chosen for the location. The guns are in 

two groups occupying different levels. On the hill above the Government Building is the 

12-inch breech loading rifle on a disappearing carriage. A pit twenty-one feet across the 

top is required to accommodate this ponderous engine of war as it is raised and lowered. 

A 6-inch breech loading rifle on a disappearing carriage is the companion. On the lower 

plateau a 7-inch howitzer has been given breastworks. Nearby is installed a 7-inch siege 

mortar. A 12-inch mortar on a concrete foundation is shown with the mechanism which 

enables it to send a shell four miles in the air and drop it anywhere from one mile to eight 

miles at sea. A 15-pounder rapid fire barbette gun and a 6-inch barbette gun further illus¬ 

trate the varieties of guns for fortifications. The barbette guns do not disappear. They re¬ 

main visible and always ready for business above the fortifications. They are for closer 

action. With the guns are shown plates of armor and the terrific effect of projectiles on them. 
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HE ARMY, PAST AND PRESENT. —Of the exhibit with which the War Depart¬ 

ment fills its section in the Government Building there are enough relics and 

trophies to suggest the progress in the fighting equipment of the United States. B} con¬ 

trast the visitor appreciates what warfare with smokeless powder and rapid firing guns 

means. A mountain battery is shown in the picture. The mules carry the entire outfit in 

packs. Not a wheel touches the ground. A carabao and cart suggest the means of trans¬ 

portation which the American troops were compelled to adopt in the campaigning to 

restore peace on the Philippine Islands. In this collection are some of the crude guns 

taken in the Philippines—cannon made of gas pipe with wooden frames wrapped tightly 

with wire and banded with iron strips. Beside them stand the machine guns. The latter 

day products of the Government arsenal are shown and with them to illustrate advance¬ 

ment are some relics of the Civil War, when recruits were especially examined as to 

their front teeth to determine if they were qualified to bite off the paper ends of the car¬ 

tridges for their muzzle loading muskets. Inside of the building are the small cannon, out¬ 

side are the heavy siege and seacoast guns. The elaborate army equipment of to-day is far 

in advance of what was shown by the Government at the World's Columbian Exposition. 
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HE ARMY IN WAX.—A realistic exhibit of the Quartermaster Department in the 

—' Government building consists of thirty-three wax figures life size wearing the uni¬ 

forms of the United States army. Within the past few years the army has been compelled 

to widen its sphere of activity so that now provision is made, as these wax figures illus¬ 

trate, for uniforms adapted to service in the arctics and in the tropics as well as in the 

temperate zone. There are very light uniforms of duck and khaki to be worn in the Philip¬ 

pines, on the artillery stations of Cuba and in the fortifications of Porto Rico. There are 

heavy fur-lined and blanket-lined uniforms of canvas which are issued to troops stationed 
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shown mounted. Privates are in heavy marching order. Full dress and the fatigue uni¬ 

forms are illustrated. In several instances the artist has taken liberties with personalities 

and has presented to his wax figures the countenances of well known officers of the army.. 

The impression which these uniforms make upon the civilian is that while attractive and 

neat they are by no means gaudy and brilliant. Blue predominates for full dress and for 

fatigue, varying with the khaki which came into general use for field service with the 

Spanish-American war. The quite attractive olive green of the recent regulations is shown. 
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ROM PONY EXPRESS TO FAST MAIL.—A marvelous story of develop¬ 

ment of the Louisiana Purchase and progress in civilization is told by two exhibits 

of the Post Office Department. Side by side in the Government Building stand the pony 

express and the fast mail. They afford striking comparison. The pony express is remem¬ 

bered by many World’s Fair visitors from west of the Missouri for it was the quick means 

of mail communication over the “Great American Desert” and the Rocky Mountains as late 

as the early sixties. The mail car in a quarter of a century has undergone such improve¬ 

ments that in its present stage of perfection it is an object of interest and of information to 

many. Among the exhibits of the Post Office Department is a copy of the first postal guidt* 

issued in 1804 containing forty pages. The latest edition contains one thousand pages to 

classify and list the post offices of the United States. A weather beaten mail coach is an 

object of great curiosity to this generation. The first steam vessel to carry United States 

mail across the ocean was the Southerner plying between Savannah and Liverpool; a model 

of it is exhibited by the Post Office Department with a fragment of history that for two 

years the contract to carry the mail was refused to the Southerner, because “steam vessels 

are not so safe or certain as sailing vessels.” This utterance was just seventy years ago. 
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HAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING TOR THE PEOPLE ,—In some 

parts of the United States it costs a dollar to deliver a letter bearing a two-cent 

stamp. Nevertheless the Government does not curtail the service. On the contrary mail 

methods are being expedited where the difficulties are greatest. The picture shows a part 

of the section in the Government building devoted to the Post Office Department. In the 

foreground is an improved sled by which mail in larger amount and faster time is handled 

over the snows and ice of Alaska. At the head of the dog team and behind the sled are the 

postmen of the frozen north clad to withstand forty degrees below zero and wearing snow 
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shoes. One of the latest improvements shown in what the Government is doing for the 

people is a model rural free delivery wagon. It is a post office on wheels drawn by horses 

to travel the country routes, cashing money orders, registering, stamping and assorting let¬ 

ters. An illustration of postal methods in Manila before the American occupation is a 

wooden chart or case. The names of those for whom letters were in the office were written 

on slips of paper which were pasted on strips of wood. These strips fitted into niches in 

the wood chart. The Filipino looked over the curious bulletin board. If he found his name 

he called for his letter. If he didn’t he went away without disturbing the delivery clerk. 



HE BIG GAME OF COLORADO.—By virtue of a most attractive exhibit in 

the Palace of Fish, Game and Forestry Colorado may claim preeminence among states 

as the habitat of big game. The variety is surprising to many American visitors who feel 

well acquainted with their country. A typical mountain cabin and a miniature mountain 

serve for the installation of many very fine specimens of the wild animals of Colorado. 

With the big game are the birds of the Mountain State. In connection with these exhibits 

is shown an array of the woods from the parks and forests of the Rockies. That Colorado is 

much more than timber and game preserves the State's exhibits in other places prove. Irri¬ 

gation of the valleys has resulted in prolific yields of agricultural products Vegetables, 

fruits and even grains thus grown are exhibited. In the Palace of Agriculture the story is 

told with object lessons of one farm that cleared $10,000 last year on 70 acres of potatoes. 

Another of these Colorado farms ships to St. Louis the product of 3000 acres of peas. In 

the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy is the famous Molly Gibson nugget, a mass of 90'pure 

silver which if minted would yield 6630 silver dollars. One solid block of Colorado coal 

3i by feet is shown as a sample of the mines. Alfalfa honey is becoming a Colorado pro¬ 

duct almost as famous as the Rocky Ford cantaloupe. Colorado has 18 beet sugar factories. 
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HINA’S DEBUT AT A WORLD’S FAIR..—For the first time in the centuries 

the Chinese Empire has appeared as an official participant in a Universal Exposi¬ 

tion. The Commissioner General who bore the invitation had a remarkable experience at 

Peking. He was not only given a hearing at Court, but when he had delivered his address 

he was summoned to the throne of the Empress An, a mark of great favor, and was ques¬ 

tioned about the Exposition. China's formal acceptance followed. It was welcomed, but the 

Exposition officials were hardly prepared for the zeal with which the Chinese Government 

set about its preparations. The Imperial Commission was announced with PrincePu Lun of 

royal blood at the head of it. The Vice Commissioner, Mr. Wong Kai Kah, with a staff and 

retinue, was sent to this country so promptly that he was the first of the foreign commissioners 

to take residence in St. Louis for the Exposition. A former student at Yale, a master of 

English, versed in American methods, Mr. Wong Kai Kah entered upon his duties. On the 

occasion of the first ceremonial call of the Vice Commissioner and his staff upon the officers 

of the Exposition this picture was taken. Closely following Great Britain, which was sec¬ 

ond of the nations to break ground, China’s site was dedicated, Madame Wong Kai Kah 

raising the flag of the dragon and her distinguished spouse delivering an eloquent address* 



HE PLACE OF NATIONS FROM ABOVE.-Looking down from the top of 
the Observation "Wheel one obtains the view of the Place of Nations, well shown in 

the picture. The elevation is 250 feet. Some of the structures appear quite small. To 

realize their true proportions it is necessary to note the comparison with people and vehi¬ 

cles. The center of the foreground is occupied by the six acres of the gardens of Versailles 

reproduced. This is one of the beauty spots of the World's Fair. France reproduced the 

Grand Trianon, but the Palace itself hardly attracts the attention and arouses the admira¬ 

tion that the richly embellished gardens do. Beyond the reservation of France is clustered 

a group of foreign buildings. Mexico, with its cactus beds of great variety surrounding, 

Siam and Nicaragua, are in a row. The solid looking Orangery of Great Britain, with old- 

fashioned Kensington Garden, is beyond. Brazil’s graceful round dome and Belgium's 

massive square dome are close together. Cuba has a beautiful and typical building rather 

under the shadow of Belgium. The exquisite Palace of China is not given the space it 

merits. In the background are Italy, Austria and Sweden, and more remote is the cluster 

of dark granite buildings which house the Congresses, the Department of Anthropology, 

the officers of the Exposition, the National Commission and the Board of Lady Managers. 
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nj HE LAND OF CACTI All of the beauty spots at the World’s Fair are not in the ous to that country. The century as we know it, or the maguay as it is called universally in 
Mexico, where it produces the great national drink, pulque, is given place. Palms in varie- nl main picture of the Exposition. The wandering visitor on the Plateau of States or 

in the Place of Nations makes interesting discoveries of the unexpected in landscape adorn¬ 

ment. The nations and the states have vied with each other in characteristic improvement 

of the ground space allotted to them. Each has endeavored to do something distinctive and 

suggestive of its flora. The picture shows what a few months ago was the spot of bare 

ground assigned to the Republic of Mexico. Under the hands of skillful gardeners the 

space surrounding the building of Mexico has been made picturesque with plants indigen- 

ties are shown, but the plant which is most conspicuous is the cactus. Cacti, long and 

short, round and slender, of every conceivable form and in great variety of color, occupy 

the garden spot of Mexico in beds, in mounds and in rows. There are scores of varieties, 

from the most ordinary prickly pear to the imposing organ. Such a cactus garden was 

never before seen in this country, if indeed in Mexico itself, for these varieties are gath¬ 

ered from the various states of the Republic between the Rio Grande and the Isthmus. 
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ROUND THE ORANGERY.—The garden surrounding the Orangery, Great Britain’s 

national pavilion, conforms to the architecture of the building. Both belong to the 

Elizabethan age. The principal part of the garden is four feet lower than the surrounding 

terraces. It contains hundreds of varieties of flowers which were popular in England when 

the Orangery was built. Among the varieties are hollyhocks, phlox, lilies. An English 

fountain is a feature, with basin, vases, sun dial, and settees sent over by a great pottery 

firm of London. The freshness of the English garden is a matter of much comment. It is 

effected through a system of sub-surface irrigation such as the gardener now in charge of 

Great Britain's garden devised and employed with wonderful results while he was in the 

employ of the Sultan of Morocco some years ago. The central fountain sustains a collection 

of aquatic plants. The overflow from the fountain passes into porus underground terra 

cotta drains which form a mesh among the flower beds. The water passing through these 

porus tiles reaches the roots of plants but does not evaporate as when applied on the sur¬ 

face of the ground. It is taken up by the roots and freshens the whole plant. By a succes¬ 

sion of plants timed as to their blooming season the garden maintains its beauty week after 

week. The garden of the Orangery in all of its quaintness is a delightful picture. 
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CRM AMY-—The reproduction of the central portion of Charlottenburg Castle, occu¬ 

pying one of the highest points in the range of hills which extends across the World s 

Fair Grounds, is Germany’s national building. The site overlooks the exhibit palaces. 

Charlottenberg Castle is one of the Emperor's palaces near Berlin. It was planned by a 

famous architect, Schlueter. The hill drops in front of the Castle at such grade as will 

allow the construction of terraces, adding much to the impressiveness of the architecture. 

The castle or pavilion is 160 feet in height. An arcaded walk connects the pavilion with a 

large German restaurant building. The grounds between the pavilion and the restaurant 

will be utilized for a summer garden. The Emperor personally selected the castle as the 

structure to represent Germany at the World’s Fair. In the building are shown special 

exhibits chosen by the Emperor. Several of the rooms of the castle are faithful copies of 

rooms as now decorated and furnished for the Emperor’s use. The “Oak Gallery,” the 

Brandenburg Chamber, the Stair Room and the vestibules are reproductions. An inter¬ 

esting feature is the Gobelin Salon. In the dome which rises above the main art pavilion 

is an observatory commanding a very general view of the grounds. The observatory also 

furnishes room for a chime of bells. A great searchlight in the tower is operated at night. 



HE GRAND TRIANON.—France presents at the Universal Exposition not only 

the historic Grand Trianon but the beautiful garden of Versailles. Space and loca¬ 

tion favor. The commanding site fronts several hundred feet upon the wide transverse 

avenue and the exhibit palaces, and skirts for even greater distance the Place of Nations. 

Upon this liberal section of the Louisiana Territory temporarily restored to her France has 

reproduced one of the most famous structures of the world and its surroundings. Two 

wings extend from a central building ; they terminate in pavilions which are united by 

twenty-two columns. This front is five hundred and thirty-four feet. A balustrade orna¬ 

mented with vases and with sculpture surrounds the roof. Below, a balustrade extends 

across the front with a gate in it opening upon the main entrance. The rooms are on the 

ground floor. They are spacious with lofty ceilings. The picture gallery and the billiard 

room are large halls, splendidly decorated. The treatment of the grounds is French, as 

distinctively as the garden about the Orangery just across the way is English. In the grounds 

are chalets such as adorned Versailles in the days of Marie Antoinette. A driveway begins 

at the great gateway and leads up to the court in front of the Trianon. Its course is between 

raised terraces of lawn, rows of trees and statuary. There are little lakes and much shrubbery. 
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■A VILLA OF I T A L Y. — The home of art is worthily represented in the National 

building of Italy. This building is described as typical of the best epoch of Rome. 

The pavilion is one story. Its interior, aside from smaller rooms for the offices of the com¬ 

missioner general and staff, is devoted to a salon with stained glass windows. This is used 

for entertainment. Projecting fifty feet on the western end or front is a semi-circular apse 

or dome, the outside decorated with coupled Corinthian columns. Milan furnishes the 

stained windows and other industrial centers of Italy supply the ornamental wrought 

iron work. The pavilion is but part of the villa which occupies a space one hundred and 

fifty by ninety feet. Approach to the broad flight of steps leading up to the pavilion is 

through a garden flanked on the sides by a wall ten feet high. This garden is entered 

through a peristyle of Ionic columns. Stately balustrades are ornamental features of the 

enclosure. Standards one hundred feet high with bronzed victories flank the stairway to 

the pavilion. Sculpture and decorations increase the artistic impression. Even the staff 

work on the villa seems to reach unusual perfection in molding and finish. Marble is 

imitated. Models of Roman sculpture are reproduced. Many of the staff workers at the 

World's Fair are Italians ; their national pride has produced the very best for the villa of Italy. 
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RAZIL.—Out of the Place of Nations rises an immense dome. The apex of it is one 

hundred and thirty-two feet from the ground. Brazil has set a conspicuous monu¬ 

ment at the World’s Fair to mark her progressive spirit. Her national building stands in a 

class with the most imposing and the most beautiful of the constructions by foreign gov¬ 

ernments. In length, width and height it is symmetrical. Three domes rise above the roof 

line. Those on the sides are flat with an elevation of only twenty feet. Beneath each of 

them is a loggia open to the air with six Corinthian columns forty-six feet in height. Thirty- 

six similar columns are arranged about the main entrances. Between each pair of columns 

is the coat of arms of one of the twenty states which form the United States of Brazil. The 

building is fortunate in location. While it is surrounded by other foreign structures, there 

is sufficient space on the east and west for flower gardens. It has no exact counterpart on 

the World’s Fair Grounds. Eight bulls-eye windows glazed with Florentine glass let an 

abundance of light into the interior of the dome. There is a gallery about the height of 

the third story from which visitors have a view of functions going on below. Still higher 

is a gallery around the outside of the dome from which a good view of the Place of Nations, 

the Palace of Forestry, Fish and Game, and the Administration Building is obtained. 
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HE SOUTH SIDE OF ADMINISTRATION AVENUE ,—Where Administra¬ 

tion Avenue begins, at the foot of the terrace of the Administration Building, is the 

National Pavilion of Belgium, a section of which is shown in the picture. The structure is 

the largest of the Foreign buildings. It is of steel and the material employed in construction 

is on exhibit, quite appropriately in view of the fact that Belgium s last annual output of 

iron and steel manufactures was three million tons. In general appearance the Belgium 

building bears such resemblance to a modern railway station that one visitor was prompted 

to remember the first railroad on the European continent was between Brussels and Ant- 
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werp over which trains began running in 1835. The building is an excellent illustration of 

old Flemish architecture. The sides are great panels filled with paintings of factories, har¬ 

bors and scenes otherwise illustrating actually the industries of the country. The impres¬ 

sive part Belgium has performed in an international sense is recalled by a series of 

inscriptions reciting the many International Congresses held in that country, beginning 

with the First International Congress of Hygiene in 1854. These Congresses were for pro¬ 

motion of peace, of public health, of art, of science, of religion and so on through a wide 

range of subjects. Beyond Belgium, and almost overshadowed, is the Palace of Pu Lun. 



Si NDIA.—The famous tomb of Etmad-Dowlah at Agra furnishes the model for the build- 

ing representing India. The location is a central one, on International Avenue, 

overlooking the Place of Nations on the north and the Court of Ceylon and Palace of Agri¬ 

culture with the outdoor agricultural exhibits on the south. A tomb does not suggest the 

lightness of architecture in harmony with the spirit of a Universal Exposition, but this 

tomb, typical of Indian architecture, has minarets and a dome with other attractive acces¬ 

sories. There are some sombre effects but the general appearance is singular and impressive 

rather than gloomy. In several respects the tomb reproduced has features characteristic of 
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the Taj Mahal of world-wide fame. The Taj Mahal is of white marble and inlaid with 

pearls. It was deemed more effective for Exposition occupancy and observation to repro¬ 

duce the tomb of of Etmad-Dowlah than to attempt an imitation of the more famous and 

costly Taj Mahal. Shrubs and flowers help materially to represent conditions and scenes 

typical of India. The movements of a score of natives serving the teas of India in the building 

and grounds complete a reproduction of Indian life as well as of architecture and landscape. 

In the pavilion are displayed many historical relics which have come down through genera¬ 

tions. The products of the country, especially tea, coffee, cardamora and pepper, are exhibited. 
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agl HE TEMPLE OF THE TOOTH —Delada Maligwa is the native name for the 

S temple after which the quaint building of Ceylon is patterned. It stands in a tea 

garden where solemn faced Singalese men in skirts, with long hair curled at the back of the 

head and held in place by large tortoise shell combs, move among the tables, making the 

surroundings as typical as the building. The interior carries out the character of the struc¬ 

ture 5 it is finished in ivory white. The illumination is from brass lamps fashioned after 

the lotus flower, sacred to Buddha, such as are used in the temples of Ceylon. On the inner 

walls are mural decorations by native artists, depicting the traditions of Buddha s various 

lives. Buddhist color, yellow, rivals the royal color, white, in the drapery. The furniture 

is of carved ebony and satin wood. Everywhere are the reminders that Ceylon is at the 

World's Fair to impress the quality of her teas. The tea cups are decorated with pictures 

of Adam's Peak, the footstool, according to native tradition, of the first man. All day the 

building of Ceylon is in favor with visitors to the Place of Nations, but late in the after¬ 

noon it is especially a center of interest to ladies who flock there for the cup that cheers. 

The four o’clock at “The Temple of the Tooth” is one of the fashions of the World’s Fair* 

A fine collection of Ceylon gems is shown. There are samples of gold and silver work. 
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ANA DA.—Designed for comfort of Canadians and for hospitality to all others the 

building of the Dominion is a well planned clubhouse. It is not a reproduction of 

any historic structure. It is not colonial. It has neither Corinthian nor Ionic columns. Its 

exterior, with plenty of porch room, looks comfortable. Its interior abounds in the con¬ 

veniences of a club. The building is one hundred feet square. Porticoes surround the 

building. They invite occupation by offering shelter and by affording many interesting 

points of view. Canada’s building is on International avenue, a thoroughfare north and 

south through the Place of Nations. From one of the porches there is a fine view of a dozen 
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foreign buildings. Just across International avenue is the quaint typical edifice of Ceyl, 

with the life saving lake and the life saving station beside it. To the southward thcCanadi 

building overiooks the great floral clock with a face three hundred feet in circumferenc 
St 11 farther away, but in full view is the northern facade and terrace of the Palace of A*, 

culture The Intraumural trains roll by every two minutes. To the westward is the ev 

fascinating reproduction of old Manila and the life and exhibits of the Philippine 

On the north is the pleasing facade of the Palace of Fish, Game and Forestry. To be brie 

this cosy building of Canada is a very convenient and comfortable half-way resting plac 



HE IRISH VILLAGE.—A more appropriate, if perhaps not so popular title, would 

be the Irish Industrial Exhibit. For six hundred feet what is known as the Irish 

Village presents an historic facade on Administration Avenue with another front of almost 

equal length upon the Pike. The first of these fronts shows the Gothic grandeur of the old 

Irish House of Parliament, together with the reproduction of St. Lawrence s Gate at Drog¬ 

heda, one of the historic landmarks of Ireland. The architecture of the village includes 

Carmac's Chapel on the Rocks of Cashel and an Irish arch, the original of which is 902 years 

old. Blarney Castle is presented in the front of a theater in which a company from Dublin 
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presents plays of Celtic origin and spirit. There are jaunting cars. There is a great Dublin 

Army band of sixty pieces. There is Irish sod. There are bits of Irish scenery. A dignity 

is given to the Irish Village by the most elaborate display of Irish manufactures ever made 

in this country. This display is an Exposition in itself, occupying several exhibit halls 

with a character of installation hardly surpassed in the Exhibit Palaces. The rocky road to 

Dublin is reproduced, together with other features in harmony with the humor of Erin. 

Estimates placed upon the Irish exhibits gives the value as $1,000,000. The gold and silver 

plate, every piece of which has historical sentiment associated, is valued at $75,000. 



ELGIUM’S PAVILION.—“The largest pavilion in the world without a window!” 

This guide book description applies to the Belgian structure. Omission of windows 

was designed with deliberation by the architect. Unbroken wall space is obtained for deco¬ 

rative purposes. For windows the substitute is a long section of yellowish stained cathed¬ 

ral glass four feet wide in the highest part of the roof. This admits sufficient and softened 

light and distributes it evenly. The steel work of the building is an exhibit of a notable 

Belgian industry. This pavilion is one of the largest in the Place of Nations. It has a length 

of 267 feet, a width of 191 feet, a height of 55 feet, with a great central dome of 100 feet ele- 
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vation, surmounted by a crown. It contains most of the Belgian exhibits. Under the dome 

is the splendid exhibit of laces. On the exterior walls are painted scenes from Brussels, 

Liege and other cities, by Belgian artists. The interior mural decoration is illustrative in¬ 

dustries and commercial interests of Belgium. The royal salon and the offices of the 

Commission are filled with tapestries and furnishings brought from Belgium. On the pedes¬ 

tals at the four entrances are statues representing arts and science. A female figure seated 

above the main entrance personifies the nation. In the angles of the dome are great lions. 

Statues and paintings are perhaps more numerous in this than in any other national building. 



HE PAVILION OF THE NETHERLANDS. —Over the entrance to the quaint 

steep-roofed building of Holland is “Anno 1601.” The pavilion is not pretentious in 

dimensions or in decorations. It is a Dutch dwelling, typical of the Sixteenth Century. 

The interior bears out well the character of the building and the period it represents. It 

contains furniture of the antique Dutch patterns. There are cabinets filled with old Delft 

and Saxony porcelain ware. From the principal room, which is first entered, there is 

reached a wing or annex. On the farther wall of this second room is displayed what the 

people of Holland reverence in historic art. It is "The Night Watch.” The painting is 

eighteen feet long by twelve wide. The fifteen or twenty figures are life size. This picture 

is esteemed by the Dutch to be Rembrandt’s masterpiece. It is not the original. That would 

not be permitted to leave Holland. The picture shown at the World’s Fair is a copy of the 

original “Night Watch,” but said to be a very exact reproduction. The original was painted 

in 1640. By a careful arrangement of shades the light comes through the little window panes 

in such strength as to produce the best possible conditions for the picture. A relic of later 

date, over which the Hollanders and the general public grow sentimental is a queer little 

pony chaise which the beloved Queen Wilhelmina used when she was only twelve years old. 
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AVILION OF AUSTRIA.—At the crossing of Administration and International 

Avenues, a conspicuous location on the Place of Nations, the pavilion of Austria 

attracts attention. In architecture and in decoration the pavilion is characteristic of Vienna. 

It was carefully designed in Austria. Many parts were constructed there and then shipped 

to the United States to be put in place. The ground plan may be described as having the 

form of a capital T, the main stem pointing toward the front. On either side of the stem in 

the angles formed by the cross are gardens. These are separated from the street by a screen 

different from anything else seen on the World’s Fair grounds. The gardener and builder 

have united their efforts to produce an admirable effect in the front view of the Austrian 

pavilion and the grounds. Fountains embellished with sculpture in profusion form a con¬ 

spicuous feature of the screen. Trees are growing on either side. The facade of the building 

upon the street between the two sections of the screen is flanked by square towers forty- 

seven feet high, of peculiar design. The entire facade is enriched with sculpture. The 

entrance is by a monumental flight of stairs. The interior of the building is divided into 

thirteen salons, one for each of the governmental departments of Austria. Special displays 

of much interest are made of articles which do not readily classify in the exhibit palaces. 
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HE FARMHOUSE OF SWEDEN. The several hundred thousands of Swedes 

in the United States will appreciate the idea which the Government of Sweden has 

embodied in its official building at the World's Fair. The plan followed is that of a typi¬ 

cal farmhouse of Sweden. Not only were the plans drawn in accordance with this clever 

conceit, but the parts were constructed in Sweden, brought to this country in sections and 

the building was reconstructed on the World’s Fair grounds. The site in the Place of Na¬ 

tions is a prominent one on Administration Avenue opposite the Palace of Prince Pu Lun, 

which does duty as China’s official building. The material used in the farmhouse was 

taken from the forests of Sweden. The original construction was by native workmen at 

Stockholm, who first put the structure together, then took it apart and shipped it to St. 

Louis. Swedish workmen followed the material to this country and put the parts together. 

On the opening day of the Exposition the farmhouse was finished and bright in new paint; 

not only that but the typical fence was in place. Gardeners from Sweden had followed the 

work of the builders and had arranged beds of native flowers of the fatherland. Even in 

the selection of the furniture care has been taken to provide articles that are in harmony 

with the character of the building. In the living room is an old fashioned fire-place. 
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^VBA.-A mansion of Havana with a tower rising forty-eight feet at one corner is the 

model of the pavilion of the New Republic. In many ways the better class of resi¬ 

dences on the island is suggested. A portico twenty feet wide is on the four sides. The build¬ 

ing is seventy feet long. The flat roof is made for purposes of evening promenade as in 

Cuba. From the top of the pavilion fine views of the Place of Nations is obtained. On three 

sides are Corinthian columns between which are semi-circular arches. Along the front 

are square pillars with sunken panels. The interior is arranged to give, besides offices for 

the Commission, a fine museum and exhibition hall. The court, never wanting in Cuban 

architecture, is made interesting by a collection of tropical plants. As in Havana, the 

large front windows are covered with ornamental iron work. Appropriately the single 

star of the Cuban Nation is the design for much decoration in detail. The New Republic s 

nearest neighbor is China. It is interesting to recall that China was never before officially 

represented at a World’s Fair and that Cuba was not born into the family of nations when 

the World s Columbian Exposition was held. Cuba’s neighbors on the east and west are 

Great Britain and Belgium. Brazil’s imposing pavilion is opposite on the south. Many 

objects of art and science in the mansion illustrate Cuba's high standard of civilization 
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GUATEMALA'S NATIONAL PAVILION—Among the smaller, but also to be 

classed among the most attractive of the structures in the Place of Nations is the 

building erected by the Republic of Guatemala. While the interior is of but one-story, 

there is a large covered balcony with awning above the entrance, which adds much to the 

general appearance and which is suggestive of Latin-American architecture. The Pavilion 

of Guatemala is in the group with Austria and Sweden north of Administration Avenue. 

Its next door neighbor is the reproduction of part of the National Palace of the Argentine 

Republic. The interior is so divided and occupied as to represent the dignity of the Gov¬ 

ernment of Guatemala and to serve purposes of utility. The building is nearly a square. 

There are two principal interior sections. On the west side is an attractively furnished 

cafe established to better acquaint the World's Fair visitors with the merits of the coffee of 

Guatemala. Here the berry is treated and the beverage produced and served after methods 

which the Guatemalan commission feel do justice to one of the chief products of the country. 

The other section of the building contains displays intelligently arranged, of forestry, 

India rubber, wheat and medicinal plants. The woods include 217 varieties. A 

bust of Manuel Estrada Cabrera, President of Guatemala, occupies a central position. 



HE PAVILION OF NICARAGUA.—Typical architecture of Central America is 

represented in the pavilion of Nicaragua. The building is not large but in the midst 

of tropical plants and flowers it receives its full share of popular notice. It is rectangular 

and two stories in height. On the arch of the main entrance is the coat of arms of the nation. 

Within is the large court, universal in the architecture of Central American Republics, and 

known among Latin-Americans as the patio. On the lower floor of the building is a large 

half for displays of the country. Flowers brought from Nicaragua and replanted by native 

gardeners are cultivated in beds close to the walls of the building. The garden is character¬ 

istic of Latin-American taste. The location of the Nicaragua Pavilion is a central on on the 

Place of Nations. One front is on the broad Olympian Way which ileads to the Field of 

Physical Culture. Next door neighbors to Nicaragua are the quaint typical House of Siam 

on one side and the high-domed, imposing, capitol-like structure of Brazil on the other. 

The Trianon of France is across the Olympian Way, while opposite, on the other front, is 

the Orangery of Great Britain. The close copying of historical and typical architecture of 

the respective countries gives great variety to their World’s Fair buildings. Of the more 

than twenty buildings of foreign nations no two are alike. The dissimilarity is striking. 
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HE GOVERNMENT PALACE OF ARGENTINE .— Near the Administration 

Building and facing the Austrian pavilion, the Argentine Republic has reproduced 

for its national pavilion two stories of the Government Palace at Buenos Ayres. The build¬ 

ing occupies a space one hundred feet square and presents a very attractive appearance. 

The two stories of the building are arranged in suitable apartments which admit of a large 

central chamber where receptions and gatherings may be held. 1 he smaller rooms are occu¬ 

pied as offices by the Commission. For the furnishing of the pavilion the Argentine Re¬ 

public sent products of its own manufacture so that the structure stands not only as a 

faithful copy of an official building but throughout its interior gives to the public correct 

impressions of Argentine raw material and of Argentine industries. The decorations of the 

building are suggested by the taste and styles of the Republic. In the gardens surrounding 

the building plants and especially flowers abound, brought from various states of the Argen¬ 

tine. Many of them are not found anywhere else in the World’s Fair grounds and are of 

much interest to visitors. The Republic of Argentine is well represented at the World’s 

Fair, not only in respect to natural and developed resources but by many of its citizens. 

The exhibits of palace, people and productions are interesting object lessons to all visitors. 
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HE IMPERIAL JAPANESE GARDEN.—With the building material brought 

from their own country, with the trained dwarf trees, results of many centuries of 

development in their own landscape art, the Japanese have produced upon a hillside one 

of the most attractive garden spots at the World’s Fair. In detail it is accurately typical of 

Japan. The little hills and waterfalls, the miniature lakes and bridges, are characteristic of 

that country. The flowers and vines and shrubbery are selected as far as possible from 

those familiar to Japanese eyes and help to make perfect the reproduction of a Japanese 

garden. In the principal Japanese pavilion with its curved roofs was used the building 
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material brought from Japan. The native carpenters followed a style of architecture 400 

years old, known as Daimyo's Goten. The roofs project one above another. The building 

looks strong and substantial and at the same time is gracefully symmetrical. The building 

shown in the picture is the Observation Cottage modeled after a garden house of the Shogun 

residence in the Tokugawa Dynasty of 200 years ago. In the distance is seen the Observa¬ 

tion Wheel, necessary to a comprehensive view of the World's Fair. Beyond the Observa¬ 

tion Cottage rises the south front of the Palace of Machinery. Upon the lawns and 

about the little waterways are pieces of out of door sculpture brought from Japan. 



HE GARDENS OF JAPAN.—Seven large buildings with a number of pagodas, 

all included in a large garden, go to make impressive and attractive the reservation 

given Japan. The main building or pavilion is a reproduction of “Shishinden, the palace 

of Tokio, in which the Japanese Emperor grants State audiences. There are, of interest 

scarcely secondary to the National Building, a Formosa tea pavilion, a Tea Articles Show 

structure, a Kinkaka tea house, a Japanese bazar, a commissioners office building. Much 

of the material which entered into the construction, such as tiles, carvings and other dis¬ 

tinctive features, were brought from Japan, whence also came carpenters, gardeners, and 
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other skilled workers to make of the reservation a typical part of Japan. There is no better 

or more attractive representation of a people in their industries, their pastimes, modes of 

dress, manner and methods of living—in their social observance and customs—in all the 

Exposition, than is afforded in these beautiful picturesque gardens. They furnish a most 

interesting study and attract more than ordinary attention, which is especially due to that 

people in view of the fact, at least in part, that Japan has in recent period dawned upon the 

world as a people great in peaceful avocations—in material progress—and heroic and 

enterprising in war. No part of the Exposition is more attractive than the Japanese exhibits. 



IAM Ben Chama Temple is copied in the National pavilion of the Land of the White 

Elephant. It is conspicuous in the Place of Nations, between two American Repub¬ 

lics—Mexico and Nicaragua. The ground plan of the historic structure reproduced is a 

Greek cross. A high pitched roof, entirely unlike any other foreign building, denotes typi¬ 

cal Siamese architecture. From the highest point the ridge poles come down in a curve to 

the eaves. At the end of the pole is a pointed ornament fashioned as is customary on tem¬ 

ples of Siam. Three gables rise one above another on each wing, the ridge of each gable 

showing the pointed ornament A Siamese garden, in charge of native Siamese gardeners, 

surrounds the pavilion. Entrance is between towering red flag poles each surmounted 

by a Siamese gong ornamented with gilded metal. The roofing is unique ; it is of felt held 

in place at the top by zig zag lines of brass washers. With the exception of an executive 

office the interior is one great room. There are no posts, the roof is carried on trusses 

fashioned on Siamese building ideas. These trusses are painted red and stenciled with 

gold ornaments. In the staff decorations the elephant, the sacred animal of Siam, is molded. 

The National flag which flies above the pavilion has a white elephant upon a red field- 

Plants and flowers of Siam are cultivated on the reservation by a native gardener. 
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TpjNDI ANA. At the junction of Commonwealth and Colonial avenues, occupying one of 

^ the most central locations on the Plateau of States, is the Indiana Building. Arkansas 

is on the opposite side of Colonial avenue while Iowa is the near neighbor across Common¬ 

wealth avenue. The ground rises from the avenue; the building is reached by terraces. 

The facade upon Colonial avenue is one hundred and thirty-five feet long. The main en¬ 

trance is by a portico in the center of the north front. On the east and west ends are porches 

sixteen feet wide and extending across the ends of the building. Both before and after 

meridian time visitors in numbers can find refreshing shade on one or the other of these 

end porches. Three doors open from the front portico into a lounging hall. This lobby for 

general use is fifty-two feet long and twenty-five feet wide, with lofty ceiling. There are 

rooms on the first floor for checking, for the custodian and for the post office. A wide 

stairway leads from the rear of the lounging hall to a landing beyond which is a reading and 

music room forty-three feet long. A lunch room is on the first floor below. A State reception 

room, fifty feet in length, on the second floor contains many interesting historical relics. 

The second floor also contains a Governor’s suite and rooms for the commissioners and other 

officials. Over the grand staircase rises a dome of stained glass which is part of the roof. 
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HE HOSTESS OF STATES. -Nothing has been overlooked to equip the Mansion of Missouri for its uses as the chief place of hospitality among the States. The wannest days of midsummer are relieved 

of their discomfort. A refrigerating plant installed in the basement has the capacity to reduce the temperature in the building to 70 degrees even when the mercury may be in the nineties outside. A twenty 

horse power motor operates a fan blowing air over frosted coils upward into the rooms. A thirty horse power motor runs the compressor which condenses the ammonia for cooling purposes. The Hall of State 

occupying the central part of the mansion shows notable mural decoration. The dome is forty-three feet in diameter. The inner surface is covered with paintings, executed on canvas and then placed. LaSalle is 
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followed by a retinue in the costumes of the period when the Province of Louisiana was explored. A large figure personifies France presenting the Key symbolizing the transfer of the Province to the United 

States. Indians are shown in combat with settlers. There are figures symbolical of progress, science, poetry, art, and finally, above all, a floating figure of Victory blowing a trumpet. Just where the base of the 

dome meets the walls of the rotunda are paintings illustrative of the pre-historic, the barbaric, the pioneer and the civilized periods of the Louisiana Territory. The formal opening of this state pavilion occurred 

cu the third of June and was characterized by one of the most notable military pageants during the Exposition. Those who witnessed will never forget the scene when the West Pomt_cadets marched by. 
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CORNER. OF COLONIAL AVENUE.—The picture herewith presented shows 

the beginning of Colonial Avenue where it leaves Commonwealth. It illustrates the 

abundant forest growth of the Plateau of States and shows the distribution of State Build- 

ings in such manner as to preserve the trees. On one side of the picture is shown a corner 

of the elaborately ornamented building of Indiana with its terrace. In the center of the 

picture appears the front of the building of Arkansas. While farther down the Avenue a 

side view of Connecticut. Through the tree tops rises the dome of Pennsylvania’s splendid 

structure. Colonial Avenue descends by easy grade to the Gulch where it becomes The 

Trail. Colonial Avenue presents one of the most attractive vistas of many afforded by the 

Plateau of States. Each site has its magnificent forest trees and other advantages. Each 

State has embellished its grounds after the ideas of the respective Commissioners and each 

State Building contains some historic relics or artistic productions which are associated with 

that Commonwealth ; for example, in Nevada’s Building hangs the whip lash which Hank 

Monk, the stage driver, used when he drove Horace Greeley over the mountains to keep an 

engagement. Under the lash is a cartoon that was famous nearly half a century ago with 

the words of Hank Monk, “Keep your seat, Mr. Greeley, and I will get you there on time.” 



EART OF THE PLATEAU OF STATES. —The junction of Commonwealth 

and Colonial Avenues may properly be called the heart of the Tlateau of States. 

More World s Fair capitols can be seen from that point of view than perhaps from any 

other. Washington’s headquarters at Morristown, New Jersey, is the center of a collection 

of reproductions by the States. A very good view of it is presented in the center of the 

picture with its nearest neighbor, Beauvoir, the Mississippi Building, once the home of 

Jefferson Davis, The typical old Southern home of Arkansas is near by with its neighbor, 

the colonial mansion of Connecticut. The Massachusetts combination of several historic 

structures is in view, as well as Rhode Island’s close copy of the best in the days of the Provi¬ 

dence Plantations. It was on entering the Rhode Island Building that a lady exclaimed : 

“Why, this is the stairway in my grandfather’s old home.” From the heart of the Plateau of 

States one can count a score of these State and Territorial Buildings. There are more than 

forty of them within the ground?. They are hospitably open to all comers, but more espe¬ 

cially the people of the States respectively. Commissioners and hostesses are on duty con¬ 

tinuously. Reading and writing rooms and other conveniences are maintained. Members 

of families, friends from the same locality, make their State building their rendezvous. 
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HE SOUTH END OF COMMONWEALTH AVENUE. —Utah, Indian Terri¬ 

tory, Arizona and Mississippi form a group at the south end of Commonwealth 

Avenue. No two of the four structures have anything in common architecturally. Utah’s 

building conveys the impression of hospitality as the motive and comfort as the result. It 

is supplied with restful furniture of mission style, with soft carpets of pleasing tints. A 

painting of that reposeful body of water, the Great Salt Lake, is on the wall. The Govern¬ 

or’s flag which hangs from the balcony shows on a purple background the eagle with spread¬ 

ing wings, the beehive which is Utah's emblem of industry, and the lily. Just across a 

short stretch of turf is low-roofed, wide verandahed Beauvoir with its collection of relics 

of Jefferson Davis. Perhaps the most notable of these reminders is a piano which was a 

prized possession of the Davis family for nearly a hundred years. It was made in Leipsic 

for the mother of Jefferson Davis. The keys are stained with use and yellowed with age- 

The mahogany veneer has cracked and peeled away leaving a ragged surface. The instru¬ 

ment, battered and worn beyond use, stands the silent monument of a lost chord in Ameri¬ 

can politics, a pathetic reminder of a lost cause in war. Old fashioned sideboards, antique 

punch bowls and quaint china closets are among the relics gathered from Mississippi homes. 
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HERE CONSTITUTION AVENUE BEGINS.—Maryland, Montana and Okla- 

homa have sites on Constitution Avenue which is one of the thoroughfares of the 

Plateau of States. The association is in accordance with the fitness of things. The State of 

the Colonial period, the State of the latter days and the territory which hopes soon to be a 

State are grouped. From the upper balcony inside the Oklahoma Buildings hangs the ban¬ 

ner of purple satin with the words “Oklahoma is but fifteen years old. The art gallery of 

the Oklahoma Building contains the portraits of its five Governors. Perhaps the youth of 

the territory was what suggested to the Commission to provide chairs for children. Okla* 
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homa is the only building on the Plateau of States which has a number of little chairs for 

children. This thoughtfulness includes a baby buggy to be loaned to the first mother arriv¬ 

ing every morning with a child too small to walk. In the reading room for gentlemen is a 

table with a top twelve feet long made from a single slab of Oklahoma wood. This table, 

and the chairs which belong with it, manufactured in arts and crafts style, are the handi¬ 

work of the students of the Agriculture and Mechanical School at Stillwater. A native: 

cotton plant in [blossom and a picture of Captain Dave Paine, the original Oklahoma 

boomer, are among the objects to which the Oklahoma hostess points with pride. 



TREASURY OF COLONIAL HISTOFY. —The lovers of Colonial relics find 

wide field for the exercise of their affections on that part of the Plateau of States 

where stands the building of Massachusetts, shown just beyond Minnesota in the picture. 

The exterior of the home of the Bay State at the Exposition reproduces parts of several his¬ 

toric mansions. The identity of the building is impressed by the motto across the front of 

it, “Ense petit placidam sub libertate quietem,” which may be translated, “By the sword she 

seeks repose settled under liberty.” The interior abounds in reminders of the history of 

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The true son seldom speaks of the State ; it is “the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.” The first apartment entered is a great hall which re¬ 

produces the Senate Chamber in the Old State House in Boston. In one of the side rooms, 

which really form part of the main hall and are reproductions of similar rooms in the orig¬ 

inal building, hangs a picture of the Battle of Lexington by Sandham, bearing the title 

“Dawn of Liberty.” The upper floor contains an historical room occupied by relics beyond 

price loaned for exhibit at the Exposition. Ear rings which were buried during the Revo¬ 

lution, a piece of embroidery done by Rose Standish on the Mayflower, the pipe which 

Miles Standish smoked in 1622—these are some of the mementoes of New England history. 
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VV^IOM MONWEALTH AVENUE.—The north and south thoroughfare of the Plateau 

of States is well named. The forest stretches away on either side. In the openings 

among the trees are the State Buildings, two scores of them. Commonwealth Avenue has 

its beginning on Government Hill. It passes under the imposing galleries of Missouri’s 

mansion and angles in front of the frowning wall of the Cabildo. Wisconsin scozy cottage 

is on the right and the grove which sets off the architecture of the Missouri Building is on 

the left. Then come Ohio and New York set back to give due impression of their palatial 

proportions. The New York building faces 300 feet on the avenue. The Ohio building is 

almost as spacious. Commonwealth Avenue divides to give room for a strip of lawn and a 

fountain, flowers and landscape effects. Massachusetts and Minnesota are on one side, 

Kansas is on the other. The two branches spread to give site for the World’s Fair Capitol 

of Iowa. The branches of the Avenue continue southward and converge again between the 

intramural station and the Inside Inn. Arizona, New Jersey, Michigan, Mississippi and 

Indian Territory are grouped near the southern terminus of the avenue. Curving, angling 

and dividing, the thoroughfare of the States extends for half a mile. On the Plateau of 

States visitors find quiet for nerves, rest for muscles and a feast for the artistic sense. 
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HE OLD CABILDO REPRODUCED.—A faithful copy of the Cabildo as it 

was when it did duty in the capacity of Government House for the Province of 

Louisiana one hundred and one years ago is the structure which represents the Pelican 

state as World’s Fair headquarters and house of comfort. The original of this construction, 

of Eighteenth century architecture, still in use in New Orleans, one of the oldest buildings 

in the Mississippi Valley, is a Mecca for all sons and daughters of the Purchase. It is the 

reproduction of the stage setting for the scene of 1803 which furnished the vitalizing motive 

for the Universal Exposition of 1904. The world has moved since the Columbian Exposition 

at Chicago in 1893. The United States has moved faster. But to the sentiment prompting 

celebration of a great centennial rather than to the time-keeping of physical and industrial 

progress within the past decade is to be credited this World s Fair. Under the trees and 

within the portales shown in the picture Louisianians gather to rest and to read and to 

to meet in social intercourse. Above the lower floor which is given up to the reading and 

reception rooms and to the general Exposition purposes, is the hall where assembled the 

representatives of France and the United States to carry out the provisions of the treaty 

and to transfer the sovereignty of a province which doubled the area of the United States. 



HE BIRTHPLACE OF DANIEL WEBSTER-A plain two-story house, 

without cornice, without porch, occupies a rather secluded site on the edge of the 

Plateau of States. It has a high-pitched roof, weatherboarded sides, old-fashioned windows 

with small panes of glass. It might be mistaken quite naturally for a miners boarding 

house and associated with the Gulch which is just across the road. Least attractive of the 

half hundred buildings of the States, this structure would be passed without a second 

glance or thought but for the sign above the middle door New Hampshire, Birthplace of 

Daniel Webster.” Mention of the State is not unnecessary. That sign board conveys to 

many an Exposition visitor the first information that the Godlike Daniel was not a native 

of the Commonwealth with which his name and his fame are inseparably associated. The 

Salisbury, where he first saw the light, is in New Hampshire. And New Hampshire wish¬ 

ing to be represented at the Universal Exposition by an historic structure reproduced this 

early home of Webster. The interior contains much quaint New England furniture. There 

are mahogany tables and old fashioned sideboards and straight backed chairs of one hun¬ 

dred years ago. More than half a century has passed since Webster, at the age of 

seventy, died, but the “Dartmouth College Case” and the “Reply to Hayne” still live. 
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EW YORK. —The empire State is represented by one of the most imposing structures 

ever erected at an Exposition. It has a front of over 300 feet on Commonwealth 

Avenue. It stands on an elevation in the most beautiful part of the grounds. On one side 

stretches the high plateau, heavily wooded, and on the other is a long gentle slope of lawn 

with forest trees scattered over it. The building is on a podium or promenade enriched 

with balustrades and vases. The design is colonial. Through the center is a hall sixty 

feet wide. This hall extends to the full height of the building, being arched and domed, 

having galleries around the second story. On the right of the rotunda is a great state room 

sixty feet long and fifty feet in width. The other portions of the building are subdivided 

into suitable rooms for recreation for business purposes. The architect evidently had in 

view the uses of the building for hospitality upon a scale commensurate with the dignity 

of the state. New York does not forget her relation to the Louisiana Purchase. There is a 

wall inscription reading “Robert R. Livingston of New York, Minister to France, 1801-1805, 

inaugurated the negotiations for the Louisiana Purchase and was the first to sign the treaty." 

In the gallery of the second floor is an organ which cost $50,000 and is used for recitals. The 

sculpture includes a fountain which represents “A River God Controlling His Sea Horses.” 
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ENNSYLVAN1A.—Overlooking Colonial Avenue the Keystone State has erected a 

building which classes with those of New York, Missouri and Illinois as among the 

largest on the Grounds. The facade on the avenue has a length of 226 feet. The depth of 

the building is 105 feet. The cost was $75,000. While staff and plaster, temporary materials, 

constitute the exterior construction, there is within much elaborate and costly finish in 

native woods aud stone. Porches with colonnade effects extend along the sides of the 

building. An immense square dome in the center covers a rotunda. The building is two 

stories in height. It has on the first floor beside the rotunda, a reception room for men, a 

smoking room and office rooms. The grand staircase is one of the features of the building. 

On the second floor are a large auditorium and an art gallery. Forty portraits of distin¬ 

guished Pennsylvanians are shown. In the rotunda are pictures of public buildings, park 

scenes and interesting features of Pennsylvania cities. The silver service made on the order 

of the State for presentation to the warship Pennsylvania is on exhibition. As becomes the 

producer of nearly half of the present mineral output of the country, Pennsylvania is a lead¬ 

ing exhibitor in minerals. This position of mineral supremacy among the States is sug¬ 

gested as well by pictures and models and various displays in the Pennsylvania building. 
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LLINOIS.-A conspicuous site coupled with imposing architecture makes the build¬ 

ing of Illinois one of the most observed. The site is on the brow of a hill and almost 

the center of the grounds. The building is large. It has a broad verandah completely sur¬ 

rounding it. It is crowned by a square dome. Statues of Lincoln and Grant stand at the 

main entrance. On each side of the drum of the dome are immense sculptural groups sym¬ 

bolic of agriculture and other industries. The exterior finish is elaborate. The building 

worthily stands for the World's Fair capital of a great state. By the main entrance the way 

is into a rotunda extending upward from the mosaic floor and reaching the vaulted dome. 
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Beyond the rotunda is a great state room for assembly purposes. It is si xty feet long by 

fifty feet wide, having a foyer and stage. The ceiling of the state room is deeply panelled- 

The walls are ornamented with mural paintings. Upon a frieze six feet wide, epical in de- 

sign, is pictured the history of Illinois from the pioneer period to the present stage of 

development. The dimensions of the Illinois Building are 198 feet length by 144 feet width. 

In addition to the great rotunda and the state room, there are suites of parlors, rooms for 

smoking and writing, and for a fiospital. A notable feature is a suite set apart for occupancy by 

the Governor of the State. Much interesting material is on exhibition in the Illinois Building- 



ENTUCKY. On g ground, just above the plain where the exhibit palaces stand, 

is the site of “New Kentucky Home.” The legislature of this state was slow in rec¬ 

ognizing the desirability of being represented at the World s Fair. Public spirited citizens 

organized, raised a large sum of money by voluntary contribution and completed this New 

Kentucky Home before an appropriation was made. When the legislature did act it was 

to follow the appropriation with an immediate trip to St. Louis for the purpose of dedicat¬ 

ing the completed building. The New Kentucky Home is a structure to inspire pride. It 

abounds in porches and verandahs, from which are obtained views of many interesting 

buildings and scenes. It has entrances on all sides. These entrances are flanked with 

groups of sculpture representing in symbolized form, mines, forestry, manufactures, agricul¬ 

ture and horticulture. By any one of the entrances the visitor comes immediately into a 

large reception hall sixty feet long with a hardwood floor. On the second floor the rooms 

at one end are arranged so that they can be opened into a large banquet hall. The building 

is three stories in height. From the third floor there are passages to outer galleries forming 

the roofs of the porches. The New Kentucky Home stands upon a blue grass lawn, in the 

wooded portion of the park, almost surrounded by oaks, Kentucky hospitality is dispensed. 
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RKANSAS. —At the forks of the roads—Commonwealth and Colonial Avenues—is an 

example of what the architects call Georgian. In the two scores of State buildings 

there is none other like it. The color is glistening white, much esteemed, in the midst of 

luxuriant southern vegetation. The architecture is popular in Arkansas. There are Georgian 

mansions in little interior towns of Arkansas where the railroad whistle was never heard. 

The traveler over the Ozarks Uplift not infrequently comes by a sudden turn of the road 

upon a full and surprising view of one of these quaint, high-columned projecting-roofed 

creations. The building of Arkansas at the World's Fair is strongly suggestive of the State’s 

typical architecture, a fact not wholly appreciated save by those who have traversed the 

more interesting and long settled parts of the State. Broad, sweeping verandahs are on all 

sides to catch the breeze. The floor of the reception hall is of native polished woods. Above 

the rich empire green tint of the walls is a wide border on which are apple boughs and 

blossoms [done by hand. The apple blossom is the floral emblem of Arkansas. A highly 

polished mantel of Eureka Springs onyx suggests the resources of the Ozarks. The hearth of 

the open fire place is set with specimens of the native marbles of the State. Beautiful quartz 

crystals, sometimes called “Hot Springs diamonds," are conspicuous in decorative pieces 
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ANSAS.—The Kansas Building occupies one of the choice locations on the Plateau 

of States. It faces on Commonwealth Avenue, just south of the New York Building. 

Between the two structures is Constitution Avenue, one of the main thoroughfares across 

the Plateau of States. Just south of the Kansas site Commonwealth Avenue curves to the 

westward. This gives to Kansas practically three fronts - east, north and south. To the 

west are the forest trees covering one of the most beautiful slopes of the World’s Fair 

Grounds. No more attractive site could be found on the Plateau. The architect of Kansas 

has improved-the advantages. The building fronts one hundred and twenty-five feet on 

Commonwealth Avenue and eighty feet on Constitution Avenue. It is two stories in height 

and contains a large, central hall. There are three general entrances corresponding to the 

fronts. As the picture shows, Kansas, with due regard to the summer climate, has pro¬ 

vided an abundance of porch room. Under grateful shelter it is possible to sit and view 

the passing show at any hour of the day ; orone can take the western side of the house and 

commune with nature in its most charming form. The building cost upwards of $30,000.00. 
It is comfortably furnished and takes rank with the best of the State Buildings. Kansas 
enjoys the additional advantage of being on the through carriage and automobile drive. 
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REGON- Fort Clatsop reproduced, both in buildings and stockade, represents at the 

same time the State of Oregon and the Lewis and Clark Exposition of 1905. Fort 

Clatsop was near the mouth of the Columbia River. It was built by Lewis and Clark the 

winter previous to the return march of the exploring party to St. Louis. This fort was the 

first building constructed in the Oregon country by white men. The reproduction is very 

primitive in appearance and presumably true to history. It is a block house with wings. 

In the rear is a stockade eleven feet high and pointed at the top as precaution against scaling. 

The stockade is pierced with loop holes. It has a hood or roof inside to protect from bad 
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weather or missiles the sentries on guard at the loop holes. The block house withover¬ 

hanging bastions is of logs, roofed with slabs called snakes,” split from Oregon trees. 

Above the block house rises the belvedere or lookout, reached by a primitive stairway. 

It was the provision against surprise by the savages. Heavy gates in the stockade, made of 

split slabs, afford entrance. Loop holes in the floor of the overhanging bastions command 

the sides of the stockade Wooden pins fasten the frame work of logs. Dry moss is 

used to chink the cracks. The interior of the wings departs from the period of Lewis 

and Clark to show the possibilities of beautiful finish in the hard woods of Oregon. 



An elevator rises from the center. The building is 114 feet in height to the base of a 

flag pole which rises 50 feet higher. It is entirely of wood. The outer octagonal 

walls are of yellow pine. The interior finish is the finer grained woods of the state. 

The floors are supported by the timbers at the eight corners. Washington solved a 

problem of the states. There was much rivalry for locations which overlooked the 

exhibit palaces. Such sites were few. The Plateau of States is a heavily wooded 

part of the grounds. The wigwam of Washington rises above the tallest trees and 

overtops everything but the observation wheel and the wireless telegraph stations. 
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m HE WIGWAM OF WASHINGTON.—The building of the State of Wash¬ 

ington is a combination of three purposes accomplished. Its gigantic timbers 

stand an impressive monument to the forestry resources of the state. The fifth story, 

ninety feet from the ground, affords a birdseye view of the Exposition. The struc¬ 

ture fulfills all of the ordinary uses of a state building. Eight great timbers 

rise from the ground, coming together in an apex. They furnish the framework on 

which is constructed an eight sided pyramid. Each of the eight timbers is of one 

piece 90 feet long, and about two feet thick. Each of the five stories is r. single room. 



JJIO.—On a gentle knoll, in the midst of oak, maple, beech, the branches of which 

over-top the roof, is the building of Ohio with Commonwealth avenue on the west 

and the Intramural Railway passing along the east front. Six large columns extend to the 

full height of the building on the west side ; through them is the way to the entrance which 

leads into the main rotunda. On the east side there is another large entrance opening into 

the rotunda from the terrace. Stairways on either side of the east entrance lead to the sec¬ 

ond floor. From the rotunda a corridor extends northward with a sitting room for ladies, 

a circular bay and a fire-place. From the sitting room a door leads out upon a closed porch. 
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The Ohio Commission has overlooked nothing, even adding to the accommodations a room 

to be used for a hospital in case of emergency. On the second floor are the offices of the 

Commission, a room of state and other apartments. The building of Ohio is large 

having a length of one hundred and eighty-eight feet. With touches of color and with gold 

leaf the architect has enchanced the beauty of the construction. Wide porches and prome¬ 

nades materially increase the capacity for comfort and entertainment. The low domed roof 

and the immense columns give a distinctive character to Ohio’s building even in 

such varied exercise of architectural genius and skill as the Plateau of States presents. 



EXAS.—The Lone Star furnished the idea for the architect of the Texas Building. 

The structure is in the shape of an immense five-pointed star with a dome rising one 

hundred and thirty-two feet from the ground. In every way the building suggests the 

immensity of the Lone Star State. The five points necessitate ten walls. At the base of 

every point is an entrance approached by a flight of steps. The entrances have heavy ves- 

tibuled doors. The panels of glass in these doors are in the form of a star. The center of 

the building is a large rotunda, seventy-five feet in diameter. In the rotunda are massive 

columns. Opening upon the rotunda are the rooms of the commissioners and the general 
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manager, the reading rooms, the ladies parlor. The rooms on the second floor are furnished 

in native woods and marbles of Texas. The building measures 274 feet from point to point 

of the Star. Panels between the first and second story windows bear the names of distin¬ 

guished Texans. The double columns with arches at each of the five points stand for the 

five leading industries of the State. Supported by these columns, above the cornice, on 

paneled bases, are statues of the heroes of Texas history. The decorations of the entrances 

are pleasing. Texas chose a location away from the Plateau of States. The site is near the 

Palace of Art with views of the domes and towers and obelisks of the other exhibit palaces. 



ONTANA. —One of the most comfortable of the State Buildings is that erected by 

Montana. It covers an area 124 feet by 90 feet. It is adapted in every way to the 

entertainment and pleasure of the people of Montana. The building has four large entran¬ 

ces, the main entrance in the front being made a strong feature of the facade. A wide flight 

of stairs leads up to this entrance, which opens into a vestibule richly decorated with col¬ 

umns and beams. The reception hall is open to the dome, a height of thirty-six feet above 

the floor. Windows open into the rotunda giving an abundance of light. Drinking foun¬ 

tains are placed in the lower hall. The construction is such that windows and doors on all 

sides can be thrown wide to catch the breeze. In front and on both sides are comfortable 

porches. The exterior walls are of wood, differing from the staff construction employed by 

many state commissions. The wooden sheathing is covered with stucco and that is colored 

an old ivory white. On each side of the front entrance are parlors. The Montana Building 

is on the wooded slope overlooking “The Gulch.” It commands a view of the derricks, 

shafts, smelters and other features of the outside mining and metallurgy exhibits. Under 

the shelter of the broad porches surrounded by trees aud lawn, with the noise and the activi¬ 

ties of “The Gulch” across the way the Montana people feel the surroundings to be homelike. 
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AINE.—In the heavily wooded part of the World’s Fair site, where the surroundings 

are in harmony, stands the building of Maine. It is an immense log cabin. The 

material was brought from Maine ; the roof is covered with shaved shingles from Maine. 

Westerners accustomed to log cabins of homestead dimensions, are amazed at the propor¬ 

tions. The Maine cabin is two stories in height. The entrance in the center opens into a 

spacious hall. This hallway is forty feet long by twenty-four feet in width. At the end 

of it is a huge fireplace built of stone with old-fashioned settees on either side. A gallery 

over the entrance doorway connects the two wings on the second floor. On the right of 

the entrance is a staircase to the upper floor, constructed of logs and poles. On the left is 

the information bureau and the offices of the Commission. Beyond the information bureau 

is a room forty-nine feet long provided with a stone fireplace. The cabin is 140 feet long 

by 63 feet in width. The timber was cut in Maine ; the building was put together there, 

taken to pieces, brought to the World’s Fair grounds and reconstructed by Maine lumber¬ 

men. It is intended to illustrate outdoor and camping life of the Maine woods. By displays 

of various kinds the hunting and fishing attractions of Maine are comprehensively pre¬ 

sented. From the second story an extensive view of the surrounding woods is obtained. 
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ICHIGAN.—The Plateau of States is traversed north and south by two main avenues, 

Commonwealth and Federal. On east and west lines these principal thoroughfares are 

connected by Colonial and Constitution Avenues and Government Terrace. Upon these 

avenues which depart from straight lines and conform to the slopes and inequalities of the 

Plateau are the half hundred State and Territorial buildings. It is quite proper that Fed¬ 

eral and Commonwealth, extending westwardly from Government Hill, should be the main 

arteries of the reservations of the States. The Building of Michigan is in a group with 

Washington and Louisiana, fronting upon the Government Terrace. Of Colonial style of 

architecture, the building was planned for the comfort of those who make use of it. The 

double verandas are evidence of the intention to make utility the chief consideration. 

At the same time there has been produced a building which, in attractiveness, is not ex¬ 

celled by any State structure on the grounds. Contributions of material from Michigan 

manufacturers enter largely into the construction so that the building is not only a house of 

comfort for Michigan people but an exhibit of Michigan resources of Michigan manufactur¬ 

ers to visitors. That the plans were well conceived has been demonstrated by the successful 

use of the Michigan building for some of the most notable functions on the Plateau of States. 
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OUTHERLAND. THE HOME OF GEORGIANS.—Georgia’s building is a 

typical mansion of the best class in that state. It can be found, with minor varia¬ 

tions, in Atlanta, in Macon, in Rome and in other cities and towns of Georgia. The man¬ 

sion chosen as the model for this building was the home of General John B. Gordon. 

Perhaps more interesting than the building itself are the contents. Every article of furni¬ 

ture, the carpets and even the decorations are said to be products of Georgia industries. 

The building was constructed, in.the main, of material brought from Georgia. The interior 

finish is of famous Georgia curly pine. The chairs and tables, of the mission style, in the 

reception room are of Georgia manufacture. Among the art objects which adorn the walls 

is an oil portrait of General Gordon and a portrait of Governor Hammond, who was the 

governor of the Province of Louisiana appointed by Thomas Jefferson after the acquisition. 

Many water colors by Georgia artists have .places upon the walls. General Gordon’s home 

was known as “Southerland.” That is the name by which the Georgia state building is 

frequently designated. The picture shows the hospitable front of the building, enhanced 

by a splendid oak which, with good fortune, stood in just the spot to make the approach 

attractive. The grounds surrounding Southerland are improved in typical Georgia manner. 
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EW MEXICO'S QUAINT BUILDING.—The architectural diversity of the 

World’s Fair grows upon acquaintance. The visitor realizes at the outset that there 

are many styles of buildings. There is no sameness in the exhibit palaces. Each has its 

distinctive character. This is apparent upon first sight. But as the visitor walks about 

the two square miles of territory and along the sixty-five miles of roadways, day after day, 

the impression of the diversity in construction increases. It applies to the smaller struc¬ 

tures even more strongly than to the larger. No two state buildings are alike. Each is of 

its own class. Upon the Plateau of States one comes upon surprises, often after it has 

seemed as if the architectural variety of the World’s Fair had been exhausted. On Federal 

Avenue at the intersection of Constitution Avenue is one of the notable and agreeable dis¬ 

coveries in the quaint building erected by the territory of New Mexico. The Government 

of New Mexico, as a reminder of its interesting and ancient civilization, antedating settle¬ 

ments on the Atlantic Coast, has erected a building of the Mission style, with its regulation 

absence of cornice and its severe plainness of walls, whether of masonry or of adobe. The 

building is among the smaller class, as becomes a territory, but it is handsomely furnished 

and contains many evidences of the territory’s wealth in precious ores and beautiful gems. 
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?|OUTH DAKOTA’S WORLD’S FAIR HOME.—In a group on the slope south- 

2=1 ward from Cascade Gardens, with Texas and Kentucky and Oregon for near neighbors, 

is located the building of South Dakota. The pavilion is a structure of two stories having 

a front of 86 feet with large porticos at the entrances. The original intention of the South 

Dakota people was to construct a “corn palace,” making the outer walls of corn rather than 

of staff. This plan was modified and the use of agricultural products for architectural 

decorations was confined to the interior. In the main reception hall of the building the 

walls are almost entirely hidden with beautiful designs made from corn and other grains. 
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The decorations include heads of animals constructed from the grains of the state. Even 

the ceiling emphasizes South Dakota’s agricultural wealth. The picture gives a very good 

idea of the pleasant surroundings of South Dakota in lawn and flowers and oaks. A short 

distance from the site is The Gulch in which South Dakota has a gold reduction plant treat¬ 

ing the ores of the Black Hills. This plant includes a stamp mill, and the processes illus¬ 

trated are those of handling the free gold with amalgam and the refractory ore with cyanide. 

This is said to be the only exhibit of the cyanide process ever made at an exposition. It is 

expected that this plant will reduce several hundred tons of ore during the Exposition. 
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DAHO.—A bungalow is the style of architecture chosen by Idaho. The building is 

one story, the outer walls of cream color staff and the roof red Spanish tiling. The 

ten rooms are arranged on the four sides of an open court or patio, suggesting the Mexican 

hacienda. The outer walls are plain, thus carrying out the impression of Mexican architec¬ 

ture. By reason of the contrast in color of walls and roof the building creates a 

pleasing impression as it is approached. The interior arrangement is interesting. Entrance 

is through the center of the main facade. From the passageway doors open into the various 

rooms. The north side of the building is given to the uses of the women of Idaho. It in- 
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eludes a reception room treated in various shades of sage brush colors. Beyond the ladies’ 

parlor and retiring and dressing rooms and in the rear is a kitchen with a complete outfit 

of range and utensils. On the south side of the passageway and court are the reception 

room for men, a smoking room and the offices of the Commission. What is described as 

the largest single piece of silver ever taken from the ground is one exhibit of Idaho’s min¬ 

eral resources. This nugget weighs more than a ton. It contains sixty percent pure silver. 

Opals in the rough as they are found in the ravines of Idaho furnish the raw material for an 

interesting process. They are cut and polished and transformed intogems full of color and fire. 
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y NDI AN TERRITORY.—At the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893 there were 

——^J represented by buildings fewer than forty states and territories. At the World’s Fair 

of 1904 subdivisions of the United States participating number over fifty. This increase at 

St. Louis is fairly illustrative of the growth and development of the United States. Among 

the parts of this country that were not represented at Chicago was the Indian Territory. A 

decade ago this territory was little more than a dark spot on the map of the United States. 

It is a participant at St. Louis with one of the most pleasing structures on the Plateau of 

States. This is the result, in part, of effort by an organization of commercial bodies and 

progressive citizens and, in part, of a contribution from the United States Government. 

The building is the first one seen from the State Building entrance to the grounds. It is 

two stories high ; covers an area of 109 by 72 feet. The structure has a flat dome with a span 

of 32 feet which is flanked by smaller domes. The entrance is between Doric columns 

supporting a pediment. The first floor is mainly occupied by a large lobby from which 

the staircase leads to the upper floor. Opening upon the lobby are several rooms used 

for exhibit and various exposition purposes. On the second floor is a large assembly hall 

with a stage at one end. The Territory’s resources and population are well represented. 
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Wp EW JERSEY.—Historical sentiment adds charm to the architecture of the Plateau 

of States. New Jersey has reproduced Washington’s Headquarters at Morristown. 

Locally this was better known as “The Old Ford Tavern.” It has a homely, hospitable, low¬ 

browed, roadside look, which prompts a friendly feeling at first sight. A wide porch with 

columns supporting the roof extends across the entire front of eighty-three feet. Small panes 

of glass, dormer windows, outside stone chimneys, weather boarding, green blinds and 

shingled roof attest the fidelity of reproduction. Within are reminders of the tavern’s best 

days. The wall paper and the furniture are colonial. Alexander Hamilton, Lafayette, 
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Stueben and Israel Putnam trod a rag carpet, such as now covers the hall floor, and warmed 

themselves in front of the old-fashioned fireplace. Relics of the Revolutionary period are 

displayed in the large reception room. A stair case leads to Iparlors on the floor above. 

One of the upper rooms is furnished as was Washington’s bed room. A dining room is on 

the second floor. Even the cut glass is of colonial pattern. The collection of antique furniture 

in New Jersey’s Building is one of the most notable at the Fair. To those whose interest in 

things colonial is keen the Old Ford Tavern is a Mecca. Appropriately the World’s Fair 

site of Washington’s Headquarters is where Colonial intersects Commonwealth avenue. 



OWA.—Half a year before the World’s Fair opened the State of Iowa flung to the fall 

breezes on the Plateau a flag above the first completed State building. Some states 

were just raising frame work. Not all had secured and had staked off their sites. Iowa 

was well located to set an example. From the Mansion of Missouri, Commonwealth 

Avenue rises by a gentle slope to the maximum altitude of the World's Fair grounds on the 

south. In front of the Kansas building Commonwealth Avenue divides or forks, the 

branches coming together again in front of the Inside Inn. Between the branches or forks 

stands the building of Iowa looking down the half mile length of Commonwealth Avenue, 

lined with State buildings. The front is one hundred and twenty-five feet long. The main 

entrance in the center of it is under a pediment carried by six immense Corinthian col¬ 

umns. Iowa’s coat of arms is on the front or entablature of the pediment. Through this 

noble approach the way leads into a great rotunda like a Greek cross. The rotunda is open 

to the interior of the dome a height of over one hundred feet. At the ends are semi-circular 

colonnade porticos, two stories high. Promenades surround the building at the ground and 

third story levels. The subdivision of the interior is admirable. It provides a governor s 

suite, commissioners’ rooms, reception parlors, exhibition halls, and press headquarters. 
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ONNECTICUT.—The historic Sigourney Mansion at Hartford was suggested as a 

model when the architect of the Connecticut Building was told to proceed along 

colonial lines. The commission of that State wished to represent at the World’s Fair the 

house of a Connecticut gentleman of the Louisiana Purchase period. It has done so. As 

the house of purest Colonial type neared completion the front entrance from the old 

Slater residence, recently demolished at Norwich, was taken to make the doorway of the 

State Building. Then it was seen how perfectly the architect had carried out the instruc¬ 

tions of the commission. The visitor walks up the approach to a building colonial in every 

detail and steps over a threshold through frame work which did duty one hundred years 

ago. Within, the fidelity to history is maintained. Much of the woodwork of the parlor is 

from interiors of old mansions of Connecticut. Within the ancient doorway the wandering 

nutmeg must feel the spirit of reverence come strong upon him. Through the first hallway 

into a center hallway spacious and deep with wide double stairway beyond he treads softly 

amid reminders of his ancestors. The colonial paneling reaches to the ceiling. The pic¬ 

tures on the walls, one and all, have associations with the State of the Charter Oak. It 

is enough to quicken heart beats and moisten eyes of sons and daughters of Connecticut. 
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HE BUILDING OF WISCONSIN.—“English domestic type” describes in the 

language of the architects the quaint, homelike structure erected by the State of Wis¬ 

consin. There is a terraced court where hollyhocks and like old fashioned flowers grow. 

Wild cucumber and other vines clamber over railings of the porches, surround the columns 

and cover stretches of plastered walls. The red roof adds to the vividness of contrast in 

colors. Wisconsin's building is two stories. The first floor contains the reading room and 

offices. On the second floor are eleven rooms including parlors and rest rooms for ladies. 

A spacious assembly room on the ground floor extends upward through the second floor. 

An abundance of porch room is supplemented by pavilions attached to the corners. One 

of the pavilions is open on all sides. The other has a steep pitched roof, an enclosed 

gable and partially enclosed sides. Steep roof and gable windows are characteristic of the 

main building. The Wisconsin structure is a big, roomy, comfortable looking summer 

home. It invites by its exterior. Upon the porches and within are easy chairs and other 

provisions for rest. Across Commonwealth Avenue is the grove of large forest trees which 

partially veils the Mansion of Missouri. The frowning wall of the Cabildo is adjacent. 

On the south is the fountain and the grove which are parts of New York’s surroundings. 
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HE HOME OF MINNESOTA.—The wide terrace above Commonwealth Avenue 

enhances the appearance of Minnesota’s building. This terrace is a gathering place 

for visitors. It affords a fine view of the Avenue in both directions. Across the Avenue 

is the highly ornamented facade of New York, and a little way to the left the handsome 

structure of Kansas. Greek Byzantine is the style of architecture employed by the Minne¬ 

sota Commission. The building is liberally decorated with staff ornamentation on the in¬ 

terior as well as on the exterior. The general waiting room occupies the front part of the build¬ 

ing with smaller rooms on the first and second floors. A feature of this building is the 

furniture which attracts much attention by reason of the fact that it is the work of the 

Mechanical Schools of the State of Minnesota. Tne official residence life of the Plateau of 

States is a strong characteristic of the World’s Fair. Commissioners find that they planned 

wisely when they provided ample living quarters in their State buildings. When night 

comes these houses of the commonwealths are not turned over to watchmen and care¬ 

takers. The reception rooms are open ; the music of pianos and violins is heard everywhere. 

The verandahs are occupied until a late hour ; there is no rush for the street cars. The 

commissioners and various officials of the states live comfortably within the grounds. 
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KLAHOMA.-At the time of the last World's Fair in this country, the Columbian 

Exposition at Chicago in 1893, Oklahoma was in the “sooner’ state. One of the hand¬ 

somest buildings on the Plateau of States at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition is that 

erected by Oklahoma. It was the second state building completed and dedicated, in the 

presence of its Governor, its Commissioners and a delegation of prominent state officials 

and citizens. The building is two stories high and nearly square. The lower floor furnishes 

room for reception hall and parlors with a well opening to the second story surrounded by 

an ornamental railing. The front of the Oklahoma building is its striking characteristic. 

There are porches for both floors. These porches are partially enclosed by wide ornamented 

arcades. On the lower floor the supporting columns are Corinthian, while on the upper 

floor the broken filigree arches give a Moorish effect. The Oklahoma building was turned 

over to the Governor and the Commission of that Territory entirely complete on the 16th of 

November, nearly six months before the opening of the Exposition. Its location is just 

west of the New York Building. Quite appropriately this progressive, thriving territory 

which is having a struggle for recognition as a state, occupies a half-way site on Constitu¬ 

tion avenue, the connecting link between Federal avenue and Commonwealth avenue. 
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EENNESSEE.—One of the historic state buildings is the Hermitage, the home of An¬ 

drew Jackson, reproduced at the World’s Fair by Tennessee. The Hermitage is well 

suited for the purposes of a State Building. It is pleasing in external appearance. Within 

there is much to commend it. The main structure is two stories in height with commodious 

wings of one story extending on the sides. Six large columns support the double portico 

covering the full length of the main building. The lower floor of this portico is of stone. 

The upper floor is of cedar flooring. ; The hallway, ten feet wide and forty feet long, is a 

notable feature. It ends in a winding stairway strikingly colonial. Extending from the 

east side of the hall is a cross and smaller hallway which opens upon a room furnished as 

was the bed chamber of General Jackson when he died at the age of 78 years, on the 5th of 

January, 1845. Adjoining the bedroom is the library. A portico, similar to the one in front, 

extends across the entire rear of the house and is supported, as is the one in front, by six 

columns. The building is made doubly interesting to visitors by the presence of many 

relics of “Old Hickory.” One of these relics is the historic “eighth of January candle.’’ 

It was found in Cornwallis’ tent after the surrender at Yorktown. It was presented 

to General Jackson. It is lighted on every anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans. 
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ASSACHUSETTS.—The building which stands for the old Bay State is composite. 

It is old colonial in general but old colonial in several details. Its main facade 

is, in part, a reproduction of the old capitol at Boston. The interior presents reproductions 

of the old Massachusetts Senate Chamber and House of Representatives. The porches at 

either end of this building, which is one hundred feet long, are similar to those of the 

historic Longfellow home at Cambridge. From its sightly elevation the mansion of Massa¬ 

chusetts looks down upon Commonwealth Avenue. It has in front a balustraded terrace. 

The approaches are by broad walks and steps. The main hall is forty feet square. It is 

entered between lofty stone pillars. Opposite the entrance is a broad staircase rising to the 

landing above. The offices, parlors, reading rooms, bed rooms and interior generally are 

furnished with heirlooms which for several generations have been in the possession of 

Massachusetts families. These relics are so highly prized on account of family or 

historical associations that it required strenuous appeal to state pride by the Massachusetts 

Commission to induce the owners to loan them even for the period of exhibition at the 

World’s Fair. On the second floor is an historical room, which is carried up into the third 

story. In this room are displayed relics and mementoes of the days of the Pilgrims- 



ONTICELLO—Virginia, as was to have been expected, reproduces the home of 

Jefferson, the famous Monticello, for her state building. The location is in the midst 

of one of the beautiful groves of the World’s Fair Grounds ; the trees surrounding add 

much to the appearance of Monticello reproduced. The original building stands on a well 

wooded eminence a short distance out of Charlottesville. The reproduction stands upon 

one of the highest points in the World’s Fair Grounds, overlooking long slopes, as does the 

original. The roadway in front is known as the “Trail” by reason of its irregular course 

from the Southeast or States’ Entrance over the hills and through the valleys of the World’s 

Fair Grounds to the Place of Nations. It traverses the Plateau of States passing many re¬ 

productions of historic house. In the group of which Monticello is one are the Hermitage 

of Tennessee, the home of Andrew Jackson, and one of the old mission churches which does 

duty for California. Idaho is a near neighbor with the typical Spanish-American house of 

one story having a central court. Georgia’s building of quaint Southern architecture is near 

by. The original Monticello has been followed closely by the architect in the reproduc¬ 

tion. Even the windows have the square old-fashioned panes of glass. The wings which 

are features in the old mansion are added, as well as the verandahs which Jefferson planned. 
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ISSIS5IPPI.—Beauvoir is reproduced at the World’s Fair by Mississippi. The one- 

story plan of the Gulf Coast mansion, with wide gallery on three sides, perched on 

piers to escape high tide, is closely followed in the replica. Beauvoir was the name of the 

Mississippi place which Mrs. Dorsey left by will to Jefferson Davis. In it Mr. Davis lived 

during the closing years of his life. And there he wrote “The Rise and Fall of the Southern 

Confederacy.” There is no Mason and Dixon's line on the Plateau of States. On the con¬ 

trary the interesting fact may be mentioned that Mississippi’s nearest World’s Fair neighbors 

are Iowa and New Jersey. At the World's Columbian Exposition Mississippi had no build¬ 

ing. The entire appropriation by the State for that Exposition was only $2,500. More than 

twenty times that sum is being expended upon Mississippi’s participation at the World's 

Fair of 1904. The Beauvoir reproduced is in a grove of forest trees. Only the clinging pen¬ 

dant bunches of Spanish moss from the boughs are needed to complete the similarity to the 

surroundings of the original structure. Clam shells are used in the landscape decoration 

around the mansion. Citizens of Mississippi were not at all satisfied with the showing 

made at Chicago. For the Louisiana Purchase Exposition the State planned an impres¬ 

sive demonstration of the diversity and abundance of crops made possible by the'rich soil. 
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EHODE ISLAND’S COLONIAL MANSION. —Some of the best colonial exam¬ 

ples in the Providence Plantations furnished the suggestions of detail in the building 

constructed by Rhode Island. For example, the gable windows of curious circular form are 

reproduced exactly as they appear today in the historic Smith house. They are said to be 

the only examples of the early gable windows that are now to be seen in New England. 

The old Carrington House in Providence furnished the idea worked out in the front piazza 

which extends to the main cornice and forms a part of the roof-garden. On the first floor 

of the Rhode Island Building is a hall of state, beginning almost at the entrance and extend- 
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ing to the foot of a main staircase, finished in ivory white with mahogany rails. All of the 

rooms open upon this hall of state. On the right is a reading room ; on the left a writing 

room. All of the rooms have large open fire places with gas logs. There arc many inter¬ 

esting examples of colonial work loaned for use in this building by their owners. Perhaps 

that which most attracts attention and comment is the coloring of the exterior of the Rhode 

Island Mansion. The gray and old ivory and pure white tints generally used by the states 

have been rejected in this instance. Instead there was adopted a mottled scheme, a com¬ 

mingling of bright and dark colors. At a short distance the walls appear to be of masonry. 



i£5T VIRGINIA.—The design chosen for West Virginia’s building might very well 

do for a State capitol. It is colonial. Approached from any direction it presents an 

imposing facade. A large dome rises from the center, giving an observatory' fr-om whic 

much of the World's Fair is visible. At the corners are small domes. The roof projects 

sixteen feet beyond the walls in front and on the sides, being supported by lar^e C0l™e 

In the rear the roof projects ten feet and has the columns. It may almost be said that the 

building has four parts. The first floor contains an unusually large reception a °CCUPY 

ing about one-third of the space, but leaving sufficient room for offices, a smoking de , 

formation bureau and other conveniences. A wide staircase leads to the second floor where 

is a banquet hall seventy feet long. Several doors open upon second story porches. West 

Virginia architects, twelve in number, competed to furnish the design. West Virginia 

manufacturers contributed the ornamental metal ceilings which attract no little atten¬ 

tion The great natural wealth of West Virginia finds various ways to emphasize itself in 

the interio/furnishings and the displays. But it is necessary to go to the Palaces of Mines 

and Metallurgy and Forestry to realize adequately what this wealth is. West Virginia 

occupies in the two departments mentioned nearly fourteen thousand square feet of space. 
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ALIFORNI A.—The style of architecture selected by California for her State Building 

is historical, but in striking contrast to the colonial employed for most of the 

eastern States. California has reproduced an old mission building from the southern part 

of the State, known generations ago as La Rabida. Externally the building conveys the 

impression of grateful coolness. Arcaded cloisters are a marked characteristic. These 

cloisters were notable in California mission buildings generally. The main portion of the 

structure has two large bell towers, square, tapering upwards by tiers to a lantern-crowned 

dome. The towers are given a more massive appearance by the heavy buttresses at the 

ground line. Between the towers is a pediment resting on the colonnade. Extending from 

either tower is a lower building two stories high. These lower buildings or wings have an 

arcade and cloister on each floor. The lower arcade is a series of semi-circular arches. 

The upper has an entablature which forms square openings. These arcades and cloisters 

surround the building on three sides and furnish a delightful promenade in the shade. In 

the central part of the great structure is an assembly hall opening into the second floor 

which furnishes a gallery from which the gatherings below may be viewed by those who do 

not wish to participate. Space is afforded for elaborate displays of fruit and other products. 
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RIZON A.—The pavilion erected for Arizona is near the southeastern entrance to the 

grounds and almost at the end of Commonwealth Avenue. It is not large but is 

considered a model in the style of architecture it represents. The front of the building is 

an arcade of four arches, shaped like so many horse shoes. The columns supporting the 

arcade are graceful. The building is one story in height and contains three rooms. It has 

a character of its own, suggesting in some ways the old Missions of California and the Gads* 

den Purchase. But the cloister conveys an impression of hospitality and comfort in an arid 

country. Very near the Arizona Building is Mississippi's reproduction of Beauvoir and 

17 

just back of that is New Jersey’s copy of the old tavern which was Washington’s headquar¬ 

ters at Morristown. Here within a hundred yards are three types of American architecture; 

and types more dissimilar cannot be found on the World’s Fair grounds. Many thousands 

of visitors see the Plateau of States first of all. They enter by the southeast gate. To them 

the Arizona building is an object of much curious interest. It is embellished by the use of 

a varied collection of mineral specimens. The finish of the interior made the building cost 

more than the exterior might indicate. The importance of Arizona in natural resources is 

impressed by many interesting displays. This is especially true of the mineral specimens. 
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HE RENAISSANCE OF NEVADA.—To those who have not kept pace with 

the revivifying movement in Nevada it is something of a surprise to come upon the 

bungalow bearing the name of that state. The building is not a large one but it is spacious 

when the population of Nevada is taken into account. It is located beside Rhode Island 

on Colonial Avenue. From the wide approaches which surround three sides there open 

beautiful vistas through the forest trees. Pennsylvania’s imposing structure is just across 

the avenue. Nevada comes to the World’s Fair with evidences of new life. The state 

building is but one of them. In the Mines and Metallurgy department Nevada makes a 
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display of gold, silver, copper, lead and precious stones which bear out the information 

given that Nevada’s mineral resources and development are not exhausted but are once 

more adding to the wealth of the country. Quite appropriately the House of Nevada over¬ 

looks The Gulch in which are the mines and derricks and smelters. But that in which 

Nevada takes special pride is the daily appearance in The Gulch of the twenty-mule team 

with the great wagon and the tank tender used to bring the borax from the desert-deposit out 

to civilization. This team of ten spans is handled under perfect control with a single 

rein in the hands of a gentleman introduced to the World's Fair by Nevada as “Borax Bill.” 



[oFl LASKA’S TOTEM POLES—The sign of the Totem leads the way to Alaska. A 

tree trunk carved in the image of an animal or plant commands the respect not to 

say the reverence of the Alaskan native. A single totem stands for all of the numbers of a 

clan or tribe. The name of the totem is assumed by the clan. The animal or plant carved 

on the totem protects the entire clan. The way of reciprocity the clan will not kill the 

animal or cut the plant represented on the totem. Members of a clan resort to tattooing on 

themselves the image of their totem. They even mutilate themselves to produce resem¬ 

blances- Transmigration is suggested by the belief that descent is from that which is 

represented on the pole and that return to it will take place after death. If the totem is a 

snake members of the clan are sure no snake will bite them. If a member of the clan is 

bitten it is considered evidence that he has failed in loyalty to his clan and does not have 

proper regard for his totem. The native Alaskan rears his totem beside his dwelling and 

shows it great respect. The carving is done with very crude implements. The wonder 

is that the results are not more grotesque. The totem poles are shown in groups on either 

side of the Alaska building. On one side is a Hydah Indian house with a totem pole at 

each corner. The Hydah custom is to have a totem pole for every house in the village. 
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HE UNITED STATES INDIAN SCHOOL.—One of the most conspicuous 

structures, by reason of its elevation and surroundings, in the western part of the 

World’s Fair grounds, is the United States Indian School. It faces upon a large plaza where 

Indian sports and games take place from day to day. Beyond the plaza is the reservation 

of ethnology, occupied by communities of many Indian tribes, not entirely confined to the 

North American Continent. The Patagonians of South America and the Pygmies of Africa 

have their homes on the reservation. Every afternoon a fine band composed of Indian 

boys renders a program in front of the Indian building. Within the building is conducted 

an Indian school composed of pupils of both sexes. Special attention is given to branches 

of industrial education. The boys carry on woodworking and iron working. They make 

furniture ; they construct farm machinery of the more simple kinds. The girls cook and 

are trained in housekeeping. A corps of teachers drawn from the various Government 

Indian schools is on duty. The visitors traverse the hall the full length of the building. 

Upon the hall open the various class rooms and work shops of the school. At one corner 

of the building, illustrative of the Alaskan Indians, is a great totem pole. The picture 

presents a group of the Indian pupils on the steps leading down to the Indian School Plaza. 
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HE LITE SAVING DRILL. —In this picture the camera has caught one of the 
most popular daily performances on the World’s Fair grounds at the most exciting 

moment. The life saving drill is in progress, being performed by a crew of government 

life savers brought from the coast. The full length of Life Saving Lake, as it is called, is 

presented. Near the center is the mast representing a sunken vessel. Just beyond is the 

deepest part of the lake. The life saving crew has capsized the life boat which is rapidly 

righting itself, bringing the crew dripping with water into view of the assembled multitude 

occupying the amphitheatre. This boat has air chambers at the ends, which give it buoy¬ 
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ancy. The crew turn the boat over and over in the water, going down and coming up with 

it. They even remain under the boat while it is upside down, entirely concealed from 

view, and relying upon the imprisoned air until the boat regains its proper position. In 

the bottom of the boat, when it has capsized, can be seen several large apertures. Through 

these the water runs out, as the boat returns to its position, so rapidly that when the crew 

climb in there is no water in the bottom. This most modern improvement in life boat con¬ 

struction, in its operation, is a seeming violation of the law of gravity. The boat rights 

itself, shipping enough water to fill one-third of it, but in a few seconds all has run out. 



HOUR NOTED BOER COMMANDERS.—Daily, upon the mimic battle fields of 

Colenso and Paardeburg, in the British-Boer war spectacle, four of the most noted 

leaders of the Boer forces appear. They are shown in the picture, mounted and, with one 

exception, wearing the uniforms of the Boer army. General Cronje is in civilian attire, a 

dignified courteous man of few words. On General Cronje's right is Commandant Boshoff, 

a grandson of the former President Boshoff of the Orange Free State. In the late war to 

Commandant Boshoff with a picked force was entrusted the care and protection of the 

Presidents of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State when hard pressed by the British. 

The officer on the extreme left is Commandant Van Dam who received the surrender of the 

British at Nicholson’s Nek where he himself was wounded. Beside General Cronje is 

General Viljoen who was second in command before Cronje's surrender and afterwards 

succeeded to the full command. Viljoen won several battles in the latter part of the war 

notably the capture of the Royal Irish at Belfast and the capture of the Liverpool regiment 

at Helvetia. He was ambushed, captured and banished to Saint Helena, where he wrote a 

remarkable book “My Reminiscences of the Boer War." He is also the author of an histori¬ 

cal novel “Under the Vierkleur." He was a leading speaker in the recent Germanic Congress. 
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HE BRITISH CONTINGENT IN THE BOER. WAR ,—Not all of the realism 

of personal participation in the British-Boer War scenes is on the side of the Boers. 

While Cronje and Viljoen and other leaders famous in the history of the South African 

war appear in person and participate in the events, the British side is also represented by 

officers and men who were actually in the service and who fought for Great Britain in the 

battles which are reproduced. The picture shows a group of these British officers, includ¬ 

ing the famous piper of the Highlanders, seated in front of the tent of one of them in the 

British camp on the Exposition grounds. In the group are Major W. S. Stewart and Cap¬ 

tains Chapin, Franklin and Dix. Several display medals which they won for distinguished 

gallantry in the British-Boer battles. These officers and men wear the uniforms of various 

branches of the British service. There is a contingent of Lancers from New South Wales, 

which enters the field with much spirit and goes through with a striking sabre drill. 

There is a company of Highlanders led jby the piper, which trudges over the veldt and 

which deploys, advances and fights stubbornly in the scene of the battle of Colenso until 

most of the men in kilts are shot down. There is a detachment of Imperial Light Horse. 

The veterans of the British side sustain their part of the performance with earnestness. 
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E WET’S ESCAPE.—The series of thrilling battle scenes which comprise the 

Boer War program reaches culmination in the reproduction of General DeWet’s 

escape. The battle scene opens with sentries on duty about two block houses. The battle 

begins with an attack on the block houses which are sharply defended. Then comes the 

cutting of barbed wire barricades under fire and a charge by the Boers. The roar of cannon 

and the rattling discharge of rapid fire guns swell the din of battle until it is almost deafen- 

ening. DeWet and his men make a daring dash through the British cordon for liberty. 

One of the Boers rides his horse to the brow of a cliff beside the block house and with the 

British pressing him closely in the rear he forces his horse to jump from a height of twenty- 

five feet into the river below with mighty splash. The battle continues while the horse 

and rider struggle in the water and at length reach the shore. The scene ends in the pur¬ 

suit of the drenched rider and horse across the veldt in front of the thousands of cheering 

spectators. The spirit with which both British and Boers enter into this last battle scene 

impresses an appearance of reality which can not be imparted by the written description. 

The roar of battle reaches such strength as to be heard throughout the Exposition grounds. 

But when the last cheer has died away British and Boer go back to their tents in amity. 
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1 ; HE KAFFIRS AND THEIR- COUSINS*—Incidents of extraordinary interest 

' are the visits which the various primitive communities of the Department of Eth¬ 

nology exchange. The picture shows the Kafffrs assembled in their kraal at the Boer 

Camp. This body paid a ceremonial visit to the Pygmies or Batwas encamped in another 

part of the World’s Fair Grounds. Resemblances, physically, were striking. It was diffi¬ 

cult to distinguish the Kaffirs from the Batwas. A relationship was evidently anticipated 

on both sides. Conversation began at once, without introductions ; but after several min¬ 

utes' effort it ceased. The Kaffir was not able to understand one word said by the Batwa; 

the Batwa, quick witted as he is, could not comprehend anything the Kaffir |tried to com¬ 

municate. Both Kaffirs and Batwas laughed heartily at the confusion, esteeming 

the fruitless attempt to be sociable a good joke. Many American negroes have visited 

the Kaffir kraal and have attempted to establish relationship, at least to satisfy curi¬ 

osity. Chief Umkalali expressed himself, through an interpreter, regarding his Ameri¬ 

can negro visitors in the following language: “In Africa the Kaffirs live as they please, 

have their own language, laws and costume, but in America the Kaffir has no language of 

his own and disgraces himself by copying the white people in every manner possible.” 
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SRONJE'S ROMANCE .—An interesting case of war and love developed in connec¬ 

tion with the British Boer exhibition. General Peit A. Cronje, the most conspicuous 

figure in the community, had not been in camp on the World’s Fair grounds many days 

until it was observed that he was paying more than ordinary attention to one of the 

widows, Mrs. Johanna Stertzel, of Pretoria. The first indication of serious intentions was 

in the form of frequent visits by General Cronje to the tent of Mrs. Stertzel. The time was 

occupied in reading and commenting upon the Scriptures, the General having with him his 

Bible. Shortly before the 4th of July, it was announced that the General and Mrs. Stertzel 

had decided upon matrimony. The ceremony took place upon the 5th of July, the balcony 

of the grand stand of the Boer War Exhibit being selected for the place. A simple ceremony 

was conducted according to the forms of the German Evangelical Lutheran Church. The 

witnesses were a few friends seated in the amphitheatre. The bride wore a plain gray 

dress and carried a little bunch of sweet peas. There was neither music nor singing. 

After the ceremony a reception was held in the improvised bower shown in the picture. 

The General and his bride were escorted about the camp in one of the Cape carts, drawn by 

four horses. The best man was Commandant Bandan, late Chief of Police of Johannesburg. 
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fuf MKALAL1 AND HIS SUB JECTS.—The colony of Zulus, Bushmen and other 

South Africans which accompanied the British and Boers to the World’s Fair is ruled 

over by a chief known as Umkalali. These people live by themselves ; have their own un¬ 

written code j draw their rations from the quartermaster of the camp ; perform their part 

in the military spectacles. They are, in short, a community by themselves. Umkalali, the 

chief, occupies the seat of honor in the center of the group in the picture. On his right 

stands a Zulu with war spear. At the end of the line the African wearing an elaborate 

headdress with a leopard skin about his loins is a Matabele. At the extreme left of the line 

are two red Kaffirs so called because they wear red blankets. The name of the tribe is 

Matchola. The two smaller boys are Bushmen. Represented in the group are six different 

tribes of South Africans speaking dialects which vary. One word in almost universal use 

among them is “ikona.” It means many different things, being employed as an answer to all 

questions when the intention is to convey a negative or a refusal. If one of these South 

Africans is asked to eat and does not wish to do so, he simply says “ikona.” If he is asked 

to drink and, which is seldom the case, declines, he does it with “ikona.” When the 

officers of the British-Boer camp organized a club they adopted the name of “Ikona.” 
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HE CARNAGE AT COLENSO— Realistic in detail are the scenes on the bat¬ 

tlefield of Colenso when the firing has ceased and the Boers are shouting over the 

victory. A horse hobbles on three legs across the veldt. The hospital corps bring to the 

ambulance the wounded. Stretcher after stretcher is unloaded at the field hospital. In 

one case a leg is put in splints. In another the bandage is applied to a scalp wound. Out 

of the smoke comes the wailing sound of the pipes rather faintly. Two stretcher bearers 

appear. On the litter between them is the piper. One leg has been put out of action, but 

the wind and the fingers are all right and until he is laid down on the surgeon's cot the 

Highlander plays away bravely. A squad of Boers marches forward guarding a group of 

captured artillerymen. One of the latter thinks be sees the opportunity to escape and 

starts. A shot is fired. The prisoner spins around and goes down in a heap. Horses lie 

prostrate on the field. Other horses, riderless, wander about. Scattered on the ground are 

the dead and the dying. The noise and the action and the glamor are supplemented by the 

carnage. The great amphitheatre does not ring with the applause of the thousands of spec¬ 

tators when the canvas curtains are drawn on this closing gruesome scene of Colenso. There 

is the realism in this part of the representation of war which does not inspire enthusiasm. 
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HE KAFFIRS AT HOME. —The great Zulu nation of South Africa is represented 

in the Kaffirs’ Kraal by members of several tribes, among them, Basutos, Matabeles 

and Swazis. These tribesmen speak various dialects, but can understand each other. They 

acknowledge as chief Uinkalali, who occupies a seat in the center of the group shown by 

the picture. The chief has a large tooth suspended across his breast and also a wide neck¬ 

lace of smaller teeth. Further than these decorations he is not much better off for covering 

than the other Kaffirs. In preparing for the camera the Kaffirs assembled their tiger and 

leopard skins in such manner as to include these prized belongings in the photograph. Un¬ 

like some other primitive people, these Zulus of Africa offered no objection whatever to 

this camera experience. The picture shows the interior of the Kraal, the huts circular 

with clay walls, having a door but no other opening. At midday the interior is dark. The 

roof is of steep pitch thatched with grass. The Kaffirs have very little use for furniture. A 

bundle of skins, tanned with the hair on, supplies them with all of the bedding they require, 

but they do not neglect the opportunities to acquire cast off and broken down cots from 

the camp. Although they were in a state of almost nudity when they left Africa, they 

collected complete wardrobes of the white man’s clothing before they arrived in St. Louis. 
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i AMES MONROE. Signer of the Treaty.—The manuscript of half a dozen 

pages which constitutes the Treaty of the Purchase of Louisiana has but three 

signatures. Neither First Consul Bonaparte nor President Jefferson participated in 

the formal closing of the negotiations. On the base of the Louisiana Monument is 

the scene of The Signing of the Treaty. It contains three figures representing the 

participants. Marbois signed for France ; Livingston and Monroe for the United 

States. The First Consul did not trust Talleyrand, the head of his cabinet, with this 

transaction. He chose rather Marbois. Livingston was the American Minister to 

France and through him had been made the urgent representations of the United 

States in support of contention for an open mouth of the Mississippi to American 

commerce, ocean and river. Janies Monroe had been sent by the Jefferson Adminis¬ 

tration as a special envoy to support the American Minister to Spain and the American 

Minister to France in the critical period of negotiations relating to the Mississippi. 

The statue of Monroe stands near the foot of the terrace, looking toward the fourteen 

gigantic statues representing the States and Territories carved out of Louisiana. The 

right hand rests upon the globe, the index finger pointing to the Territory purchased. 
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HILLI AM CL ARK.—Flanking the balustrade of one of the principal approaches 

to the Colonnade of States are statues of the men who took prominent parts in 

the legal transfer of Louisiana to the United States, and men who were leaders in the 

history of that decade. Notable among these is the statue of William Clark, who is 

represented in the accoutrements of the explorer. The sculptor’s idea was to show 

Clark at the time he was with Meriwether Lewis in the Lewis and Clark expe¬ 

dition. Subsequently Clark succeeded Lewis as Governor of Louisiana Territory. 

On the expedition to the Pacific he was in the prime of life ; he shared the hardships 

and dangers with his followers; carried his own flintlock weapon, his powder horn 

and his hunting bag. He wore the buckskin garb of the frontier a hundred years ago. 

The figure is supposed to be standing on a crag on the Divide of the Rocky Moun¬ 

tains. Clark has just obtained his first view of the headwaters of the Columbia. These 

statues along the approach from the waterways of the Exposition to the Colonnade of 

the fourteen States and Territories carved out of the Province of Louisiana constitute 

the Pantheon of the Purchase. With William Clark stand Monroe. Livingston, 

Andrew Jackson, George Rogers Clark, Meriwether Lewis and Daniel Boone. 
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ERIWETHER. LEWIS.—Standing well down the Terrace and looking up 

toward the great statues representing the fourteen States and Territories of the 

Purchase is the figure of Meriwether Lewis. A combination garb is worn, which 

suggests both the explorer of a trackless wilderness and the Private Secretary of the 

President of the United States. One hand grasps the long rifle and the other the com¬ 

mission and papers of official character. Lewis filled a double role. He was at once 

the official representative of the Jefferson administration and the head of a hardy 

adventurous band finding a path to the Pacific. Lewis, according to the historical 

narrative, accepted the mission on condition that William Clark should be his asso¬ 

ciate. Ihe duties were divided, Clark having the military command while Lewis 

took charge of the scientific investigation and the map making of the region traversed. 

Both Lewis and Clark had been soldiers under “Mad Anthony” Wayne, whose figure 

stands near in the galaxy of historic characters to which the United States of America 

owes the acquisition of the Louisiana Purchase and the addition to it of the territory 

between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific* Both were comparatively young men, 

sturdily built, resolute of mien. They performed a great service to their country. 
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E SOTO .—There is fine appreciation of historical sentiment in the arrangement 

of the statuary which adorns the Plaza of Saint Louis. This great court, the 

architectural heart of the group of exhibit palaces, has the equestrian figure of Saint 

Louis, crusader and king, at one end. Opposite, seven hundred and fifty feet away, 

is the Louisiana monument. Two grand facades of palaces form the sides of the 

Plaza. They have monumental entrances. An equestrian figure stands in front of each 

entrance. The chief of sculpture assigned these places of great honor to representa¬ 

tives of two nations which were most energetic and forceful in the discovery and 
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exploration of the Mississippi Valley. De Soto is in front of the entrance to the Palace 

of Varied Industries. Joliet is in front of the Palace of Manufactures. De Soto is 

presented as if he had at the moment halted on the drew of the Chickasaw Bluffs. 

He has risen in his stirrups. He has raised his hat to express his feeling of mingled 

triumph and reverence. He has discovered the Mississippi river. The explorerisat 

the supreme moment of satisfaction in the progress of his expedition. He was in 

search of the Fountain of Youth and of fabulous treasure in the New World, supposed 

to lie just beyond the Father of Waters. He had led his little army from Florida. 
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HE PROTEST OF THE SIOUX.—That advancing civilization in the Territory 

of Louisiana was not altogether by unobstructed pathway is told in sculpture. “The 

Protest” is mute but intense. The Indian warrior who gestures his defiance is stripped for 

battle. He belongs to the period before the white man's weapons found their way into the 

red man’s hand. A single strip of rawhide gives the bridle control. The horse is not the 

Indian pony of later days on the reservation. He is well built and spirited, a reminiscence 

of the generations ago when droves of wild horses ranged over The western plains. The 

Indian leans forward and weaponless throws out his clenched fist toward the coming 
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invasion of his country. The emotion is further expressed in the jerk which the left hand 

has given to the rawhide, pulling the horse backward almost to his haunches and wrenching 

the mouth open. Rider and horse together tell the story of rage and impotent antagonism 

to the inevitable. The nakedness of the Indian and the ragged hair of the horse add to the 

desperation of “The Protest” in their revelation of its usefulness. On all sides the World s 

Fair presents the evidences of the white man’s accomplishment in the Louisian? Terri¬ 

tory. The spirit of development abounds. The noise of progress fills the air. One 

solitary attitude of defiance, one fierce note of discord is “The Protest of the Sioux." 
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HE BLIZZARD.—Where the great thoroughfares of the World's Fair intersect the 

story of the evolution of the Purchase is told in statuary. Four heroic groups stand 

at the head of the main lagoon. They face the expanse of water, the Cascades and the 

Colonnade of States. Perhaps the one of the four which will be best remembered is “The 

Blizzard.” A pioneer has been caught in a storm on the plains. Numbed and exhausted 

he has slipped from the saddle and half reclines on the ground. His head is bared. The 

blast blows on one side his tangled beard. The rifle is held in the hollow of the arm. Tne 

horse stands close to the master, as if to shelter, his head dropped forward, his back to t.ie 

force of the storm, his position that so well known of dumb brute endurance of the terrors 

of the prairie. Another of these groups represents the period before the pioneer with the 

barbaric buffalo dance performed by Indians. The third group is the cowboy recumbent 

on the short grass looking into the distance. The pony, with saddle and rope and other 

belongings of the range, stands ready for instant action. The fourth group is “A Step to 

Civilization,” which a progressive Indian is urging his son to take, while in the back¬ 

ground an old warrior true to his blanket and wigwam stands in discouraging attitude. 

Each of these groups is an impressive and distinct chapter in the winning of the West. 



HE COWBOY AT REST .—One of the four groups of statuary strongly suggestive 

of the pioneers and plains of the Purchase is called “The Cowboy at Rest. From the 

artistic point of view the group has received unstinted praise. In the eyes of those who 

ride line fences, who participate in roundups and have been in at the end of stampedes the 

representation is seriously untrue to life. The pose of the cowboy is not bad although 

there have been observers who stopped to point out that a cowboy does not rest in that way. 

The real cowboy squats rather than lies stretched out on his stomach. When he relaxes he 

sits on his heels and meditatively chews a blade of blue stem. The horse stands naturally. 
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The head is raised inquiringly. The Winchester is in its place. The saddle is of the correct 

tree. But a defect, which in the eyes of the cowboy counts many points against the fidelity 

of the cowboy at rest is the bridle. A cowboy does not swing down from his stirrup and leave 

the bridle where it appears on this horse. He tosses the bridle rein over the head and allows 

it to hang. A bridle rein hanging from the bits is notice to the horse to stand. With the 

bridle rein dropped down on the neck the plains horse feels entirely at liberty to wander 

where grass and water invite. Those who overlook the bridle mistake realize that The 

Cowboy at Rest is one of the strongest pieces of decorative statuary at the World s Fair. 
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m HE BUFFALO DANCE. —Four heroic groups of statuary placed at the head of 

the Grand Basin and facing toward the terraces and Colonnade of States are known 

in the every day talk of the World's Fair as “The Pioneers.” They represent the conditions 

of the Louisiana Purchase region from the aborigines to the beginning of civilization. One 

of the groups is described by its title —The Buffalo Dance. It is composed of three Indians 

who are going through the figures of one of their wild dances. Viewed from any stand¬ 

point the impression made by the group is that of wild frenzy. Even the aged brave who is 

beating the drum is doing it with all his might. The dancers have assumed as much as possible 

the appearance of buffalo. In one case the head and shoulders are enveloped in a robe, 

which trails behind. In the other case the head presents the horns of the buffalo with the 

war dress of the Indian. In his hand the dancer holds a bow ready for service. The dance 

is a rehearsal of the tactics required for a successful buffalo hunt before, the Indian came 

into possession of fire-arms. In the view of the group given by the picture one of the 

Indians is crawling craftily in order to come within bowshot before alarm is taken. The 

other Indian is standing erect with head and shoulders thrown back, ready to discharge 

the flint-tipped arrow. The scene is typical of Indian village life one hundred years ago. 
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EATH AND THE WOOD CUTTER—A painting which attracts much attention 

in the French section of the Palace of Art bears the title “Death and the Woodcutter.” 

Depressing at first glance, the strength of detail is such that the picture fascinates and holds 

the visitor far more than a passing glance. The artist, L’Hermitte, has painted a forest 

scene as the setting for the tragic presentation of the two actors in it. Death is stepping 

out from the trees, holding in front and poised at the end of a swathe, the scythe. Cut 

down in the midst of his toil, the old woodcutter turns his face, with the pallor of fate upon 

it. toward the shrouded figure, showing beneath the hood the bared fleshless face. The 

bundle of faggots has slipped from the shoulders and one hand seeks for support of the sink* 

ing form. The other hand clutches at the throat, tearing open the shirt to ease the labor of 

gasping for breath. But the face of the woodcutter ! It is that in the picture which arrests 

the steps and brings upon all visitors a sense of awe. There is intense interest expressed 

by the drawn features of the woodcutter—not fear, not terror. The old man seemingly rec¬ 

ognizes the bearer of the last summons. He neither attempts useless flight nor welcomes the 

end of toil. He gives the heed that belongs to the last supreme moment. The mystery of 

death is at hand. The convulsive movement of limbs and body is only physical rigor. 



a' RT CRITICS IN THE STABLE.—The painting by Otto Gebler, bearing the title 

-* “Art Critics in the Stable," tells its own story at a glance. It is a picture of the 

artist’s work with close inspection by his gentle models. The artist has painted a life-like 

picture of a sheep and has gone away leaving the result exposed in the open case. The 

palette has been dropped, the book of sketches is on the bench. The scene is the interior of 

a barn. In the absence of the artist several of the sheep have crowded forward and are 

satisfying their curiosity by looking intently at the picture. One of them, the leader of the 

flock, is bleating a recognition of the subject. Interest mingled with apprehension is well 

indicated by the poses of the others. Two of the sheep draw back as if there was someth 

in the painting which prompted in them suspicion of danger. The askant lcok of 

shepherd dog betokens a similar feeling that in some way a sheep on canvas is wholly i 

natural. As an instance of animal painting the picture is estimated very highly by 

human critics. The scene in so far as it represents the sheep and surroundings is very t 

to life. But the idea of the inspection by the sheep of a picture of a sheep makes the pai 

ing something far more interesting than a sketch of animal life. The imagination of 

artist has wrought something which brings to the countenance of all visitors a pleased lc 
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TP NCITING TO INSURRECTION.—A picture that is a fine illustration of oratori- 

cal effect bears the title of “Professor Steffens Inciting the People of Breslau to 

Insurrection.” It is the work of Prof. Alpha Karnpf. The picture might well suggest a 

political town meeting in one of the most exciting periods of American history. Professor 

Steffens holds his auditors not spellbound but strongly responsive to his appeal. The artist 

has presented a marked difference between the older portion of the audience and the 

younger. The old men in the front row are very quiet, but as the expressions indicate, 

intensely interested in following the speaker. In several cases it is apparent that the 

listeners are trying to make up their minds what to do. They are profoundly moved but 

are still weighing in their minds the arguments. The younger men in the rear of the room 

are carried away with the strenuous manner and words of the speaker and have thrown up 

their arms, in one case the fist being clenched, as indication of their willingness to follow 

and act upon the proposal to revolt. Two or three women appear well back in the crowd 

looking out of place in such political excitement. One of them is evidently badly fright¬ 

ened. The picture possesses historical as well as artistic interest. The scene is based upon 

what occurred at Breslau in 1813, when Proffessor Steffens led the revolutionary movement. 
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Vw ITHOUT BREAD AND WITHOUT WORK.—A painting of poverty is perhaps 

tlStl the most powerful work of the brush shown in the Argentine Section of the West 

Pavilion of the Palace of Art. It belongs to the National Museum of Fine Arts at Buenos 

Ayres, and was loaned for exhibition at the World’s Fair, having been selected as fairly 

illustrative of the best efforts by Argentine artists. The painter is Ernesto de la Carcova, 

member of the National Commission of Fine Arts, Buenos Ayres. The title which the artist 

has given, in his own language, is “Sin Pan y Sin Trabajo.'' Perhaps this conveys the idea 

as vividly as does the Anglo-Saxon, but title is hardly necessary. The painting tells for 

itself its story of gnawing hunger, of hopeless misery. In their garret home, on opposite 

sides of the bare table, sit the man without work and the woman without bread. The im¬ 

plements of toil are cast aside. Sweeping away the curtain, the man looks out upon the 

deserted mill with its smokeless chimneys. No hope is offered there. The fist clenches 

in token of desperation. The woman’s face expresses almost mental numbness. Suffering 

has gone on too long to be poignant. A stare of painful curiosity follows the movement 

and dwells upon the frown of the man. In the lap is a shrunken babe, vainly trying to draw 

nourishment from a fount that is without natural replenishment. Want is everywhere. 



an CORNER OF THE VERDIER MARSHES .—A painting in the section of 

S France in the Palace of Art, bearing this title represents the work of Adolph Marais. 

It is a nearby view of a group of cattle with the marsh, water and sedge grass stretching 

away in the distance, showing here and there clumps of trees where the ground rises 

slightly above the marsh level, The scene is pastoral and peaceful. An element of spirited 

animation is given by the disturbed manner of the cow and calf in the foreground. The 

calf has pressed close to the shoulder of the mother for protection, with mixture of curios¬ 

ity and timidity expressed in look and pose. The mother instinct thus appealed to responds 

in raised head and manner which suggests readiness for vigorous defense. In the calf there 

is portrayed questioning and apprehension. The cow is prepared for belligerent action. 

Brute intelligence is happily presented. One can imagine the artist at his easel a few yards 

away sketching the scene while the cow and calf pose in accordance with the promptings 

of natural instinct. The close resemblance between the mother and her progeny is in 

keeping with the scene. The other cows, with their paunches well filled and udders dis¬ 

tended, remain at their ease lying on the ground, showing only a passive interest in the in¬ 

truder's presence, very different from the excitement manifested by the mother of the calf. 



|SjN THE THAMES.—International boundaries fade in art. Ferdinand Gueldry goes 

to Great Britain for the subject of his painting, which hangs in the section of France 

in the Palace of Art. He has chosen a spirited gala scene on the Thames, and has brought 

out strongly the life and color of it. The picture portrays the bustle and rush of boating 

parties to get through a lock on the upper river. Waiting for the opening of the lock, many 

of the ladies and some of their escorts have gone ashore and have climbed to the upper 

level. The long arms have swung the ponderous gates open. Launches and row boats of 

various sizes are in a jam for precedence. Boatmen are shoving and crowding in front, or 

in the rear are waiting with marked impatience to advance as soon as there is a foot of space 

to be occupied. It is a good-natured, happy crowd. Upon the walls of the lock are posters 

which tell of the significance of the rush. Regattas furnish the motive of the throng in 

straw hats and summer dress. The canal men are gesticulating and ordering, having all they 

can do to keep the energy of the race goers from foiling their own desires to make haste. 

The artist from France has caught the crowding energy of the Englishman. No such scene 

could be found on a water course of France. It is doubtful if an English artist could have 

shown so much of distinctively English character. This abounds in British aggressiveness. 



SUNNY WINTER DAY. —In Sweden’s section of the Palace of Art is one of the 

characteristic works of Anshelm L. Schultzberg. It is a typical scene of the country 

in the interior of Sweden where winter is long and snow continues upon the ground several 

months. Mr. Schultzberg is known in the artist world as “The Snow Painter." He has 

achieved notable success in descriptions on canvas of winter scenes. In this instance mid¬ 

winter is chosen for the time. The place is a farmhouse and surroundings, of the better 

class of Sweden. House and barn, as is the custom of the country, are red, which gives the 

artist opportunity for striking contrast with the prevailing color, the pure white of snow. 

The trees are chiefly birches. To the innumerable branches and twigs the painter has given 

a burden of clinging snow. On the ground, along the fences, in the roadway, covering the 

roofs, everywhere is the white mantle. The snow is not deep in the part of Sweden chosen 

for the scene, but it remains with little change during the winter months. There is one 

effect in this picture, which is perhaps its chief charm that is the vivid color of the sky 

a bright luminous green with suggestion of the Northern Lights in the horizon. This effect 

the artist has brought out beyond the boughs of the birches in marvelous strength. The 

trees stand out in striking perspective before this sky coloring in a manner most natural- 
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HE VESUVIUS.—The section of Italy in the Palace of Art is strongly characterized 

by the modern art of that country. Most of the paintings and of the sculptures 

shown in the section have been produced since the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893. 

Few of the works were produced, however, especially for the Universal Exposition of 1904. 

The International Art Association in Rome is entitled to much of the credit for the high 

quality of the exhibit, having endeavored by earnest effort to atone for the delay in the 

decision of Italy to participate. Individual spirit is strongly characteristic of modern 

Italian art. It finds illustration in The Vesuvius of Edoardo Monteforte, of Naples, a 

photograph of which is given herewith. The beautiful coloring is lost before the camera. 

The painting itself charms by its contrast between the rocks and the patches of vegetation. 

There are varieties of gray in the barren slopes as well as different shades of green in grass 

and stunted shrubs, all of which are reduced to black and white by the lense. Vesuvius in 

the distance is shown in a state of activity of which the photograph gives inadequate con¬ 

ception. The life in the painting does not receive justice in the photograph. The painting 

is one of the most admired in the Italian section. It reproduces the wildness and the 

desolation of the mountain slopes adjacent to the crater of the celebrated volcano. 
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^Li, ARBOR. AT HOORN.—Full of sturdy Dutch life and sober solid Dutch color is 

■Es the painting which Karel Klinkenberg of the Hague shows with this title in the 

Holland section of the Palace of Art. It deals with the wharf. The plodding of the 

draught horses, pulling a heavy load of bales and boxes, appears realistic upon the canvas. 

Along the uneven surface of the wharf are pools of rain water reflecting shadows. The 

time is the Spring. The foliage is young, thin and of pale green. Through the branches of 

the trees, the masts and sails of the vessels at the wharf appear plainly. Beyond the trees 

rises the dark gray solid tower of a church. Nearer is the light colored facade of a business 

block. Truckmen are busy with their ponderous freight. They are rolling barrels ashore 

and loading the wagons. In the foreground, a half grown girl is t_..rrying a market basket, 

walking beside a sister in the garb of her order. The picture is blight in color. It does 

full justice to a scene of daily toil, laid amid the prosaic surroundings of a freight wharf. 

The picture is one of the most popular in the section. It illustrates well the ability to 

make an interesting and an impressive painting of a scene which, in itself, suggests little 

of the sentimental or of the picturesque. The strong individuality which characterizes the 

works of the Dutch artists at the World’s Fair is noted in this picture of the Harbor at Hoorn. 
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HE PARADE OF THE PREMIUM WINNERS.—No such gathering of the 

best of horses as filled the arena of the Live Stock Amphitheatre on the closing day of 

the Horse Show was ever before seen in the United States. The prize winners of twenty- 

four classes were massed. The gay ribbons which represented $93,640 in premiums floated 

in the September breezes. There were trotters and saddlers, French coach and German 

coach, Morgans and Golddusts. Shires and Hackneys, Cleveland bays and Yorkshires. But 

what perhaps caught the popular fancy and did more than all other groups to make the 

Horse Show the greatest in the nistory ot norse breeding in the United States, were the ex¬ 

hibits of the draft animals. Percherons, Clydesdales, Belgians, and the other heavy breeds 

were represented, not by few but by hundreds of splendid sires and dams. The horses of 

commerce had their day with those of the carriage and of the saddle, of the park and of the 

road. From these mammoths of the horse world to the Shetland ponies was a long way in 

weights. The picture taken from an elevation shows only a section of the arena on the day 

of the parade of the winners, but it affords some idea of the magnitude of the show. With 

loud neighing and much prancing the equine procession moved slowly around the great 

oval. The stables were visited daily by many thousands of enthusiastic lovers of horses. 



HE PERCHERONS.—In the classification of the Universal Exposition of 1904, a 

distinct department of Live Stock was provided for instead of the usual assignment 

to Agriculture as a kind of live annex. Premiums aggregating $280,000 were provided. A 

series of live stock shows, six in number, was arranged to begin the middle of August and 

to continue into November. These shows opened with horses and mules, followed by cattle, 

sheep and goats, hogs, poultry, and dogs, in the order named. Horses and mules were 

divided into four classes, with the sum of $93,640 to be awarded. The picture shows 

four prize winning Perchcron stallions exhibited by Crouch and Sons. Never before has 

there been assembled in this or in any other country such a representation of the heavy 

draft horse breeds. The Horse Show was more notable in tins respect than perhaps 

any other. American importers and breeders of these draft strains exhibited. Foreign 

governments encouraged their home breeders of these same strains to bring over choice 

animals to compete with those of the same groups bred in this country. The contest 

for supremacy was sharply waged. Diplomatic representatives of foreign governments 

came from Washington to witness this international battle of the breeders for World's cham¬ 

pionship in heavy horses. The picture shows four of the best of the Percheron stallions. 
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RENCH COACH HORSES.—Four animals, the get of a single French coach sire, 

L5LIJ are shown in the picture. This prize winning quartet was exhibited by McLaughlin 

Brothers, American breeders of these horses. Entries of French coach stock were numer¬ 

ous. The twenty-eight great stables of the Live Stock Department contained fifteen hundred 

horses the second day of the Horse Show. Every one of these horses was of a registered 

pedigree. The range was through twenty distinct breeds from the Mammoth Belgian draft 

horse Pirate, weighing 2740 pounds down to the Welsh pony Regent, with but 250 pounds 

to participate in the competition. When these choicest representatives of the studs and 
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breeding farms of this and other countries were marshalled in a long column for parade the 

assembly included over one million dollars worth of horse flesh. When the French coach 

stallions faced the judges stand it required seven prizes to go around. The French coach 

horse is lighter of build than the German or the English coach horse. With less weight 

there is perhaps the manifestation of more spirit. While the French coach horses are not 

as heavy as the other coach breeds, strength has not been sacrificed for speed. The picture 

is a very good one of typical French coach horses, which are being bred extensively in 

this country for light coach service, the medium between the draft horse and the roadster. 



V7V ERMAN COACH HORSES.- The array of German Coach Horses at the Univer- 

sal Exposition was the most notable ever assembled in this country if not in the 

world. One class required the entry of four animals of either sex, any age, yet of one sire. 

The picture shows a quartet of German coach horses, the get of one sire, shown by 

Oltman, an Illinois breeder. When it is stated that five quartets took prizes, some 

idea may be formed of the extent of this greatest of Horse Shows. Two of these 

quartet entries of German Coach Horses which took prizes were brought from Germany to 

the Exposition. The scene in the tanbark covered arena when these German coach horses, 

in sets of four, were led in and lined up before the judges stand was memoiable. The Ger¬ 

man coach horse is remarkably strerg locking without anything to suggest clumsiness. 

Horse sense is strongly expressed in the faces cf these intelligent animals. These German 

coach horses while being shown and paraded up and down the arena attempted no liberties 

with their grooms. They assumed splendid poses and gazed inquiringly but not restively 

at the judges as the picture shows. Of the twenty breeds of horses displayed at the Uni¬ 

versal Exposition none attracted closer study and more admiration than the German coach 

horse. The gentleness of these powerful animals strengthened the popular interest in them. 
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M*ISSOURI’S CORN PALACE.—Perhaps the most conspicuous single object 

in the Palace of Agriculture is the corn palace of Missouri, the central feature 

of the corn exhibits of half a dozen states in which that cereal is a leading crop. 

Missouri's exhibit represents agricultural products from every one of the 114 counties 

in the state. Entrance to the space covered by the grand dome constructed of Mis¬ 

souri corn is between two figures, one an Indian maid, the other a Missouri girl. The 

costumes are of corn husks doing great credit to the ingenuity and taste of the makers. 

Within the corn palace is a likeness of His Excellency, Governor Dockeiy, skillfully 

worked from corn husks. Great towers are constructed entirely of Missouri corn. 

One tower is of white, its companion tower of yellow corn, each being 38 feet in 

height. Between the towers is constructed the Louisiana Purchase Monument, the 

material beingcorn representingall of the 114 counties. The monument isornamented 

with the United States flag and with the Louisiana Purchase flag, both designs made of 

corn. The varieties of corn include those well known and others of local repute. 

But there is one variety which is not shown for the grain ; it is the cob corn grown 

especially for the value of the cob which is used in the manufacture of cob pipes. 
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HE HAPPY FAMILY OF THE AVIARY.—In the immense bird cage it is a 

case of birds of every feather flocking together. The variety is illustrated in the 

menu which must be prepared for the daily feeding hour. While the pelican deposits a 

half-pound fish whole in his pouch to be eaten at leisure and the heron swallows a fish 

twice as thick as his neck, the dainty flamingo of brilliant pink must have rice and shrimps 

and the snake bird will only look upon fish heads. Grains and meal and crumbs must be 

provided for the California partridge, the Indian doves, the Java sparrows. Green things 

must be included in the diet of the green-winged teal, the blue-winged teal, the wood duck, 
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the wandering tree duck, the Java tree duck, the pin tail, the mallard and the other cousins 

almost too numerous to mention of the duck family. Then there are the throats of the 

nightingale and bullfinch and other singing families to be consulted. The aviary caterers 

must serve blue and yellow tropical birds from South Africa, the cardinal grosbeak, indigo 

birds, redheaded woodcock, nonpariel finches. The red billed weavers must be tempted 

from their curious double nests which they construct at the World’s Fair just as they do in 

the African habitat to escape with their young from monkeys and snakes. The provender 

required for the bird cage makes a long list. The different varieties live in harmony. 
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HE LARGEST TIMEPIECE IN THE WORLD—The eighth wonder of the 

World's Fair is the Floral Clock. Upon the northern slope of Agricultural Hill, it 

is a landmark by which visitors half a mile away easily read the passing hours. The dial 

is 112 feet sn diameter. The hands each weigh 2,500 pounds. The minute hand is 74 feet 

long. It moves around at the rate of 500 miles a year. In the making of it the landscape 

clockmaker set 13,000 plants, to show by contrast of colors, in numerals fifteen feet long, 

the hours and minutes. Gigantic as it is, the floral clock is moved by mechanism as com¬ 

plete and as reliable as the standard clock. The monster hands are moved by compressed 

air instead of by spring or weights. A steel shaft connects the underground clock works 

with a pavilion near the upper edge but just outside of the rim of the dial. In the pavilion 

is a fine astronomical clock, properly protected from dust, but exposed to view by plate 

glass front. As the second hand of the regulating clock moves it releases compressed air 

once a minute and the air moves the hands on the Floral Clock. In a belfry a few feet 

from the pavilion is a bell of 5,000 pounds upon which are struck sonorously the hours and 

half hours of the great clock. An immense hour glass with one hundred pounds of sand to 

run through it is near the Floral Clock. As the hour strikes, the hour glass reverses. 
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TT1IBERTY BELL AT LOUISIANA MONUMENT. The histone Liberty 

JSs Bell has traveled from itsshrineat Independence Hall many thousands of miles, 

ft has been a welcomed and an honored feature at Expositions and other patriotic 

gatherings in this country during the past half century. But not until it was brought 

to the World’s Fair at Saint Louis had it crossed the Mississippi. The Bell was re¬ 

ceived at the gates by one of the largest and most impressive pageants in the history 

of the World’s Fair. It was escorted through the grounds along roadways lined for 

miles by throngs composed in large part of 80,000 cheering school children. Before 

being taken to its resting place in the rotunda of the Pennsylvania building the 

Bell rested in front of the Monument. There in the presence of many thousands of 

people the President of the Exposition, David R. Francis, extended welcome to the 

Bell and to its escort, the Mayor of Philadelphia, and the Committee. Liberty Bell 

passed upon the record as one of the most glorious of the 184 days of the World’s Fair. 

Nowhere else, in the judgment of those who had traveled before with the treasured 

.relic, had greater or more fitting honor been paid it. The picture shows the 

arrival of the Bell on the decorated float with a guard of Philadelphia policemen. 
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HE LOG CABIN OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN.-When he was four years old 

Abraham Lincoln lived in a log cabin in what was then Hardin County, Kentucky. 

That cabin, duly authenticated, has been brought to the World's Fair and rebuilt under 

cover. The hewn logs look their age. They enclose a single room about fifteen feet square. 

Upon the rude mantel above the fireplace is an old fashioned clock which belonged to the 

Lincoln familv. The space between the logs is chinked with yellow clay. Beside the 

Museum which houses the cabin, towers the splendid World’s Fair capitol of Illinois. 

From the brow of the hill, upon which the Museum stands, is spread a birdseye view of the 

exhibit palaces and of the Place of Nations. In the very center of the World’s Fair glories and 

wonders is this homely cabin which sheltered Lincoln in boyhood. It is a shrine to ap¬ 

proach for contrast in spectacle; for realization of the nation’s development ; for reminder 

of the country's history through tribulation to triumph. With the cabin are belongings to 

it which are strange in this day and generation. The wheel upon which Nancy Hanks spun 

and the loom upon which she wove have been preserved. When the mother of Lincoln 

moved away from Kentucky she sold these things to Amelia Dry, her near neighbor, who 

kept them until she died not long ago at the age of 96, and from this family they were obtained. 
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tour of the Plateau 

. , . . aht tons o{ borax A water wagon is the third vehicle carrying a steel tank which contains 1200 gallons. When “Borax Bill” swings into 
___ ___ ___w__ _ addition to thefood that is required for the tr.P, two car loads or fort y-eight tons of_borax. ™ Ued to a long chain. When it is necessary to make a sharp curve or angle this chain swings 

On special occasions the team is driven in processions and inspires the climax of popular interest. “Borax Bill” is the artist who sits ,n the saddle on «!.. *hecl ' hi* trip saT^alpccnHax calb p„n by tideways movement in such manner as to keep the power appB^^d c°ms^ rfa^S^ 

line” reaches the leaders and controls not only the forward movement and the stops but the turns as well. Mules and wagons, for there are three T«hk !«• m the Cax»T«n, constitute the outfit used to draw great |unst the mules on one side. Several of * thc‘car 1S ictt stretched out full length. The picture is taken on Commonwealth Avenue in front of the Arkansas Bu g 

quantities of borax out of Death Valley over the sands of the desert and down the rocky canons of Funeral and Panamint Mountains. The wagons were built for this special service. The two wagons carry y the mules .ire unhooked from the smgic- rces a g 

KHE TWENTY MULE TEAM FROM DEATH VALLEY.—Daily, with a jingle of bells, the strangest caravan within the walls of the Worlds Fair sets out t: GnlcfefOTft 

of States. On special occasions the team is driven in processions and inspires the climax of popular interest. “Borax Bill is the artist who sits in the saddle on the nigh \» h> »1 h t 



HE BIRTHPLACE OF BURNS.—A Universal Exposition cannot be disassocia¬ 

ted from the sentiment of peace and good will to all men. A Scottish Neuk finds 

fitting place in the World’s Fair. The replica of the historic cottage on the Doon where 

Robert Burns was born is most appropriately the feature of the Neuk. Scotchmen planned, 

in the beginning of the pre-exposition period, the reproduction. The movement spread 

from St. Louis to other parts of the United States, to Canada and to Scotland. Not only is 

the cottage in exterior appearance true to the original. The contents suggest the lowly 

origin of the poet. They include many things to revive Scottish memory and to stimulate 

Scottish pride. “The Burns Cottage,” it is familiarly called. It is more than a reminiscence 

to visiting Scotchmen. It is a shrine for those of all nations whose hearts beat to the 

measures of : 

“For a’ that and a’ that, 

It's coinin’ yet for a’ that, 

That man to man, the world o’er, 

Shall brithers be for a’ that.” 

The Burns Cottage has a conspicuous location among the buildings in the Place of Nations. 
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HE HOUSE THAT GRANT BUILT —Half a century ago Ulysses S. Grant, an 

ex-Lieutenant from the United States Army, returned to the farm of his wife's 

father, a few miles out of St. Louis. He was given a part of the farm to till fora living. 

Upon the land, with the help of neighbors, he built a house of logs, cutting many of the 

trees and hewing them roughly. In that house the ex-Lieutenant and his wife passed a 

portion of their earlier married life. Tilling the soil was not congenial to the West Pointer. 

The hauling and selling of wood was no more satisfying. The Grants moved to Galena, in 

Illinois, where the father of the ex-Lieutenant lived, and whence came the summons to 
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organize and drill Illinois regiments at Springfield when, in 1861, Abraham Lincoln called 

for 75,000 volunteers. The log house on the Gravois road became a mecca in later years. 

It was taken down and log by log moved carefully to the site of the World’s Fair and re¬ 

erected. It shows ravages of time, but not what might be expected of fifty winters and 

summers. At the Dedication of the Grounds and Buildings of the Exposition, General 

Frederick Dent Grant, the eldest son of U. S. Grant, commanded a division of the military 

pageant. The Cabin is the property of C. F. Blanke. His object in purchasing it was to pre¬ 

serve it as a monument to one of America's greatest, as well as most misunderstood, men- 



■,'T^ HE PR VHELIOPHORO.—On a slope west of the Palace of Fish, Game and 

Forestry one of the solar machines invented by Father Hinulaya has been 

erected. It is the result of many experiments by this Portuguese priest. A similar 

machine built in Paris several years ago generated a temperature of 500 degrees centi¬ 

grade, or 932 degrees fahrenheit, sufficient to melt quickly zinc and other metals. 

The apparatus constructed at the World's Fair of 1904 is much stronger. The parts 

were made in Lisbon, Father Hirailaya having the support financially of Mrs. Amelia 

dos Santos. The Countess de Peha Longa of thePortugucse Court was a notable con¬ 

tributor to Father Himilaya s fund. The inventor has given the name Pryheliophoro* 

translating it literally from the Greek in to “Fire of the Sun I bring." The structure 

is all steel, the skeleton frame being forty-two feet high, with a wing-shaped reflector 

of steel slats. Each set of slatsis placed with mathematical accuracy, as any deviation 

from the correct curve might prove disastrous. These reflectors concentrate the 

sun's rays. The reflecting area is 6170 times that of the heating surface, the latter is 

not more than six inches in diameter. This is the fourth solar machine con¬ 

structed by Father Himilaya. It has developed more than 2000 degrees centigrade- 
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f^pHE AIRSHIP ARROWS SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT .—On successive days the 

HfcJ Airship Arrow ascended from the Aeronautic concourse, circled about the Exposition, 

traversing several thousand feet at varying heights, and safely descended. At the end of one 

of these flights the airship landed within the concourse enclosure, only a few feet from the 

starting point. The other flight was concluded by a descent just outside the Aeronautic 

Concourse. But on both occasions the flight demonstrated the complete control by the 

navigator of the air, Mr. Knabcnshue, over the airship. The gas bag was turned this way 

and that. It moved with the revolutions of the propeller and answered quickly to the broad 

rudder. The picture shows the airship above the concourse preparing for descent. A space 

of twelve acres, surrounded by the highest fence ever seen by most of the World’s Fair 

visitors, constitutes the Aeronautic Concourse. The fence is thirty feet in height. Twelve 

feet is of solid board work. Above that is eighteen feet of slat work which can be covered 

with canvas. The purpose of the fence is to give protection to the airships and captive 

balloons. This greatest of wind breaks insures the starting from the ground in perfect calm. 

The center of the enclosed concourse is occupied by the balloon barn. At a distance is the 

plant from which hydrogen gas is turned out by the hundreds of thousands of cubic feet. 
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HE PYGMIES ON DRESS PARADE —The crowning achievement of the De¬ 

partment of Ethnology was the expedition to the heart of the Dark Continent which 

brought to the World’s Fair the Batwa Pygmies. Herodotus told of the little people of 

Central Africa who were swift of foot and who shot poisoned arrows with such deadly 

precision that they were feared greatly by the Egyptian soldiers. Modern explorers before 

and after DuChaillu told of the Pygmies tales which obtained not universal credence. For 

the first time a group of these people has been induced to leave Congo land and to come 

out to civilization. Naturally the Pygmies from Africa divide the honors of popular 

curiosity with the primitive people from the Philippines, the Igorot and the Negritos. The 

eight individuals in the picture represent the Batwas and three other distinct tribes. Two 

with the curious headdresses are pure Batwas. The very black man who has assumed an 

American hat is Prince Latuna, heir to King Ndombe, the head of Batubats and principal 

chief in the Belgian Congo country. The Baluba, Batatele and Badinga tribes are represented 

with the Batwas. They are somewhat larger than the Batwas and are otherwise distinguished 

by their color, which approaches red more nearly than does the North American Indian 

copper skin. Four languages or dialects are spoken by the members of this community. 
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